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A N N U A L MESSAGE

THE CREDIBILITY CHASM -
THE ACCOUNTABILITY IMPERATIVE

It seems as if we've seen an unprecedented undermining of the public
trust since the early '60s. If one looks at the many incidents that have
had a hand in shaping our beliefs over these years, it is little wonder
that long-held truths suddenly are open to question. We've run the
gamut from Vietnam to the assassinations of a president and a civil
rights leader; from the savings and loan and junk bond scandals to

"Should the tax code encourage charity?"
— The Philadelphia Inquirer

frustration with government leadership; and finally to the unraveling
of Los Angeles on live television.

There are, of course, periods in every society when questioning
is more prevalent than others. But what has seemed to be an increasing
debasement of the nonprofit sector has been cause for unease for some
time.

Our staff and I, along with others in the field, had been giving
this a great deal of thought when The Philadelphia Inquirer came out
with a seven-part series lambasting what may be among the last
bastions of public confidence. Shortly thereafter, another article
crossed my desk entitled, "The Lying Game: Finding the Truth When
the Good Guys Fib." Once again, the nonprofit sector was the focus.

Basically, the series alleges that there is increasingly rapid and
uncontrolled growth in the number of groups being accorded
nonprofit status and that they are accumulating vast wealth to the
detriment of local, state and federal tax revenue.

Moreover, it insinuates that the field lacks accountability and a
sense of public responsibility as evidenced by excessive compensation
and self-dealing, the commerciality and for-profit activities of
nonprofits, lobbying and mndraising activities, and the unwillingness



on the part of some nonprofit* to be forthcoming with information
about organizational practices and activities. All of this is juxtaposed
against the suggestion that the charitable mission of too many
nonprofit organizations is largely lacking.

In the final analysis, the series raises questions about the
fundamental worth of the sector.

The other article was much simpler. It warned against trusting
"grassroots do-gooders, social-work heroes" etc., because even they
have an agenda. In other words: It matters not the worth of one's
mission. Nonprohts will do anything to promote their cause -
including distort the truth.

Now given that things are rarely as they seem, I generally take
my morning news with the perspective it deserves. But these articles
bothered me a great deal, and not because I have any illusions about
the nonprofit sector being either pristine or perfect.

These articles bothered me because they leave the impression
that the sector as a whole is rife with abuse. I believe that to be an
unfair and dangerously broad characterization of a sector that has been
held up to the highest public standard.

It is no accident that the nonprofit sector has enjoyed
tremendous public confidence. It has a track record that is unequalled
in providing public service and contributing to the public well-being.
Is it perfect? Certainly not. All sectors are comprised of human beings,
subject to the same temptations, mistakes and excesses as any others.

But to denigrate the credibility of the whole for what I believe
are exceptions to the rule is wrong. It is particularly worrisome in this

"Nonprofit chari table, educational, religious and social welfare
organizations . . . promote altruism in a world obsessed with
self-interest, plural ism in a world a d r i f t toward conformity, and
community in a world that extols individual achievement."

- Independent Sector

ease, because when the public loses confidence in the nonprofit sector
it also is likely to lose confidence in charitable giving, in volunteerism
and in doing good for others.

Because these nonprofit organizations are created for the public
good, because they provide the mechanism for millions of people to

. help their neighbors, and because they best understand that a
democracy functions on the critical balance between the public, private
and nonprofit sectors, I believe we must tackle these dangerous



"This neighborhood is

nice. Nojitging (sic)

eiter (sic). There is a

nice park to play

at to (sic)."

— Latoya Cook

"My neighborhood is

good, but once a trihlc

(sic) it get tough. Big

boys come with bats

and stick and maybe

guns. They try to beat

littler kids up. But my

neighborhood is

_ good."



perceptions head-on. We should start by swiftly and thoroughly
investigating the allegations presented in these articles — and any
future articles — and take any appropriate corrective action.

But a large dose of perspective is in order here.
To their credit, these articles point out the diverse and complex

nature of the sector, which falls within 25 classifications of tax-exempt
organizations allowed under the highly complicated U.S. tax code.
Half of the one million tax-exempt organizations, ranging from
cemetery companies to employee-funded pension programs, fall into
the nonprofit classification, which is further subdivided into 25 types.
And each of those 25 has its own many subtypes,

As the Independent Sector tells us, these "nonprofit charitable,
educational, religious and social welfare organizations create, nurture
and sustain values that frame American life. They promote altruism in
a world obsessed with self-interest, pluralism in a world adrift toward
conformity, and community in a world that extols individual
achievement."

Simply put, their diversity in type, size, makeup and charitable
mission is second to none. One cannot do this group of organizations
justice by broad generalizations. Nor can the Mott Foundation speak
with credibility for the entire sector, which includes hospitals,
universities, trade associations, neighborhood groups, cultural
institutions, schools, churches and a myriad of others. But we can
speak to foundations and the types of nonprofit groups we fund.

In our view, these articles miss how very important the
nonprofit sector is to the U.S. experience. Furthermore, by
concentrating upon the largest within the field, they overlook the
thousands of smaller organizations and volunteers who are doing
wonderful work on some intractable problems.

In particular, the Inquirer series asks whether all nonprofit dollars
should be turned over to the government for delivery of services.
Given that the nonprofit sector performs at a far more efficient and
cost-effective rate, that suggestion makes little sense. Besides, one
need only look to the emerging democracies of Central and Eastern
Europe to see the effect of once having all services delivered by
government.

As for compensation issues, well, it's easy to point the finger but
harder to determine who should monitor what is "excessive" and why.
CEO compensation, whether in this sector or any other, should be
appropriate to one s responsibilities and related to similar benchmark
jobs. To avoid such second-guessing, top-level salaries are best set by
an independent board or compensation committee.



A tougher area is that of trustee compensation. Some
foundations believe the real compensation should be one s sense of
public service. Others are uncomfortable asking already busy people
for time and commitment without paying for it. The Mott Foundation
doesn't compensate its Trustees, but we ful ly understand why others
do. In any event, trustee compensation should be appropriate to the
time and responsibility involved.

The writers point out that the Internal Revenue Service has
faced the explosion of nonprofit applications with staff and resource
cutbacks that have resulted in far less oversight. But that suggests a
problem of resources, not a broken system. The important thing is to
keep the debate focused on the value of nonprofits, not whether there
are too many of them.

There are, in fact, regulatory and statutory provisions that need
to be enforced. Over the years, the Mott Foundation has had its share
of IRS audits. In some cases, we've disagreed, fought and won. hi
others, we've lost. But we believe the system works.

The bottom line is that no matter how many regulations and
standards exist, no matter how tightly organized and managed one
operates, if someone is intent-,upon abusing the system, he or she can.

The sector is not without written standards or self-oversight.
Many years ago I was on the first Council of Foundations committee
that issued a statement of principles and practices for effective
grantmaking. One of our Trustees served on the Independent Sector's
former Ethics Committee. And most recently, Inter Action, the
American Council of'Voluntary International Action, has developed a

I believe that the nonprofit sector has made a point of
promoting ethical conduct and responsible standards and
practices over the years. The stirring of debate and self-

reflection that has emerged from these most recent articles w i l l
only help.

comprehensive standards document to guide private voluntary
organizations engaged in international humanitarian efforts. These are
just a few of the efforts aimed at self-regulation in which the field is
engaged.

I believe that the sector has made a point of promoting ethical
conduct and responsible standards and practices over the years. The
stirring of debate and self-reflection that has emerged from these most
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"My neighborhood

is bad. Last week

someone got shot.

There arc jllirays

(sic)jights on my

street."
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"My neighborhood

is better.

No body is geting (sic)

shot anymore."

- Shane Hill



recent articles will only help. At the very least, we should all use this
as an impetus to examine our own fundamental accountability-

Americans talk about accountability in terms of honesty.
Interestingly, in Central and Eastern Europe and South Africa, where
the Mott Foundation increasingly is funding development of the
nonprofit sector, this concept is cast in the realm of "transparency." As
they see it, accountability is a measure of openness or exposure.
Transparency is rapidly becoming a front-burner issue there as well.

Whether it is considered honesty, openness or exposure,
accountability is synonymous with responsibility. Sometimes boards
and staffs need a reminder that, as nonprofits, we are accountable to a
larger public. When we are accountable, the public ends up
knowledgeable about what we do and how we do it. That, in turn,
provokes self-reflection as well as thought about the future and what
we can learn from the past. It also helps us determine whether we've
outlived our usefulness or we need to adapt to meet new challenges.

In the case of the Mott Foundation, proper stewardship, which
includes accountability, has led us on many occasions to ask if what
we're funding makes sense against the wide-ranging needs of society.
Our most recent efforts toward this end, in fact, have led to a new
program structure and philosophy statement that are detailed in the
special section of this annual report.

We have used our annual reports over the years to highlight best
practices and to write more in-depth about subjects such as

education, teenage pregnancy, the environment, at-risk youth,
community foundations, poverty, replication and our work

therein. It is an opportunity not only to cast the best light on
our grantees, but also to admit our mistakes.

We believe an annual report plays a vital role in the life of a
nonprofit. It is the place where every organization should be
accountable for its stewardship of funds and activities. The report
doesn't have to be fancy. A simple presentation of financial statements,
activities and purpose is what counts.

We have used our reports over the years to highlight best
practices and to write more in-depth about subjects such as education,
teenage pregnancy, the environment, at-risk youth, community
foundations, poverty, replication and our work therein. It is an
opportunity not only to cast the best light on our grantees, but also to
admit our mistakes.



As advocates of accountability, we have developed board policy
and governance manuals that include clear conflict of interest and self-
dealing guidelines that go beyond the requirements of the law. We also
conduct an independent audit of our financial statements each year and
have board committees that provide oversight for these activities.
Further, we have developed a formal, written wage and salary-
program for employees with set evaluation procedures that cover every
employee in the Foundation.

We've learned a great deal about ourselves in the process, not the
least of which is the real need to bring diversity to our board and staff.
Diversity helps us be more knowledgeable about the areas we fund.
That, in turn, helps us be more understanding and responsible — thus
accountable — to our grantees, our grantseekers and the general
public.

We urge all nonprofits to take similar steps, remembering that
executive compensation should be set independently by the board or
committee. We also recommend that all nonprofits regularly examine
their mission and purpose and publish an annual accounting of their
activities. Further, it is critical that nonprofits accurately complete
required state and federal 990 forms. And finally, we would urge all
nonprofit organizations to look seriously at the issue of diversity.

Accountability starts with oneself, but it goes far beyond to
encompass the community of which we are a part. We firmly believe
that we can be only as strong as the sector we fund. If we want a
viable, more effective and efficient sector, then we're all going to have
to build it.

The Mott Foundation has been involved in the general
development of the nonprofit community since 1974. Still, there are
tremendous needs out there, such as improving the governance and
role of boards; developing standards of good practice; as well as
training, management and leadership issues. There is also a need for
research on the sector, for technical assistance and for advocacy.

These are issues for all nonprofits, regardless of their size, type
or activities. The bottom line is that it is incumbent upon the nonprofit
sector to start asking questions of itself.

The importance of such introspection and self-policing was never
more evident in the nonprofit sector than in the late '60s. The growing
activities of foundations had caught the eye and interest of
congressional leaders. After intense public hearings, changes were
made in the rules governing foundations. Those changes had a
dramatic impact upon foundations.



I well remember former Michigan Congress woman Martha W
Griffiths, then a member of the House Ways and Means Committee,
telling us that in the early stages of the investigation Congress had
every intention of putting foundations out of business. But because,
there were signs of improvement and greater accountability, things
changed. It is a lesson that has stuck with me ever since.

In grantmaking, we've learned that it is vitally important to
listen to as many voices as possible — from the highest levels of
government and the private sector to — even more important — those
being served. Only then can we begin to explore fully the nation's
conscience and consciousness as well as our own.

Frankly, I believe the nation's consciousness is battered. Indeed,
we are not the society of hopefulness we once were. Fear and distrust
are growing parts of American society. As I said in testimony before
the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs earlier
this year with a few other foundation CEOs, the pervasiveness of fear
in America comes from a sense that tomorrow is lost because we can't
meet the needs of today. What America needs is a common vision of
what should be.

One need only look to the special section of this annual report to
see how youngsters living amid this pervasive fear see their tomorrow.

As nonprofits trying to tackle the needs of today, we must get
comfortable with transparency and rebuild America's confidence in our
sector. Only from self-examination and vision can we hope to begin
meeting such needs.

The pervasiveness of fear in America conies from a sense that
tomorrow is lost because we can't meet the needs of today.

What America needs is a common vision of what should be.
i

Accountability may start with each of us as organizations and
extend through our nonprofit communities. But in the final analysis, it
comes down to what we give back to society.

We're hardly perfect, but I'd like to think that the Mott
Foundation is giving back to society opportunities for individuals to
strengthen themselves, individuals who are better equipped to
improve their own communities — small or large. For my money, the
ultimate accountability is to leave behind a better world for all our
children.

We have our work cut out for us.

10
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ADMINISTRATION

The Foundation "retired" a key bit of history at year-end when
longtime Trustee Harold Potter "Dusty" Rodes left active service to
become Trustee Emeritus.

One of our first non-family board members, Dr. Rodes helped
guide us through our transformation from a relatively parochial
grantmaker to an international funder during his 28-year tenure on the
board. In that period, our Board of Trustees doubled in size, our
assets tripled, our staff grew fivefold, and our grantmaking grew to
encompass national and international concerns.

I don't know how you replace Dusty's seasoned point of view.
He has provided this Foundation with nearly three decades of solid,
thoughtful and often incisive direction. He had a direct, no-nonsense
approach to issues and, at the same time, a sense of humor that helped
us all keep the past in perspective, among other things.

It's little wonder when you consider that when he assumed the
presidency of General Motors Institute (now GMI Engineering &
Management Institute) as a 41-year-old in 1960, his resume already
read like that of someone twice his age. Under his guidance, GMI
became an internationally known and respected academic institution
and the largest industrial college in the world.

Fortunately Dusty — along with his sense of humor — keeps in
close contact, retired or not.

We were all saddened by the loss of Marjorie Powell Allen,
who brought years ot hands-on philanthropic experience to our board.
Marjorie died September 24 at her home in Prairie Village, a suburb of
Kansas City, Kansas.

It's difficult to single out an activity that best characterizes
Marjorie's contributions, given her wide-ranging interest in the well-
being of people and the welfare of communities. In fact, she was well-
known, not only in her home community but also nationally, for
tireless dedication to women and young people.

Marjorie served as a Mott Foundation Trustee since 1985,
bringing diverse knowledge and a practical capability to our
boardroom. She was a special person, and her insight and experience
are sorely missed.

Filling Marjorie's unexpired term is Webb F. Martin, first vice
president and director of the Retail Deposit Services Division of NBD
Bank, N.A., I am pleased to announce. Webb, a member of NBD
Bank's senior management group, began his banking career in 1970.

He brings to the board a wealth of knowledge of investment
practices. The importance of sound investment policy is often

72



understated, yet it is clearly critical to the future and any long-range
planning efforts.

In addition, as a longtime Flint-area resident, he has an intimate
knowledge of how a community functions at the local level. Given the
community-based work we do nationally, his knowledge will be
instructive and timely.

Staffwise, Vice President and Senior Adviser Willard J. Hertz
closed out a 34-year-plus career in the philanthropic sector last year to
enjoy East Coast living in Yarmouth, Maine, with his wife, Annette.

Will came to the Foundation in 1982 as a 23-year veteran of the
Ford Foundation. He always talked about life after Ford. As Vice
President of Program Planning and Dissemination, Will was
instrumental in helping us develop a long-range plan for distributing
our dollars — something that took on great importance as our assets
tripled during the past decade.

Further, his Ford experience in South Africa made him a natural
to lay the groundwork for Mott's own South Africa program in 1986
- the Foundation's first concentrated international program. Since that

time, international grantmaking has grown from 2 percent of our total
grant dollars to 17 percent.

Will brought many strengths to the Foundation but perhaps
none so great as his appreciation for our staff.

Finally, I would acknowledge one other staff retirement, because
in her 15 years as a consultant, Trudy Cross made a lifetime of
friends, contacts and associates who should know that this creative
woman is still very much involved in issues concerning older
Americans.

Indeed, Trudy had been retired all of one week in 1978 when she
was made a part-time consultant to create a funding framework for a
new Foundation program area for senior family members. She
emphasized viewing seniors as producers as well as consumers, and
cross-generational opportunities. In the process, she set a standard for
nurturing collaboration and helped found Grantmakers in Aging, an
affinity group of foundations and corporate-giving programs
concerned with issues affecting older Americans.

Although she is retired — again — we understand Trudy is hard
at work on a book as a legacy for her children as well as extremely
busy on senior-citizen issues.

Despite a year of comings and goings, the Foundation awarded
385 grants totaling more than $44 million on assets that increased from
$1.09 billion the previous year to $1.16 billion at year end 1992. Total



distributions, which include grants, administrative expenses, taxes and
contributions in aid of charity, totaled almost $54 million.

Given that these pages have been about accountability, let me
share a few things at this juncture.

The Mott Foundation is among a very few foundations that
internally manage the vast majority of their portfolios. Our annual
rate of return over the past K) years has been about 15 percent. Our
investment office is backed up by a committee of the Board of
Trustees, which includes two outside advisers who have extensive
knowledge of investment practices and procedures.

Finally, we ask for about 20 days a year from our 10-niember
Board of Trustees, which includes three African-Americans and three
women. In 1992, that time included four regular meetings; a two-day
planning retreat; and several executive, investment and audit
committee meetings.

William S. White. Chairman

14



THROUGH THE EYES OF A CHILD

If is said that hope is life and life is hope. Regrettably,

in many places in our nation, hope has long been lost

• tit great price (o humanity. Nowhere is this more

evident, perhaps, than among America's children,

whose innocence has been snatched in the process.

Scattered throughout this annual report are illus-

trations representing the hopes and fears of a number of

third-grade youngsters from a large, Midwestern

school district. The district mirrors many urban

American school districts that increasingly hare become

poorer and more diverse, and in which some children

lire relatively care-free lives while others lire amid

pervasive fear.

Two classes were asked to participate — one from

a stable, middle-class neighborhood, the other from a

troubled, inner-city neighborhood. The children were

asked to draw a picture of their neighborhood today and

then draw a picture oj how they would like their world

to be. Finally, they were asked to explain their

pictures.

The pictures are significant both for irhat they

show and the message the children wish fo share. The

ii'ords are their own. In some cases, u'e're used their

illustrations to show the stark contrast between the way

their lives are, and the way they would tike their lives

to be. In other cases, a single illustration is startling on

its own.

We thought there won Id he no better way oj'illus-

trating the damaging toll that porerty is taking upon

onrnation and the critical importance of providing hope

to all children than by seeing our backyards through

their eyes.
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'My picture is about violence. It is true there are

places where I live where there's people robbing

people, people killing people. There is a lot of

fight or a yelling."

— Ojwjuan Ki?ig
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On a mild spring morning, it's a pleasant, easy drive westward from the
interstate into Lexington, Mississippi. Along the way, the countryside is
dotted with cows grazing peacefully in emerald green meadows, farmers
beginning the season's planting, trees crowded with buds about to
unfold — scenes that seem to belong on a painter's canvas.

To find the modest offices of the Rural Organizing and Cultural
Center in central Mississippi, one skirts around downtown Lexington,
picks up the Highway 12 bypass and exits almost immediately onto a
residential street lined with small houses. There, in the middle of the
block, is a bland building with the ROCC name clearly visible.

Inside, the building is much larger than it looks, extending deep
into a rectangular lot and offering a few large meeting areas and several
small offices for staff.

One of those rooms is the overstuffed office of Arnett Lewis,
director of ROCC, a well-established, community-based organization
that has begun branching out to neighboring towns.

Sitting behind a desk piled high with file folders, books, papers
and newspaper clippings, Lewis leans back in his comfortable chair and
says in his typically direct way: "I'm like a homing pigeon. Of all the
places I've traveled in rny life, I've never found a place I'd rather be —
even with all the social problems and race problems here."

That begins to explain why Lewis, who grew up under the ugly
oppression of racism and segregation in Lexington, wound up back in his
hometown after serving in Vietnam and trying to put down roots in a
few other U.S. cities. Indeed, for nearly 20 years, Lewis has dedicated his
career to making his hometown a more just and equitable place, working
on a host of civil rights and community development issues, both
through ROCC and a predecessor organization.

"I believe you have to take responsibility to make things better. I
don't want the children of today to become the next generation of
prostitutes, drug addicts, welfare mothers and teenage mothers. It's
going to take some adults to make those changes."

And so Lewis has assembled a tireless group of adults to
participate in ROCC, as general members (currently there are 1,100 of
them), as board members and as staff It is not insignificant that most of

"I believe you have to take responsibility to make things better.
I don't want the children of today to become the next

generation of prostitutes, drug addicts, welfare mothers and
teenage mothers."

— Arnett Lewisi

ROCC's key staff, from the associate director to various project
directors, are indigenous leaders who share a deep commitment to
improving the lives of their neighbors and bettering their hometown.

Winnie Noel, for example, who was born and raised in Lexington
and now works as ROCC's social services advocate, sounds a lot like
Lewis when she says she feels no urge to leave. In fact, when a friend

"Hurray! Hurray!

Hurray! We saw the

earth. Even the suns

(sic) talking about

— Erin Lctiicc

Stevens
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with plans to move north tried to coax Noel, a single mother with a
teenage son, into coming along, temptation eluded her.

"My momma is still living here. I love that. I'm gonna stay right
here and continue to tight."

It is just that kind of commitment, connectedness and caring that
was envisioned when the precepts undergirding the Mott Foundation
were being formulated.

Helping to strengthen the individual, helping individuals improve
their community — those have long been the Foundation's implicit and
explicit goals.

Moreover, those tenets have remained central to us, through years
of grantmaking and frequent re-examinations of our purpose, our
funding strategies and our progress toward achieving desired ends.

The most recent of those re-examinations began in 1988, when the
Foundation launched an extensive, intensive planning process that
culminated in late 1992 with the adoption of a new program structure
and philosophy statement.

That process began with Trustees and staff sharing their vision for
the 21st century and engaging in in-depth interviews and planning
sessions designed to stimulate thinking, articulate new strategies and
crystalize priorities. Six issues emerged: education, environment,
leadership, poverty, ethics and the nuclear threat.

The end product signaled confirmation that education and the
environment were — and should remain — grantmaking priorities for
the Foundation, and recognition that such overarching themes as
leadership, poverty and ethics should figure prominently in the
Foundation s future work.

Toward that end, papers outlining the salient issues in the areas of
leadership and poverty were written. At about the same time, work on a
new, five-year plan for our Environment program began.

Helping to strengthen the individual, helping individuals
improve their community — those have long been the Mott

Foundation's implicit and explicit goals.

Even as those tasks were being undertaken, considerable thought
was being given to a wide range of issues and problems facing the nation
and the world — the festering problems in the nation's inner cities
(highlighted by the Los Angeles riots); a foundering U.S. economy;
haunting statistics on the intractability of poverty in America; troubling
environmental degradation both in our backyard and in distant places;
escalating racial tension in South Africa; teetering governments in
Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet states. All carry
broad, if not global, implications. Recognizing the implications of the
nuclear threat among the latter issues, we launched a major fact-finding
investigation of those regions of the world.

Gradually, we began to bring together our vision for the 21st
century along with the escalating needs of today. As we recognized

"My picture is to

stop racism."

— Kevin Avery
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certain cross-cutting themes emerging, a new program structure began
to fall into place.

First, we retained our Flint program, which reflects the desire of
Foundation founder Charles Stewart Mott to give something back to his
hometown. The Mott Foundation remains headquartered in Flint,
Michigan.

Second, we retained but realigned our Environment program after
staff engaged in a yearlong process involving grantees, experts and others
to ascertain how the Foundation should address global environmental
concerns. New emphasis will be placed on reform of international
lending and trade policies as part of a five-year plan adopted in March
1993 by the Board of Trustees.

Third, we created a program called Civil Society to marry our
interests in assisting the emerging democracies in Central and Eastern
Europe, the former Soviet states, and South Africa with our long-held
work in promoting philanthropy and building the nonprofit sector.

Finally, building upon the natural links between our past work in
community development, economic development, education and
disadvantaged youth, we created a Poverty program, whose goal is to
focus on some of the systemic conditions underlying persistent poverty.

21



Elements within the Flint, Civil Society and Poverty programs
remain under development as program areas emerge, blend or are fine-
tuned to reflect critical needs. And we will continue to maintain
flexibility in our programming through our Exploratory and Special
Projects area.

What links all these programs is a series of values that the
Foundation has identified as key to all its grantmaking:

• Leadership (identifying and bolstering individuals so they
might serve and strengthen their community);

» Diversity and racism (striving for more ethnic and social
diversity while mitigating the negative effects of racism);

• Civic participation (ensuring grassroots participation, rather
than top-down or outside control of community work);

» Sustainability (seeking long-lasting impact and broad-based
support);

• Social justice (ensuring that all citizens not only have equal
opportunities, but also are treated with fairness and dignity);
and

• Social, economic and political empowerment (helping people
acquire the skills and self-confidence needed to become partners
for social betterment).

Nowhere are these values more evident than in our newly
amalgamated Poverty program. Ultimately, this program is expected to
reflect our growing interest in: approaches to community-building that
are comprehensive; projects that integrate social, educational and
economic services to address more holistically and effectively individuals'
problems; and models that test whether schools can serve as effective
delivery points for integrated services. In addition, we envision new
activities in the areas of school equity; better outcomes for children,
youth and families; and enhanced family income security without
fostering dependency

Given that the Poverty program is the home of much of the
Foundation's oldest and most developed grantmaking, we have chosen to
profile four programs that amply represent our long-held interests
and values.

"4 gun that makes

proplf think of peace.

A bow and arrow thai

docs she saute. "

-Brian Lark in

Ultimately, the Poverty program is expected to reflect the Mott
Foundation's growing interest in projects that integrate social,
educational and economic services to address more holistically

and effectively individuals' problems.

This report will explore in some depth the ways in which
programs are helping individuals to gain strength and skills, and then to
apply them to their small or large universe.

For instance, our grants aimed at furthering community
development clearly emphasize the value of individual self-reliance and
self-determination, while encouraging the formation of community
groups that can serve as agents for change.

22
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ROCC is a prime example of a well-entrenched organization that
views the development of people and place as equally important. It is one
of approximately 10 direct and six intermediary support organizations
that the Foundation funds annually as part of our community
development activities.

Building self-reliance also is a major theme in the economic
development work undertaken with Mott support. Much of that work
has focused in recent years on ensuring that entrepreneurial opportunities
are available to low-income individuals and families.

Adoption and refinement of that strategy has been based on the
belief that, in a just society, entrepreneurship should not be limited to
those in the middle and upper classes and that, in a healthy economy,
small businesses have an important role to play.

The Detroit Self Employment Project, featured in these pages, is
using entrepreneurship as a tool to help women end their dependency on
government aid and as one mechanism for spurring that city's sagging
economy. DSEP is one of 55 programs in the Foundation's micro-
enterprise portfolio.

Still, the seeds of self-reliance may be easiest to sow in the young.
With that in mind, the Foundation has long had a major interest in
education. Best known for our work in the community education field,
we are supporting several projects specifically aimed at redesigning the
education system, with particular emphasis on parental and community
involvement.

Since 1990, for instance, Mott has funded the Educational and
Community Change Project in Tucson, Arizona, which is featured in
this report. The project combines radical changes in classroom teaching
methods with intense community outreach in an attempt to impact
positively youngsters, their parents and their neighborhood.

Finally, children, and especially disadvantaged youth, have ranked
high on our agenda since the Foundation's earliest days, with an emphasis
emerging in the 1970s on helping disadvantaged young people complete
school and develop job skills.

Much of the Mott Foundation's support for economic
development work has focused in recent years on ensuring that

entrepreneurial opportunities are available to low-income
individuals and families.

Recently, for example, we have funded several projects that use a
youth corps model not only to accomplish those goals, but also to link
youth development with community service. YouthBuild U.S.A., a
national model that began replicating to sites across the nation in 1991
with Mott and other foundation support, recently attracted national
interest and funding to expand further.

The YouthBuild approach, described in detail in this report, helps
young people acquire both academic and carpentry skills, while they
develop a sense of empowerment and self-esteem. Participants split their
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time between the classroom and the community, where they rehabilitate
housing for low-income or homeless people. YouthBuild is just one of
several unique approaches the Foundation is funding to help
disadvantaged youth toward productivity and successful outcomes.

The four projects described herein embody the Foundation's
philosophy that a strong nation hinges on a self-reliant citizenry that is
willing to work collaboratively for social good.

We have no doubt that, as ROCC Director Lewis says, it's going
to take many committed, caring citizens banding together to create
positive social change. We are equally certain that the programs featured
in this report are helping to move us in that direction.
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R U R A L ORGANIZING A N D
CULTURAL CENTER
Lexington, Mississippi

Renna Barton, a fiftyish-looking grandmother with a quiet way and
boundless energy, is the kind of go-get 'em fund-raiser many high-
powered, big-city nonprofits would love to have on staff.

Barton, who loves a good cause, joined with a cadre of neighbors
and helped raise almost $22,000 in a single summer by canvassing door-
to-door, soliciting donations from businesses, running concession stands
at outdoor events and holding Friday night fish fries in her hometown of
Pickens, a small Mississippi Delta town where hearts are big but wallets
are slim.

Of course her neighbors complained that "money is tight," she
said. "But we just piled those plates up (at the fish fries), and we didn't
have a bit of trouble drawing crowds. We would raise $200 some
Fridays." Not a bad haul at $3.50 a plate.

In fact, the community was ignited by the efforts of the Pickens
"Better Recreation Committee," of which Barton is a member, to raise
funds necessary to purchase a formerly privately owned park within the
city limits. In addition, many community volunteer hours have been
donated to refurbishing several on-site amenities, such as a concession
stand, tennis courts, a baseball diamond, a community building
(complete with showers, meeting rooms, kitchen and offices), and a
small, in-ground swimming pool.

So why would an older woman with no intention of pitching balls
and running bases take such an interest in creating recreational facilities
in town?

"I'm just interested. I love ball games. I'll watch anybody play,
Everybody's interested. The black kids had nowhere to go around here."

Given that, it was no surprise when the need for local recreational
activities ranked high on a community survey conducted by the Rural
Organizing and Cultural Center (ROCC), a multifaceted membership
organization based in Lexington, Mississippi, which seeks to bring about
social, political and economic change in communities such as Pickens.

ROCC, led by an indigenous group of black leaders, has a long
history of fighting poverty and racism in the region and a firm
commitment to local self-awareness and empowerment. When it began
identifying communities where "chapters" could be developed several
years ago, Pickens surfaced quickly.

"We decided that to have a chapter we needed 25 active members
of ROCC in the community," said Belinda Dixon, ROCC's associate
director and the staff person responsible for grassroots organizing.
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Pickens met that criterion, and residents already had a specific goal in
mind to work on: improving recreational opportunities.

"We wanted a workable, winnable issue that would increase
participation," Dixon said.

With plans now well under way in Pickens, ROCC is laying the
groundwork for a second chapter — in nearby Tchula. Like Pickens,
Tchula is a small, rural community. Like Pickens, again, creating
recreational outlets for young people is a high priority, ranking second
behind improving the condition of local roads, which are so badly
deteriorated that school buses will not pick up youngsters living in
certain areas.

Dixon, who says time and the staff at the Washington, D.C.-based
Center for Community Change have taught her a lot about community
organizing, plans to link community leaders from Pickens with potential
leaders in Tchula so residents can learn from each other.

Community organizing, while a key aspect of ROCC's work, is
only part of the organization's focus. Under ROCC's umbrella are several
programs and numerous strategies aimed at: changing voting districts
and encouraging broader voter participation; fortifying education
through summer learning programs, tutorial projects and children's
writing contests; bolstering self-esteem by emphasizing cultural
awareness and heritage; linking people to needed social services; and
creating wholesome activities for children and youth, including
community gardening projects.

To undertake that work, ROCC receives funding through dues and
contributions from churches and foundations. The Mott Foundation, for
instance, has made grants totaling $45,000 during the past three years.

"That incident politicized me. Vietnam didn't do it. The civil
rights movement (while in college) didn't do it. But that

incident alone turned my whole life around. It grabbed my
heart and it grabbed rny mind."

— Arnett Lewis

To appreciate ROCC's interests and activities, it is important to
understand its roots and the socioeconomics of the community it serves.

ROCC and its predecessor, the United League of Holmes County,
were spawned by the struggle for civil rights in the South. Racial hatred,
rigid segregation and bleak economic opportunities for minorities locally,
coupled with a growing civil rights movement nationally, made times
ripe for the emergence of a civil rights organization in north/central
Mississippi in the late 1970s.

Arnett Lewis, who directs ROCC today, grew up in Lexington
and had just returned to his hometown after spending time away at
college and in Vietnam as a Marine. Though growing up in a white-
dominated town had taught him many painful lessons about racism and
segregation, Lewis says, his experiences had not politicized him to any
extent.
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But a disturbing and dramatic incident in 1978 shattered his
complacency. Word spread like wildfire that a young black woman had
been plucked off the street and brutally beaten by two white Lexington
police officers.

"That kind of thing had happened to black men before. There
were beatings in the jailhouse all the time," Lewis said. But the thought
of a woman being physically assaulted brought a new. cold fear to the
black community, he said.

"From that incident forward, life has never been the same for me.
That incident politicized me. Vietnam didn't do it. The civil rights
movement (while in college) didn't do it. But that incident alone turned
my whole life around. It grabbed my heart and it grabbed my mind."

Though Lewis had no intention of becoming a local leader, he
found himself thrust in that role, eventually working with the United
League of Holmes County and helping to found ROCC in 1984.

Almost continuously since then, Lewis has helped lead the fight
for fairness and justice in his home county, often working in those early-
years on issues involving legal representation and court trials. And over
the years, there have been enough changes to help him maintain
momentum.
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"I'm old enough to have seen farming done around here by mule
and plow. I've seen the ushering in of mechanization and what that did to
former slaves when they were displaced and not needed in the fields. I
saw how they crowded into Delta towns and, because they didn't own
land, those became shanty towns."

But the commitment of dedicated, local black activists has
produced some dramatic improvements as well. Lewis has witnessed the
once all-white school board shift to black control, and the racial
composition of the police department flip-flop so that today it is

"To think all of these people around us were actually in the civil
rights movement! That was a good feeling. These were things
we weren't learning in school,"
— Taniara Wright

dominated by blacks. He has seen 34 blacks elected to city and county
government, filling positions in the sheriffs department, superintendent's
office, on governing bodies, even assuming judgeships — when in 1960 a
black elected official was unheard of

"That reinforces my optimism a little bit," he said.
Still, there are not insignificant challenges facing those living in

ROCC's service area — a place split topographically and attitudinally
into two distinct components: the Mississippi Delta, where Lewis says
residents are still stuck in a "plantation" or "slavery" mentality, and the
hilly countryside, which is characterized by people with a distinct streak
of independence.

Yet despite differences in the terrain, nearly all of the people in
Holmes County have one thing in common: relentless poverty. The
county, with a population of about 21,600 residents, is the fourth poorest
in the United States and the poorest in Mississippi. Seventy percent of
the population is eligible for food stamps, and the per capita income for
blacks in the county is less than $2,500,

Add to that the fact that transfer payments are the chief source of
income in the county (which has an acknowledged unemployment rate of
20 percent) and a picture of harsh living, mainly off farming, begins to
emerge.

It was — and remains — fertile ground for an organization like
ROCC, which is committed to bringing about change from the bottom
up. It's a task that could seem daunting, given that even such change as
court-ordered desegregation of local schools has been thwarted by a
white community that flocked to private academies to avoid integration
of the public school system. As a result, all educational institutions
remain segregated.

To address some of the weaknesses in the local schools and to
enrich the curriculum, ROCC has focused at least some of its energies on
developing education programs aimed at youngsters still in school.

Recognizing, for instance, that the schools did not adequately delve
into local black history, ROCC developed an oral history project
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designed to expose young people to the richness of their African
American heritage and culture.

"There was little to no recorded history in Holmes County about
black folks, by black folks," Lewis said.

Therefore, a group of teens spent summers beginning in 1988
interviewing elders in Holmes County about the Depression,
sharecropping, segregation and the civil rights movement. Those
conversations resulted in the creation of three publications, including a
hardcover book that provides an eloquent record of those who took
grave risks to fight poverty and racism with words and deeds.

High school senior Tamara Wright, who participated in the project
from the beginning, found herself a little awestruck by the stories she
heard from her elderly neighbors — stories about long hours of hard
labor in the fields for paltry wages and about intimidation tactics used
against those who dared to register to vote.

"To think all of these people around us were actually in the civil
rights movement! That was a good feeling. These were things we
weren't learning in school."

Children

learn some

important

values while

gardening.
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Just as the book project was designed to create an uplifting
atmosphere of empowerment, so was the organic gardening project
started by ROCC several years ago.

The gardeners are youngsters from grade-school age through their
teens. Crops include okra, squash, peppers, potatoes, peas and tomatoes.
Some are sold and some are distributed among the gardeners.

The gardens (there now are several in sites scattered around town)
offer a way to teach children not only such practical knowledge as math
and healthy eating habits, but also some important values, Lewis says.

"It's about economics. Its about the health effects of organic
gardening. And it's about self-determination — that you can do things to
improve your situation."

That's the message Lewis has lived by — and preached to others -
during his years with ROCC. Moreover, it's a message he intends to
continue pressing; he has no plans to sever his roots in Holmes County.

"I don't have any choice. This is where I live and want to be. ...
I'm like a homing pigeon. Of all the places I've traveled in my life, I've
never found a place I'd rather be — even with all the social problems and
race problems here.

"I believe you have to take responsibility to make things better. 1
don't want the children of today to become the next generation of
prostitutes, drug addicts, welfare mothers and teenage mothers.

"It's going to take some caring, responsible adults to make those
changes. I'm optimistic. I've seen positive changes right in our town."
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DETROIT
SELF EMPLOYMENT PROJECT
Detroit, Michigan

Yvonne Lamar doesn't seem to mind the dim light or the chilly-air as she
labors intently over one of her handcrafted pins in the small studio
situated in a corner of her basement.

Behind her work table is a display board covered with an
impressive collection of her finished miniature works of art. All combine
her skill in photography with her flair for the unusual. All are guaranteed
to grab the eye and prompt a comment when placed strategically on the
throat of a blouse or the lapel of a jacket.

The jewelry, each one-of-a-kind, starts with a photograph (usually
an interesting portrait) reduced to the size of a slide and then framed and
enhanced with bits of colored paper, plastic, shells, beads, metal wire,
brass and copper foils, and an assortment of other odds and ends.

The inspiration for her jewelry just came to her. She doesn't
remember exactly when; it was sometime in 1991. "A friend wanted a big
pin to wear on her coat," she recalls. That led to some experimentation.
Later came refinement.

Today, a select but growing number of boutiques and galleries in
the Detroit area sell her jewelry for $10 to $50, depending on size and
elaborateness.

And while Lamar would seem well on her way to establishing a
viable handcrafted jewelry business, she has several other ideas for
blending her artistic ability with entrepreneurship, should that fail. She
continues, for instance, to work as a photographer specializing in candid
portraits, and she regularly turns her photographs into salable note cards,
again with several Detroit-area boutiques carrying them.

A good eye for lighting, composition and detail came naturally to
Lamar, who says she still has a picture of herself at about age 6 holding a
box camera. It was figuring out a way to make a living from her art that
proved far more challenging.

Lamar, the mother of two daughters and a welfare recipient on and
off for 13 years, has a work history that includes several years in a factory
job. But even the good pay she earned couldn't compensate for the
mind-numbing monotony.

"I'm a free-spirited person. I wanted to get back to my creativity. I
knew I wasn't going to last much longer. I decided to go back to
school."

Her welfare benefits allowed her to attend the Center for Creative
Studies, a well-regarded art school in Detroit. And though she had
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planned to earn a degree, she quit in 1991, deciding she needed to spend
more time at home with her daughters, then 11 and 7.

Through word of mouth, Lamar learned of the Detroit Self
Employment Project (DSEP), an entrepreneurship training program
geared to public assistance recipients and operated under a cooperative
agreement between Wayne State University's School of Business
Administration and the Michigan Department of Social Services (DSS).

Begun in 1989 and shifted to Wayne State's auspices in 1990, DSEP
receives the bulk of its funding from DSS ($337,000 in 1992), with
additional support from the City of Detroit, the Michigan Department
of Commerce and private sources, including $75,000 over two years
from the Mott Foundation.

Although DSS is a big referral source for the program,
advertisements, media stories, fliers and word of mouth also have been
helpful. DSEP accepts participants from Detroit and its enclaves of
Highland Park and Hamtramck. And while both men and women have
been served, 95 percent of participants are African American women,

DSEP is part of an innovative demonstration project developed by
the Corporation for Enterprise Development (also a Mott grantee) and
currently composed of five programs in four states. (The others are in
Minnesota, Iowa and Mississippi.)

Under the project, public assistance recipients receive business
training, develop business plans and are eligible for small business loans
through a revolving loan fund. In addition, DSS has agreed to more
flexible rules concerning recipients' welfare benefits, earnings and savings
— major stumbling blocks in the past for aid recipients interested in
entrepreneurship.

"1 felt I had a marketable skill. I just didn't know how to make
a profitable business out of it."

Yvonne Lamar

DSEP's approach had instant appeal for Lamar.
"I felt I had a marketable skill. I just didn't know how to make a

profitable business out of it."
The program, she said, taught her a number of valuable, practical

skills, including bookkeeping, marketing and pricing.
More importantly, DSEP taught Lamar to believe in herself — and

her ability to operate her own full-time business.
"You have to believe you're going to make it. It you don't believe,

it won't happen. I doubted it before I got into the program. I thought I
could do this on the side and have a regular job."

Indeed, even her stepfather, a seasoned photographer himself who
has long encouraged her interest in photography, cautioned against trying
to making a living from her photography/jewelry business.

"He kept telling me, 'You have to have a job, get a regular check
and receive benefits.1 It's hard for him to understand. He keeps asking
me, 'Where are you going to work?' My family has been very skeptical."
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Such skepticism is common among the families of DSEP
participants, according to Director Cathy McClelland. That, coupled
with low self-esteem, nay-saying relatives and downright destructive
personal relationships, plagues many DSEP clients.

"I knew we'd have problems with people coming into the program
without self-esteem. Some of our participants have never experienced
success. We've had to negate the negative things they have in their lives."

To that end, DSEP emphasizes personal development right along
with business development. In fact, as part of the 11-week training course
that covers the fundamentals of business owning and operating, clients
are exposed via weekly seminars to such topics as appropriate business
dress and appearance, problem-solving, assertiveness training, and
positive relationship-building.

Those sessions have been helpful, but McClelland recently hired a
social worker or psychologist to go yet another step and help participants
with personal problems, self-esteem issues and other "baggage" that can
immobilize them or interfere with their success.

"This program is like three months of group therapy," she said,
explaining that with each class ranging in size from 10 to 30 participants,
a familylike atmosphere easily develops.

"We have to equip them so that when they aren't in a group
setting any longer and they don't have peers to pick them up when
they're down, they can pick themselves up."

Though some DSEP clients have fairly serious personal obstacles
to overcome, many are rich with ideas and talent, said Vanessa Harris,
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who both teaches and serves as program services manager for
the program.

"We see a lot of talent. We see a lot of talent that's marketable. But
it's talent that still needs some focus."

Harris, like McClelland and several others on the DSEP staff, has
considerable entrepreneurial experience behind her. She has run several
businesses, including a baggage porter operation at Detroit Metropolitan
Airport.

Having such experience lends important credibility, Harris said.
"We clearly understand what it's all about, trying to make payroll,

trying to do marketing."
And ultimately, a number of DSEP participants conclude that they

want to give entrepreneurship a shot. Of the 165 participants who have
completed DSEP's training program successfully since late 1990, 84 are
currently operating businesses. Those range from dry cleaners, beauty
salons, bakeries, restaurants and clothing designers to desk-top
publishing, bookkeeping and tax services, construction companies, and
janitorial services.

Moreover, a few businesses have proven financially viable enough
to result in termination or reduction in public assistance grants.

"The hatred I had in my heart for AFDC was a stimulus. It
kept me going (though DSEP). .. . I hated being caught up in

that system. And F didn't want my children to get caught in it."
— Jacqueline Tucker

And although for some of these budding entrepreneurs, seeing
their businesses generate revenues of several thousand dollars a month is
surely an important motivator, many say the desire to leave the welfare
system is what really drives them.

"I hate welfare with a passion," Lamar said. "I'm a very non-
structured person, and it's a very structured program. It's demeaning to
me to be on AFDC (Aid to Families with Dependent Children).

I tried to make something good out of receiving aid. I couldn't
have gone to the Center for Creative Studies without it. But there's a
stigma that goes with it — a stereotype that goes with it."

What's more, Lamar says, it feels good to be able to practice her
craft openly and not worry about how any income she derives might
affect her benefit levels.

"I can work openly. And when I fill out forms, I can say I'm self-
employed," she added with obvious pride.

Jacqueline Tucker, a divorced mother of three teenagers who
started a small but growing Detroit-based catering business after
completing her DSEP training, shares Lamar's view of the welfare
system.

"The hatred I had in my heart for AFDC was a stimulus. It kept
me going (though DSEP). The attitude of the social workers toward the
clients was awful. I hated being caught up in that system. And I didn't
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want my children to get caught in it. I decided there would be no
second-generation welfare recipients among my children."

Tucker's three children play an active role in her business, which
she named Eternal Pleasures after a Bible verse. She pays them a modest
hourly wage to help with food preparation and display, kitchen cleanup,
van loading and unloading, and billing.

Though the seeds of entrepreneur ship were sown when Tucker was
just a youngster (while some children played dolls, she played
shopkeeper), she spent most of her adulthood working for other people
in a variety of jobs, including more than a few positions in the food
service industry.

"I like food. I like to handle food. I like to feed people. 1 like to see
the joy it brings people when they are enjoying a meal."

And although Tucker never wanted to own a restaurant, "food
service came easy for me," she said. Nor did she ever dream ot becoming
the owner of a catering company.

"I thought I had to be a part of something else — work for
someone else — to achieve success."

The DSEP program changed all that. Aside from having the
opportunity to focus clearly her business ideas and strategies, Tucker
says:

"As I learned different techniques to develop my business, I began
to feel much more confident — as a citizen, a mother, a woman. I just
began to grow. It stimulated different attitudes between me and my
children."

Still, Tucker recalls that many of her classmates were initially
skeptical about the relationship between DSEP and DSS, which
traditionally keeps a watchful eye on money earned by aid recipients,
especially in the "underground economy."

"We are helping to create viable businesses that are contributing
to the tax base in some way and are providing employment to

others who might still be looking for a job."
— Vanessa Harris

In fact, she says some of her peers feared that DSEP was being
used by the state to entrap AFDC recipients earning money "off the
books." Tucker, however, says she almost always earned money to
supplement her government assistance and was very careful about
reporting it.

Thus "entrapment" was of no concern to her and, besides, "I felt
like, the way the welfare system was, it couldn't get any worse, so why
not try it?"

For her, the decision was a sound one; the experience helped her
sprout new wings, she said.

"I think DSEP is about finding out what you can do. ... DSEP can
help create a mind set of independence."
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And while that often translates into entrepreneurship, it could
mean simply entering the world of work. Both Harris and McClelland
say either outcome is viewed positively by DSEP

"We certainly hope they will start a business," Harris said. "But if
they realize that entrepreneurship is not for them, that's another purpose
DSEP serves."

Moreover, while some might call the fledgling businesses started
through DSEP a mere drop in the bucket given the bleak economic
picture in Detroit, both women see DSEP's impact quite differently.

Said Harris: "We are helping to create viable businesses that arc
contributing to the tax base in some way and are providing employment
to others who might still be looking for a job.

"Any program that is contributing to decreasing the
unemployment rate and increasing the potential for economic
development is a positive program — no matter if 10 or 500 participants
benefit from the program in the final analysis.

"We've taken a population historically labeled as dumb, lazy,
lacking potential — all those negative adjectives — and this program
counters that whole myth."

McClelland is equally direct.
"If I have an opportunity to make a difference in the City of

Detroit in the area of economic development through this program —
through small business development — and that helps revitalize the
community, just th ink about what that'll do for the lives of the people
here and for their children.

"We've got to start somewhere. No, we're not Ford Motor
Company. But for a bucket to fill up, it's one drop at a time."

And the natural progression McClelland envisions is an increasing
number of small businesses taking root in the city, some clustered on old
commercial strips that will be revitalized through the presence of those
new businesses.

"No, DSEP is not a cure-all — it's not supposed to be. But like
any puzzle, it's a part and, with all the pieces, it's a picture. And
hopefully, it 'll be the kind of picture we all want to see."
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EDUCATIONAL AND
COMMUNITY CHANGE PROJECT
Tucson, Arizona

The meeting had been well-organized. Neighborhood residents, most of
whom had no experience addressing a large audience, stood confidently
before the crowd of about 75 and spoke from the heart.

Limits on how long speakers could have the floor were being
strictly adhered to by both residents and the politicians who had come to
listen and respond to neighborhood concerns,

Things were running smoothly when, as if to underscore the
speakers' concerns about neighborhood violence, safety and substance
abuse, a drunkard disrupted the meeting inside a church in South
Tucson, Arizona, by putting his fist through several windows, entering
the meeting room and menacing those inside.

The police were called. The crowd waited.
And waited.
And waited.
Yet the police, who labeled the incident a non-priority call, never

responded. The politicians (a state senator and two state representatives
from the district) were surprised. The neighborhood residents weren't.
For them, random acts of vandalism and violence — and poor police
response — are routine.

That's one reason so many residents have responded favorably to
calls to join the Mission View/Ochoa Coalition, a community-organizing
effort designed to bring people together to create positive changes in
their neighborhood. Formed in 1991, the coalition is an outgrowth of an
ambitious education reform project under way in South Tucson, a largely
Hispanic, low-income community marked by high unemployment and
low school completion.

This "school reinvention project," as its coordinators call it,
Currently involves two elementary schools, Ochoa and Mission View. In
simple terms, the project represents an attempt to devise a drastically
different approach to teaching and learning that, among other things,
seeks to form a meaningful partnership between the community and the
school.

That has meant helping the community — elected officials,
parents, activists, etc. — view schools in an entirely new light, and
helping schools view the community differently, namely as a rich
resource that can aid learning.

According to Paul Heckman, assistant professor and principal
investigator of education at the University of Arizona and designer of the
five-year project, the underlying goal is to test whether it is possible to
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design an education "ecology" that successfully connects parents, families
and educators, engages community agencies, and ultimately redesigns
schooling.

Heckman, who is carefully monitoring and analyzing the changes
being implemented both in the community and in the participating
schools, hopes that the experience ultimately will provide an outline — if
not a road map — for broad changes in the education system.

To further that work, the Mott Foundation has made grants
totaling $300,000 to date, with an additional $200,000 expected in the
final years of the project.

So intent are the project designers on forging a strong, innovative,
school-community relationship that a full-time community organizer was
hired in 1991, a year after the project was launched at Ochoa Elementary,
to reach out to those living nearby.

The organizer, Jean Peacock, a 31-year-old, bilingual social worker
with church and other ties to the neighborhood, has used the right blend
of enthusiasm, encouragement and savvy to begin building a cohesive
group of parents willing to work on school and neighborhood
improvements.

One of those parents, Virginia Licea, vividly recalls the day
Peacock visited her home and asked what changes she would like to see
in her neighborhood and whether she would be willing to work toward
them.

At the time, Licea says, "I didn't pay much attention to politics. I
was a housewife taking care of my children."

Yet the idea of taking direct action had strong appeal to her. The
mother of five children and a parent volunteer at Ochoa Elementary,
Licea became one of the coalition's earliest supporters. Today she is
employed part time by the project to help expand membership in the
coalition.

"I didn't pay much attention to politics. I was a housewife
taking care of my children."

— Virginia Licea .

Getting her neighbors to understand that they have the right to
organize into a tight-knit group and to challenge and question officials
has not been easy, she says.

"Most of us came from Mexico. Our culture is different. We're not
used to speaking out. People don't know their rights. People don't know
they have the right to better streets or a park."

Still, there are signs that the coalition is gaining strength.
Community members, working with a state representative, initiated
legislation to extend the distance a bar or liquor store may locate from a
school. Although the measure ultimately was defeated, parents and
students offered testimony at the statehouse while it was being debated.

The coalition also worked with Pima County Adult Education to
establish adult classes at both schools and helped arrange for the
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Audobon Society to offer a Saturday program for schoolchildren, with
funding provided by the Tucson Community Foundation.

In addition, the coalition was an important player in a collaborative
effort to create a youth recreation center on land adjacent to Ochoa
Elementary. Months of negotiations — involving the cities of Tucson and
South Tucson, Tucson's Department of Parks and Recreation, the school
board, and the coalition — finally culminated in late 1992 with a
commitment from South Tucson to purchase the parcel and begin
building in March 1993.

Helping to pull those players together was the Institute for
Educational Leadership Inc., a longtime, Washington D.C.-based Mott
grantee that is receiving funds to catalyze and strengthen community
collaborations in several U.S. cities.

Despite the coalition's small victories, Licea said, her neighbors
don't automatically assume they have the power to orchestrate the
improvements they want to see.

"I tell people, 'If you have faith in yourself, you can do it. But you
have to wake up from sleeping. Like me, I was sleeping before I heard
about the coalition.'"

Awakening parents to the vital role they can play in their
neighborhood and their local school is one important aspect of this
innovative project. Awakening teachers, administrators and community
leaders to their roles in that process is equally important.

Key to the success of the project is the enthusiastic involvement of
school administrators and, especially, teachers — most of whom never
before had been asked to participate so fully in attempts to reform
education. Past education reform efforts typically had been designed by
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researchers from outside the community and then handed to teachers for
implementation.

The Educational and Community Change (or ECC) Project, as it
is called, uses a vastly different approach.

Teachers meet weekly with university staff to discuss a range of
issues. While they meet, continuity is maintained in their classrooms by
using the same substitute teachers each week. Periodically, Peacock and
her team attend those meetings and update the teachers on the activities
of the neighborhood group.

"The first thing this project did was set us free as teachers. I felt
so professional, so honored to be a part of this."

— Chris Confer

Teachers are the creators of curriculum changes and designers of
new teaching methods. They collaborate with each other to develop new
and better ways of engaging children in the learning process, and they
actively participate in the community surrounding their school.

By spring 1993, the project was in its third year at Ochoa
Elementary and its first year at Mission View Elementary. A number of
dramatic changes had been adopted at Ochoa, among them: multiage
and multigrade classes, the integration of monolingual and bilingual
students in single classrooms, and greater use of team teaching. In
addition, plans were under way for an "extended day" program
emphasizing educational and enrichment activities before and after
school.

Indeed, while some teachers admit that the prospect of throwing
out old methods and experimenting with new ones seemed daunting at
first, today they welcome the challenge.

Laura Fahr, an experienced teacher and veteran of numerous
attempts to "improve education" through the years, said, "This time I
bought in because it was my choice to do so."

The project, she explained, allows those teachers who wish to
participate (a small number of teachers at Ochoa and Mission View have
opted out) to devise new lessons and employ dramatically different
classroom techniques. In practice that has meant deviating from standard
textbooks, engaging in more "hands-on" learning, inviting more guests
— including parents — to share their knowledge and skills in the
classroom, and welcoming greater spontaneity and creativity in the way
new ideas and concepts are presented and explored.

Chris Confer, an elementary schoolteacher for 15 years, said that
because the ECC Project encourages teachers to create new approaches,
the experience has been scary and enriching in equal measure.

"The first thing this project did was set us free as teachers. I felt so
professional, so honored to be a part of this. I feel very empowered.

"But it's also scary. I'm learning to trust that the children have a
way to figure things out."

Like Fahr, Confer acknowledged that not all of her colleagues share
her enthusiasm for the project.
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"Some teachers think its a fad. ... And if you look at tests and
assessments, if you quantify learning as we've quantified it in the past,
we have yet to show there's anything here."

Indeed, tests, assessments and comparisons of how Ochoa students
rank with other students in the district are intensely debated topics
among teachers in the project — and justifiably. In late 1992, when the
local newspaper ranked the public schools according to students'
performance on standardized achievement tests, Ochoa continued to fall
near the bottom.

That troubles some teachers, a number of whom seem genuinely
perplexed by their students' poor showing and worried that parents will
be become frustrated and angry.

Said longtime teacher Linda Ketcham: "I know in my mind and in
my heart that there are some wonderful things going on in the
classroom. Those test scores can in no way ever reflect what's going on
here."

"I'm seeing evidence that the children are learning. I feel
strongly the outcomes are there. It's the measurements that

are lacking."
— Elaine Rice

Heckman is not surprised by the scores. In fact, he and Elaine
Rice, the assistant superintendent in the Tucson Unified School District
who oversees Ochoa and Mission View, insist that those poor outcomes
only underscore the need for new and different assessment measures that
can more accurately reflect the progress and achievement of students.

Indeed, when the issue of assessments sparked a lively discussion at
a weekly meeting of Ochoa teachers, Heckman was adamant that low
scores are to be expected.

"The kids should score lower," he told the group. "We're taking
time away (in class) from things on the standardized test. We cannot be
cavalier about achievement, but we must promote achievement of the
right kind."

Rice is equally direct.
"Outcomes are a concern to me. Outcome-based education is a

reality. But we can look at standardized tests until the cows come home,
and we're not going to assess the type of learning that's going on here.

"I'm seeing evidence that the children are learning. I feel strongly
the outcomes are there. It's the measurements that are lacking. We need
other ways to measure that learning."

An early and strong supporter of the ECC Project, Rice says she
didn't feel as though she was taking a big gamble by agreeing to let
Heckman and his staff work with Ochoa and Mission View.

After all, she said, "you're not taking much of a risk when you
have the belief and the knowledge that the traditional delivery of
instruction isn't working — that only half the kids are succeeding in
school."
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Like many of Ochoa's teachers, Rice is especially excited that the
project encourages teachers to experiment with innovative instructional
methods that include having parents and other community members
serve as resources and participants in the learning process.

"There is such a wealth of teaming going on in the homes of these
students. People think these kids go home and watch television all day,
But there are so many activities — cooking and learning and celebrations
— there is such a strong culture. And the teachers are using those to
reinvent activities and experiences that the students find more
meaningful."

To that, Heckman added that one preconceived notion the ECC
Project is trying to dispel is that "kids don't know anything."

"One of the notions we're using in our work is: How do you
acknowledge the substantial knowledge that exists in the community?
This is not a deficit-knowledge community. We need to build on that
knowledge."

To that end, a number of teachers have used the community as a
"learning laboratory" where students can analyze real problems, acquire
useful knowledge, exercise intellectual skills and develop solutions.

For example, when students complained that empty lots in the
neighborhood were strewn with litter, a class-led cleanup effort became a
lesson in math (as they calculated the volume of trash), ecology (as they
looked at the environmental impact), civics (as they wrote to local
government officials about the problem) and good citizenship (as they
beautified their neighborhood).

Although Mission View did not join the project until fall 1992, the
experiences there and at Ochoa are expected to reveal a rich minefield of
information on how outmoded education systems can be redesigned.
Already, Heckman and his research team are carefully examining how
community members gain access to knowledge, how they translate that
knowledge into action, and how families and children benefit as a result.

Such research will be critical to communities and schools interested
in replicating the ECC Project. But Heckman says he hopes people will
not attempt to "replicate the particulars of this project." Rather, they
should use the concepts and ideas that emerge as guideposts to inventing
an education system tailored to their particular community.

"This isn't a model," said Heckman. "We haven't figured it all out.
"Trying to create something we don't know from something we

do know is challenging. It takes courage to say, Tm not going to
recreate the wheel, I'm going to create something from scratch.'"

Yet for Heckman, one of the most gratifying aspects of the project
has been people's willingness "to attach to a set of ideals and struggle
together to reach them."
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Y O U T H B U I L D U.S .A.
Boston. Mass.

Steve Perry has been helping young people navigate through the rough
waters of adolescence and early adulthood for about as long as he can
remember. Though he had only two children, "it was like I had 22.
There were never only tour people at our dinner table," he says with a
laugh. "That's how I got attracted to kids."

And they to him.
The Perry household was a favorite hangout for his children and

their friends, perhaps because there was always room at mealtime for one
more. Perhaps because he was always willing to take a few tagalongs on
family outings.

Although more than a few years have passed since he was raising
his own children, Perry still is making time for young people. But now,
instead of showing them how to swing a bat or hit a fastball, he is
teaching them how to swing a hammer and hit a nail.

Perry, a soft-spoken black man with a ready laugh, is putting his
23 years in the construction industry to work as a site supervisor for
YouthBuild Boston, an innovative program that helps equip unskilled,
disadvantaged young people to rebuild their community.

Perry became involved with YouthBuild, he says, because
"everyone owes it to the world to give something back. Someone took
the time to teach me."

Tom McMaster, who works with Perry as an on-the-job
supervisor, has a slightly different motivation for putting his carpentry
and teaching skills to work at YouthBuild.

"I'm like most Americans, and most Americans want to put people
to work. They want to see job-training programs. I was looking to
change careers. This was an opportunity to teach and work with a tough
population."

What's more, he said, "I think young black men have the mistaken
belief that white people in society don't give a damn about them. I
wanted to show that there are white guys willing to help. I wanted to
challenge the belief that, behind all the problems in their community,
there's a 4 white-guy plot.'

"When I was their age," he said, referring to the young people in
the program, "my friends and I, we went to the Y That community
involvement kept us from getting into trouble.'"

"Trouble" - whether in school, on the street or at home — dogs
many of the young people who find their way into one of the 14
YouthBuild programs across the country. In some cases, that trouble is
fairly serious.
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Al Rutherford, director of the YouthBuild project launched in
Gary, Indiana, in summer 1992, says the staff expected that 20 percent to
30 percent of participants would enter the program with some kind of
outstanding court action. In reality, about 60 percent have court
entanglements - - for offenses ranging from traffic violations to
attempted murder.

Although Youth-Build Gary employs no attorney, staff routinely
helps participants hurdle legal obstacles, including accompanying them
to court appearances.

It's all part of providing young people with caring adults and a
supportive environment from which they can learn personal, work and
leadership skills. Indeed, that has been one of the fundamental principles
undergirding the life work of YouthBuild U.S.A. s founder, Dorothy
Stoneman.

Stoneman, a former teacher and staunch advocate of treating young
people as equal partners in attempts to solve community problems, came
to that philosophy by working with young people in East Harlem, New
York. There, she helped a small group of young activists establish the
Youth Action Program in 1978.

YAP was built on the premise that, with caring adults to guide
them, young people could design, implement and govern community
improvement projects.

One of YAP's first projects was the rehabilitation of an abandoned
Harlem tenement, undertaken with a $250,000 federal grant. When the
project was completed five years later, YAP participants were so buoyed
by the experience that they decided to expand their support and funding
base by forming the Coalition for $10 Million.

"I'm like most Americans, And most Americans want to put
people to work. They want to sec job-training programs. This

was an opportunity to teach and work with a tough
population."

— Tom McMaster

In 1985, the coalition changed its name to the Coalition for $20
Million. By then, 150 groups had joined and $12.75 million had been
raised.

During YAP's first decade, nearly 10,000 young people became
involved in various community service projects, including rehabilitating
other buildings into housing units for the homeless. Out of that
experience grew YouthBuild, which was created in 1988 to begin
replicating the housing part of YAP and advocating for national policy
changes that would both recognize YAP's value and provide necessary
financial support.

The Mott Foundation, which had been a longtime YAP supporter,
became an early replication supporter as well, committing $1.235 million
between 1988 and 1992. (Mott also is contributing $250,000 toward an
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evaluation of YouthBuild U.S.A., which is being conducted by the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.)

After attracting funding from several foundations, YouthBuild
U.S.A. finally captured Congress' attention in 1992 when legislation
endorsing the concept and calling for financial support was approved.

Increasingly, federal policymakers are coming to view YouthBuild
as a successful marriage between the youth service and community
development movements.

"Programs really need to address the full range of young
people's needs -- rather than pick a piece and wonder why it
didn't work and then blame them for the fa i lu re .

J— — Jackie Gelb

In fact, the federal government, through the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, has committed $40 million toward
replicating YouthBuild in 1993-1994. That will provide support for 40 to
60 YouthBuild sites, with some receiving planning dollars, others
receiving implementation support and all receiving technical assistance.

While HUD is expected to assume much of the administrative
responsibility for the replication effort, YouthBuild U.S.A. expects to be
a close partner, providing technical assistance and monitoring progress.

YouthBuild, which calls itself a comprehensive "second chance"
program, is aimed at 16- to 24-year-olds, most of whom have not
completed high school or have weak academic skills, and have little or no
solid work experience.

Although open to both men and women, the program attracts
considerably more men. While in YouthBuild they are given the
opportunity to master both vocational and educational skills through
alternate weeks of on-site, supervised construction work and classroom
study leading, when necessary, to a GED. Participants receive a weekly
stipend of $112.50.

YouthBuild was created as a 12-month program, but some of the
14 replication sites recognized fairly quickly that participants needed
more time to address their educational and emotional needs. Thus,
YouthBuild Boston, for instance, offers participants an opportunity to
join an "alumni association," which allows for graduates to continue
their studies, get job counseling, serve on policymaking committees,
engage in advocacy activities, perform volunteer work in the community
and do public speaking.

In early 1993, John Galvao, a Roxbury native and a YouthBuild
Boston graduate, was speaking in public regularly, in between working
on the YouthBuild staf£ interviewing for construction jobs and applying
for financial aid to return to school.

Galvao tells his audiences, in detail, about his own background:
How he sold cocaine when he couldn't find a job after finishing high
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school. How he developed a drinking problem. How he laughed when
the staff at YouthBuild told him he would earn $225 every two weeks.
("I could make $200 in two minutes.") And how he was surrounded by-
enough violence to convince him that he was either going to end up dead
or in jail if he remained a drug dealer.

But what Galvao most enjoys sharing with youngsters is an
observation he made recently about one of his former classmates.

"I used to go to school with a guy we called 'The Nerd.1 Today he
drives a Mercedes and owns his own company. And I want a job from
him. So being a nerd isn't so bad."

Galvao said he tries to impress upon kids that "your friends ain't
going to give you a place to stay, and they definitely ain't going to feed
your kids. ... There are people out there who will try to destroy your
life. 1 know. But they ain't going to last. Your education always lasts."

Clearly proud of the fact that he has remained alcohol- and drug-
free for more than a year, Galvao describes a life today that is far
removed from his past.

Attempting and accomplishing those radical lifestyle changes is the
challenge of YouthBuild, according to Boston director Jackie Gelb.

"The young people who come into our program ... have decided
they want to make changes. But 'deciding/ and what it actually takes,
are two different things.

"It can mean changing every aspect of your life — who your
friends are; where you go after work; who you live with; how much
alcohol you consume; your relationship with your parents, girlfriend or
boyfriend or children — to say nothing about your feelings about school,
your work habits, even what time you wake up in the morning.
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"It's every single thing. That's really what this is about."
And that's why Gelb is convinced that any program with the hope

of success can't be too narrowly focused.
"Programs really need to address the full range of young people's

needs — rather than pick a piece and wonder why it didn't work and
then blame them for the failure.

"We need comprehensive, integrated programs that address
academics, job skills, personal-growth issues, leadership, community
development — and that provide real economic opportunity at the end."

And given that more than half of these young people are parents,
such life changes will be critical to future generations as well.

For its part, YouthBuild Boston, the first site to attempt replication
of YA£ is seeing an encouraging number of graduates enter the
construction field, where they can earn decent wages ($9 per hour on
average) and fringe benefits.

And while convincing traditionally white, male-dominated trade
unions to accept young minority men and women into their fold hasn't
been easy, it hasn't been impossible either, says Gelb.

YouthBuild tries to emphasize its preapprenticeship nature, which
should be viewed positively by unions that increasingly are facing
pressure to hire more minorities, she says.

"They know they are getting people (through YouthBuild) who
are more prepared, and that's an advantage to them."

YouthBuild graduates have landed a variety of jobs in the
construction or related fields — both in and outside of unions —

"I think we've created an enthusiasm that isn't yet matched by
the resources. We never lack for young people interested in
entering the program."
— Dorothy Stoneman

including: computer drafting, construction document control,
construction finance, engineering assistance, estimating and carpentry.

Still, seeing young people find good-paying construction jobs is
only one of several positive outcomes that Stoneman points to when she
reflects on YouthBuild and the three years of replication.

"YouthBuild is being received by young people with increasing
enthusiasm. They are staying longer (in the program) than would be
expected, based on their past experiences. A number of them have
greatly transformed their own lives. A number of them are getting
GEDs. And a good number have been bitten by the bug of leadership.

"I think we've created an enthusiasm that isn't yet matched by the
resources. We never lack for young people interested in entering the
program."
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Indeed, neither recruitment nor retention has been difficult at any
YouthBuild site, including Gary, where the first group of participants is
expected to finish in mid-1993 with all but five of the original 30
members. (Three left after finding jobs.)

Unlike some YouthBuild sites that function as independent
nonprofits, the Gary program was incorporated into the Tree of Life
Community Development Corporation and Care Center, a
comprehensive, church-based organization.

Founded in 1990 by the Rev. Cato Brooks Jr. and his wife, Bettye,
the CDC was a natural extension of his 13 years as a Southern Baptist
minister in Gary and her well-established career in the social services
field.

With goals of strengthening individuals, families and
neighborhoods, the organization offers programs designed to help
substance abusers, redirect first-time offenders and misguided youth,
support parents of prospective first-generation college students, acquire
and rehab empty housing units for homeless families, and beautify a
major throughway in Gary by refurbishing unsightly properties.

With that array of support services already in place, plus a growing
interest in engaging young people in community revitalization, the
opportunity to team up with YouthBuild U.S.A. was a comfortable fit,

"You can't organize a community without turning the young
people around," said Bettye Brooks, executive director of Tree of Life.
Sitting in her office, located across the street from her husband s church,
she added: "This is a 20-year vision, finally coming together."

And in a city where it is estimated that 60 percent to 70 percent of
teenagers and 50 percent of adults are unemployed, YouthBuild Gary
considers restoring hope to be an important part of its mission, says Al
Rutherford, project director.

"When a young person feels hopeless, there's a devaluation of life
— his own and others," he said. "If there's no value to human life, it's
easy to take it. And if there's no respect for property, it's easy to steal and
rob. We have to instill hope in our young people or they'll fall victim to
things that could have been avoided."

And while some might argue that working with young people 17
and older may be too little too late, the Rev. Brooks and the staff at
YouthBuild Gary don't agree.

"The YouthBuild age group may be the most critical of all," he
said. "People are afraid of these young people. They've written them off.
We think that with our reputation we can make real inroads with the
hard-core youth in our community."
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GRANTS

The following pages contain a list of all grants made or
paid in 1992. Grants are organized by program areas
irithin programs.

CIVIL SOCIETY
Central Europe and the Independent (Soviet) States
Philanthropy and Volunteerism
South Africa
Special Initiatives

ENVIRONMENT
Global Sustainability
Great Lakes Land and Water Resources
Toxic Substances
Special Initiatives

FLINT
Institutional Capacity Building
Special Projects

POVERTY
Children, Youth and Families
Education
Neighborhoods and Economic Development
Special Initiatives

EXPLORATORY AND SPECIAL PROJECTS

For detailed information on each grant, see Facts on
Grants 1992, a supplement to the Annual Report
printed hy program.
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CIVIL SOCIETY

To encourage the emergence cfrtew civil societies and to
Strengthen mature civil societies in selected areas of the world.

CENTRAL EUROPE AND THE INDEPENDENT (SOVIET) STATES
To help emerging civil societies in Central Europe and the former Soviet
Union make the transition toward democratic, pluralistic societies with
strong market economies. This program area is focused in four areas:

Environment
Nonprofit Sector
Political/Economic Infrastructures
Other Activities

PHILANTHROPY AND VOLUNTEERISM
To preserve the concepts of philanthropy and voluntecrism and to strengthen
the infrastructure of the nonprofit sector with an emphasis on the United
States and cross-cutting global themes. This program area is focused in three
areas:

Community Foundations
Philanthropic Membership Organizations
Strengthening the Nonprofit Sector

SOUTH AFRICA
To strengthen civil society in South Africa during the transition from
apartheid toward a democratic, non-racial, non-sexist society.

SPECIAL INITIATIVES
To support exploratory initiatives that offer unusual opportunities for
resolution of significant international and/or national civil society problems
or that have potential as future program areas.
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UNPAID UNPAID
GRANTEE/PROGRAM DEC. 31,1991 GRANTS PAYMENTS DEC. 31,1992

CENTRAL EUROPE AND THE INDEPENDENT (SOVIET) STATES

ENVIRONMENT

CENTER FOR US-USSR INITIATIVES -SanFrancisco, California
To advance solutions to environmental problems in the $ 10*3,000 S 50,000 $ 50,000
former Soviet Union by linking U.S. experts with
environmental leaders and groups from several former
Soviet republics.

CENTRE FOR INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL Uw-U.S., INC.-Washington, DC
To promote environmental protection and citizen $ 55,0<H) 50,000 55,000 50,000
participation as fundamental parts ot the European
Bank tor Reconstruction and Development's policies
and practices.

CZECHOSLOVAK CENTER FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY-Prague, Czech Republic
To help build in-country capacity in energy efficiency 30,000 30,000
in Central and Eastern Europe.

ECOLOGISTS LINKED FOR ORGANIZING GRASSROOTS INITIATIVES AND ACTION - Horford, Pennsylvania
To provide support for the establishment of an M.Q73 50,000 11.073
environmental monitoring capability among non-
governmental organizations in Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania.

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW INSTITUTE-Washington, DC
To provide help to Central and Eastern European 150,000 75,000 75,000
nations in need of effective laws and regulations for
addressing the enormous environmental degradation of
past decades and for guiding sustainable economic
growth in the future.

GERMAN MARSHALL FUND OF THE U.S. -Washington, DC
To provide resources to grassroots Central and Eastern 150.(WO 150,000
European organizations for developing their capacity to
address environmental problems and promote
sustainable development.

GREEN LIBRARY-Berkeley, California
To provide capital and operating costs for a new Green 50,000 50,000
Library in Riga, Latvia, and for resources needed to
develop computerized reference and information
programs for a network of Polish ecological libraries.

INDEPENDENT ECOLOGICAL CENTER-Budapest, Hungary
To strengthen the work pfa leading Hungarian 60,000 20.000 4 0 . < H H )
environmental organization, which provides resources
and technical assistance to a number of grassroots
groups-

INSTITUTE FOR PRACTICAL iDEALISM-Alexandria, Virginia
To support the work of a group of international and 50,(XX) 50,000
Russian environ mental leaders, industry representatives
and governmental officials to integrate environmental
considerations into oil development decisions.

INSTITUTE FOR SOVIET-AM ERIC AN RELATIONS-Washington, DC
To strengthen a new program established to help non- 50,000 50,000
governmental organizations and citizen leaders protect
the environment in the republics of the former Soviet
Union.

INSTITUTE FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES-South Royalton, Vermont
To help build local capacity in Hungary for 50,000 50,000
strengthening sustainable economic development and
environmental protection efforts through work in up to
four demonstration communities.

POLISH FOUNDATION FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY-Warsaw, Poland
To help build in-country capacity in energy efficiency 50,000 25,000 25.000
in Central and Eastern Europe.
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WORLD WILDLIFE FUND, INC.-Washington, DC
To establish and support the initial programming of a
new energy efficiency center in Moscow.

$ 20,000 $ 50,000 $ 70,000

SUBTOTAL: Environment S 275,000 S 701,073 $ 725,000 S 251,073

NONPROFIT SECTOR

CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA-Washington, DC
To provide support for a study 10 analyze Poland's 1984 $ 20,000 S 20,000
law enabling the creation of foundations and nonprofit
organizations and to suggest areas for improvement.

CHARITIES AID FOUNDATION-Tonbridge, Kent, England
To help provide technical .assistance to the emerging
third sector in die Czech Republic and Slovakia as well
as other Central European countries.

CHARTER SEVENTY SEVEN FOUNDATION, INC. - New York, New York
To provide support to a U.S.-based public charity
whose purpose is to develop and strengthen democracy
and a free-market economy in the Czech Republic and
Slovakia.

EUROPEAN COOPERATION FUND- Brussels, Belgium
To pay far special guest memberships for selected $ 67,500 67,500
Eastern and Central European foundations in the
European Foundation Centre.

10.000 $ 10,000

50.01X1

67,500

50,000

67,500

35.01X) 35.000

Hi. ' ,KM

HUNGARIAN FOUNDATION FOR SELF-RELIANCE (AUTONOMIA ALAPITVANY) — Budapest, Hungary
To provide support to an intermediary support 35,000 35,Out)
organization in Budapest which provides technical
assistance, seed grants and loans to nonprofit groups.

INDIANA UNIVERSITY AT INDIANAPOLIS-Indianapolis, Indiana
To provide support for a visiting scholar from the 10,000
former Yugoslavia who will help develop several
programs on international philanthropy and
volumeerism.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY - Baltimore, Maryland
To continue support for A training and technical 50,000
assistance program for leaders of the emerging
nonprofit sector in Central Europe and the' former
Soviet Union,

PRINCESS MARGARITA OF ROMANIA FOUNDATION - New York, New York
To provide support to a philanthropic organization 35,000
established in 1990 and focusing on the fields of health,
education, ecology and culture.

5 U . I K M I

35,000

SUBTOTAL: Nonprofit Sector S 102,500 S 277,500 S 197,500 S 182,500

POLITICAL/ECONOMIC INFRASTRUCTURES

AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON U.S.-SOVIET RELATIONS-Washington, DC
To retrain Russian jurists, through a series of S 35,000 S 35.000
exchanges with American jurists, to develop and
implement legal practices that ensure important rights
including individual, property and citizen engagement
in private enterprise.

CENTER FOR US-USSR INITIATIVES-San Francisco, California
To provide support for the center, founded to foster $ 110,000 110,000
and increase citizen exchanges between Americans and
Soviets and to encourage joint ventures between the
two nations.

CHARTER SEVENTY SEVEN FOUNDATION, INC - New York, New York
To provide support for an American adviser to the new 35,000 35,000
prime minister of Bulgaria.

To provide support for the expenses of an economic 16,750 16,750
adviser to the premier of the Czech Republic.
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CHARTER SEVENTY SEVEN FOUNDATION, INC.- New York, New York
To provide support for a conference ro discuss judicial $ 35,000 $ 35,000
and legal issues related to the treatment of Communists
and other former government officials in newly
emerging democracies of Central Europe and the
former Soviet Union.

EUROPEAN COOPERATION FUND-Brussels, Belgium
To support the second of a two-part series of $ 40,000 40,000
wnrkshops for newly elected parliamentarians from
Poland and others in Central Europe to learn about
parliamentary practices and procedures From
representatives and specialists from Western Europe and
the United Sutos.

GMI ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE- Flint, Michigon
To provide support for GMI's efforts to develop the 17,030 17,030
internal capacity of selected technical universities in
Central Europe in the rields of management training
and leadership development.

INSTITUTE FOR EAST-WEST SECURITY STUDIES, INC. - New York, New York
To provide support for an assessment by the Institute 35,000 35,000
for East-West Security Studies of publ ic policy research
and technical assistance needs of Central Europe and
the independent (Soviet) states.

To support the publication of a report evaluating 40,000 40,000
Western assistance programs for Central Europe as well
as policy recommendations for improving the
effectiveness of the assistance process.

INSTITUTE FOR SOVIET-AMERICAN RELATIONS-Washington, DC
To continue support for the institute, founded to 30.000 20.000 $ 10.(XX)
encourage closer, non-advcrsari.il ties, between the
United States and the independent states of the former
Soviet Union by gathering and disseminating
information about exchange programs through
publication of .1 journal and a handbook.

NATIONAL PEACE FOUNDATION-Washington, DC
To continue a two-pronged program to tram Russians 55.0UO 55,000
and Armenians in democracy and consensus-building
through conflict resolution principles.

PARTNERS FOR DEMOCRATIC CHANGE-San Francisco, California
To establish local commissions in various Central 225.000 75.000 150,000
European communities to promote cross-cultural
education and training.

To support the continuation and expansion of .1 175,000 175,000
training-for-trainers program in conflict resolution
geared to Central Europe and the Commonwealth of
Independent States.

SOROS FOUNDATION-HUNGARY - New York, New York
To provide support for a philanthropic organization 30,000 311,000
providing support for the transformation of Hungarian
institutions from communistic to democratic.

SUBTOTAL Political/Economic Infrastructures S 110.000 S 768,780 S 718,780 S 160,000

OTHER ACTIVITIES

ASSOCIATION FOR THE SUPPORT OF COMMUNITY EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT CENTRES - Berth, Germany
To provide support for a pan-European conference to $ 35,000 S 35,1300
br conducted by the association in cooperation with the
International Community Education Association
Regional Council and the Hungarian Association for
Community Education Development.

CATHOLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES-St. Louis, Missouri
To iiitot du- short- and king-term lif.ilrh-i-.in.- needs of 25,000 25,000
Romania's abandoned children institutionalized in
government asylums.
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CENTER FOR US-USSR INITIATIVES-5an Francisco, California
To provide technical assistance and materials to Soviet $ 50,000 $ 50,1.100
citizens planting urban gardens.

COMPARATIVE AND INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION SOCIETY-Washington, DC
To support a trip by ministers of education from ail 15 30.01 H i 30,000
of the Former Soviet republics ,ind their .n'des to the
United States to learn about the American educational
system.

SOROS FOUNDATION-HUNGARY - New York, New York
To provide support for a three-year pilot program in 85,186 85,186
Hungary to introduce the concept of community
schools/community education.

SUBTOTAL: Other Aciiviii«s ~~$225,186 S 225,186 -

PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Central Europe and the S 478,500 $1,972,539 51,866,466 S 593,573
Independent (Soviet) States

PHILANTHROPY AND VOLUNTEERISM

COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS

ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY TRUSTS AND FOUNDATIONS - London, England
To provide support to a-new membership organization S 1UO.OOO S 10U.OOO
in me United Kingdom to htjlp support the growth and
development of the community foundation movement.

BALTIMORE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Baltimore, Maryland
To provide challenge funding to encourage community 160,000 $ l 6 D , < H ) n
foundations to support low-income neighborhood
Linuips through small grants and technical assistance.

BROWARD COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Fort Lauderdale, Florida
To provide a two-for-one challenge to the community S 40.0i)0 40.01X)
foundation in conjunction with its $5-mil!ion
endowment campaign.

CAPITAL REGION COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Lansing, Michigan
To provide a two-for-one challenge grant co the 60,000 20,000 40,000
community foundation in conjunction with its $5-
million endowment campaign.

CENTRAL CAROLINA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION, INC.-Columbia, South Carolina
To provide .1 two-for-one administrative challenge to 40.0IHI 20,000 2<U)nn
the community foundation in conjunction with its
endowment campaign.

CENTRAL MINNESOTA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-St. Cloud, Minnesota
To provide a rwo-for-onc; administrative challenge to 40.1 H i l l 40,000
the community foundation in conjunction with its $8-
rmllion endowment campaign.

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION FOR SOUTHEASTERN MICHIGAN - Detroit, Michigan
To provide challenge funding to encourage community n'i.000 160.nnn 50,000 160,000
foundations to support low-income neighborhood
groups through small grants and technical assistance.

Tci provide support to develop affiliation models 2UH.OOO 200,000
between the Community Foundation of Southeastern
Michigan and several small and emerging community
foundations in the greater Detroit area.

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION, INC. - Springfield, Missouri
To provide two-for-one challenge funding to the 40,1X10 4fl,0(.in
community foundation in conjunction with its $2.9-
million endowment campaign.

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF GREATER FLINT-Flint, Michigan
To provide challenge funding to encourage community 20,000 80,000 20,000 80,000
foundations to support low-income neighborhood
grbups through small grants and technical assistance.
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$ 120.000 $ 30,000 $ 120,000

60,000

20,000

160,000

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF GREATER MEMPHIS - Memphis, Tennessee
In provide challenge funding ro encourage community $ 30,000
kmndations co support low-income neighborhood
groups through small grants and technical assistance.

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF GREATER TAMPA, INC.-Tampa, Florida
To provide a four-Co-one challenge co the community 60.IHHI
foundation in conjunction with its $3-tnillion
endowment campaign,

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF OTTAWA-CARLETON - Ottawa, Ontario
To provide two-for-one administrative challenge funds 40,000 20,000
to the community foundation in conjunction with its
$4.28-million endowment campaign.

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF SANTA CLARA COUNTY-San Jose, California
To provide challenge funding to encourage community 60,000 160,000 60.000
foundations to support low-income neighborhood
groups through small grants and technical assistance.

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF SARASOTA COUNTY, INC. - Sarasota, Florida
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to 20,000 .!".nun
the community foundation in conjunction with its $3-
million endowment campaign.

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF THE EASTERN SHORE, INC.-Salisbury, Maryland
To continue two-for-one administrative challenge 60,000 3UJM.K.)
funding to the community foundation.

COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS OF CANADA-Ottawa, Ontario
To provide support to a new membersliip association 42,000
aimi'd .it promoting the growth and development of the
i:ammimity foundation movement in Canada.

COUNCIL OF MICHIGAN FOUNDATIONS - Grand Haven, Michigan
To continue support to the council for a technical 2 0 ( U « i M
assistance program for comnuinity foundations in
Michjgan.

COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS, INC.-Washington, DC
To provide support for a fourth phase of the 554,891
Community Foundation Technical Assistance Program.

CUMBERLAND COMMUNITY FOUNDATION, iNC-Fayetteville, North Carolina
To provide a rwo-for-one challenge in conjunction with SO.diiu 4n.00i)
a S2.5-niillion endowment campaign.

DADE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION -Miami, Florida
Tit provide challenge funding to encourage community 35,UdO I2n,000
foundations to support low-income neighborhood
groups through small grants and technical assistance.

EAST TENNESSEE FOUNDATION - Knoxville, Tennessee
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to 40,000
the foundation in conjunction with the its $7.4-million
endowment campaign.

To provide challenge funding to encourage community 35,000 I2o,000 35,000
foundations to support low-income neighborhood
groups through small grants and technical assistance.

FARGO-MOORHEAO AREA FOUNDATION - Fargo, North Dakota
To provide a rwo-for-one administrative challenge co 50,000 . I M . I K H I
the foundation in conjunction with its SS-million
endowment campaign.

FOUNDATION FOR ROANOKE VALLEY-Roanoke, Virginia
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to 60,000 20,Odd
the foundation in conjunction with its Silt-million
endowment campaign.

GREATER HARRISBURG FOUNDATION -Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to 20,000 20,000
the foundation in conjunction with its S3.6-rnillion
endowment campaign.

HAWAII COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Honolulu, Hawaii
To provide challenge funding to encourage community 34,000 120,000 34,000
foundations to support low-income neighborhood
groups through small grants and technical assistance.

30,000

42.00U

. . ' J>< P . HUM

50,000

35,000

554,*yi

40,000

120.000

40,000

120,000

10,000

40000

120.000
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IDAHO COMMUNITY FOUNDATION, INC.-Boise, Idaho
To provide a two-and-one-half co one administrative $ 4U,Oim $ 40,000
challenge to the community foundation in conjunction
with its $5-million endowment campaign.

JACKSON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION -Jackson, Michigan
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge Co 40.000 $ 40,000
die community foundation in conjunction with its $7-
niillion endowment campaign.

JACKSONVILLE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-Jacksonville, Florida
To provide a two-for-one challenge to the community 2n .O(Hi 10,000 I d . i H i n
foundation in conjunction with its S1.4-million
endowment campaign.

MADISON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION -Madison, Wisconsin
To provide A two-for-one administrative challenge to 40,000 2o.uno 20,000
the community foundation in conjunction with its
endowment campaign.

MAINE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION, INC.-Ellsworth, Maine
To fund a working group of U.S. and Canadian $ 45,580 45,580
community foundations surrounding the Gulf of Maine
to develop a regional approach for protecting trie gulfs
ecosystem.

METROPOLITAN ATLANTA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION, INC.-Atlanta, Georgia
To provide challenge funding to encourage community IdU.OOO MI.000 100,000
foundations to support low-income neighborhood
groups through small grants and technical assistance.

NEW HAMPSHIRE CHARITABLE FUND-Concord, New Hampshire
To provide challenge funding to encourage community 50.000 IN),000 50,000 160,000
foundations to support low-income neighborhood
groups through small grants and technical assistance.

OMAHA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-Omaha, Nebraska
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to 40,000 20,000 2 < i . i x n i
the community foundation in conjunction with its 53-
million endowment campaign.

ORANGE COUNTY COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-Costa Mesa, California
To provide two-for-one challenge funding to the 60.0nn 4IU.HHJ 20.000
community foundation in conjunction with its $9.5-
million endowment campaign.

PEORIA AREA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Peoria, Illinois
To provide a four-to-one administrative challenge to 40,000 40,000
the community foundation in conjunction with its $5-
million endowment campaign.

PERMIAN BASIN AREA FOUNDATION-Midland, Texas
Tn provide a two-for-one challenge to the foundation in (it'.000 2 0 , i H M i (n m >"
conjunction with its $5.8-million endowment
campaign.

RAINBOW RESEARCH, INC. - Minneapolis, Minnesota
To continue support for the national evaluat ion. 220.000 241.000 220.IHIO 241,000
networking activities and technical assistance needs of
the community foundations participating in the second
round of Mott's Community Foundations and
Neighborhoods Small Grants Program,

ROCKFORD COMMUNITY TRUST - Rockford, Illinois
To provide a two-for-one challenge to the trust in 60,000 60,000
conjunction with its $5-million endowment campaign.

SAGINAW COMMUNITY FOUNDATION —Saginaw, Michigan
To provide a two-to-one challenge to the foundation in 60,0* MI In,000 50.CM HI
conjunction with its $4-million endowment campaign.

SANTA FE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Santa Fe, New Mexico
To provide administrative challenge funds to the 40,000 10,000 3o . rX.Ml
community foundation in conjunction with its S3.5-
niillion endowment campaign.
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SEATTLE FOUNDATION-Seattle, Washington
To provide challenge grant funding to encourage $ 35,<XX) S 120.000 $ 35J.KK) $ 12U.OOO
community foundations to support low-income
neighborhood groups through small grants and
technical assistance.

SONOMA COUNTY FOUNDATION-Santa Rosa, California
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to 40,000 10,000 3U.OOO
the foundation in conjunction with irs $6.6-million
endowment campaign.

TRIDENT COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-Charleston, South Carolina
To provide challenge funding to encourage community 20,000 80,000 60,000 40,001)
foundations to support low-income neighborhood
groups through small grants and technical assistance.

TUCSON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-Tucson, Arizona
To provide challenge funding to encourage community 20,000 80,000 60,0(M> -40,1)0(1
foundations to support low-income neighborhood
groups through small grants and technical assistance.

VENTURA COUNTY COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-Camorillo, California
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to 40,000 20,000 20.000
the community foundation in conjunction with its $10-
million endowment campaign.

VERMONT COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-Middlebury, Vermont
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to 30.000 30,000
the community foundation in conjunction with its $4-
million endowment campaign.

VIRGINIA BEACH FOUNDATION-Virginia Beach, Virginia
To provide a two-for-one challenge grant to the 50,000 40,000 i n . f H H i
foundation in conjunction with its $5-million
endowment campaign.

WYOMING CENTENNIAL COMMUNITY FOUNDATION -Laramie, Wyoming
To provide a two-for-one challenge to the community 60,000 10,000 50,000
foundation in conjunction with its $4.5-million
endowment campaign.

SUBTOTAL: Community Foundations S 2,349,000 S 2,663.471 $ 1,534,580 $ 3.477,891

PHILANTHROPIC MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS

COUNCIL OF MICHIGAN FOUNDATIONS - Grand Haven, Michigan
To continue support for a statewide membership $ 35,000 S 35,000
organization ottering a range of services in support of
Michigan philanthropic institutions.

COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS, INC.-Washington, DC
To continue support for a national membership 25,000 25,000
organization of private foundations, community
foundations and corporate funderx

To provide support to the council to expand and $ 100,000 50.000 $ 5u , (KM)
strengthen its international activities for council
members and international colleagues through
seminars, internships, study tours, publications.
technical assistance, and legislative and regulatory
review.

To provide support for a three-year project to 66,000 33,000 33.000
strengthen the organizational, marketing and program
capacities of the more than 22 existing and 20 emerging
regional associations ot grannnakers in the country.

EUROPEAN COOPERATION FUND-Brussels, Belgium
To enable the Mott Foundation to hold full 13,500 13,500
membership in the European Foundation Centre.

FOUNDATION CENTER - New York, New York
To continue support for ;i national organization that 40,000 4 0 . < H > 0
collects, analyzes and disseminates information on
foundations through publications, libraries and public
service programs.
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INDEPENDENT SECTOR - Washington, DC
To continue support for a national organization of $ 7,5lX) $ 7,500
foundations, corporations and voluntary organizations
dedicated to promoting charitable giving, volunteering
and not-for-profit initiatives.

To provide support for Independent Sector's $8.8- $ 180,000 $ 180,000
million special fundraising campaign to strengthen and
expand its services and programs during the next
several years.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR RESPONSIVE PHILANTHROPY- Washington, DC
To provide support for a national advocacy' 15,000 15,000
organization dedicated to increasing the responsiveness
and accessibility of philanthropic organizations to
minorities and the disadvantaged.

WOMEN AND FOUNDATIONS/CORPORATE PHILANTHROPY- New York, New York
To provide support for the Far From Done Fund, a 50,000 25,000 25,000
special initiative to increase the philanthropic
community's awareness of the problems facing women
and girls.

To continue support to ,1 national organization of 5,000 5, (UK)
grantmakers interested in issues affecting women and
girls.

SUBTOTAL: Philanthropic Membership Organizations ~ S 396,000 S 141,000 S 220,500 S 316.500

STRENGTHENING THE NONPROFIT SECTOR

ALLIANCE FOR CHOICE IN GIVING - Boston, Massachusetts
To provide support to a membership organization of 30 $ 30,000 S 30,000
locaJ, state ana regional non-United Way federations
that raise funds through workplace-giving campaigns,
with a focus on social justice, environmental or peace
issues.

ARIAS FOUNDATION FOR PEACE AND HUMAN PROGRESS-San Jose, Costa Rica
To provide support to plan the development of a new 40,000 $ 40,000
Center for Philanthropy that will serve Central
America.

ASPEN INSTITUTE, INC - Queenstown, Maryland
To provide support for the Nonprofit Sector Research $ 300,000 100,000 200,000
Fund, a new grammaking fund designed to support
independent, high-quality basic and applied research of
value to practitioners, policymakers and oihers
interested in the health and growth of the nonprofit
sector.

BELGIAN AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC.-New Haven, Connecticut
To support a senior fellow from the Foundation Center 96,750 96,750
in the United States to assist the European Foundation
Centre in Belgium in developing an information and
publications program.

CAUSE EFFECTIVE, INC. - New York, New York
To provide support to replicate a special events 50,000 25,000 25,OCX!
management assistance project for nonprofits
throughout the country.

CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK BERNARD M. BARUCH COLLEGE - New York, New York
To provide support to improve the quality and reduce 50,000 50.000
the effort and cost of financial reporting by nonprofit
organizations.

EL PASO COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - El Paso, Texas
To provide support for coordination and policy 45,000 45,000
research to develop a philanthropic common market
between the U.S., Mexico and eventually Canada.

EUROPEAN COOPERATION FUND-Brussels, Belgium
To provide support for the New Europe Programme to 22,000 22,000
promote awareness of the nonprofit sector in Europe
and action on key issues affecting the sector.
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FOUNDATION CENTER - New York, New York
To provide support for the publication and promotion $ 20,0()0 $ 20,000
of a new book, "America's Nonprofit Sector: A
Primer." which provides an overview of the structure
and operation of the nonprofit sector in the United
Stares.

INDEPENDENT SECTOR-Washington, DC
To provide support to establish an international 200,000 $ 200,000
organization of private runders and nonprofit
organizations promoting and strengthening
philanthropy and voluntary activity worldwide.

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION - New York, New York
To provide support for a workshop on the role of 15,000 15,000
voluntary organizations in emerging democracies.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY-Baltimore, Maryland
To continue support for the international fellows in 70.Ol.XJ 35,000 35,000
philanthropy program.

To provide support to establish an international 25,000 25,000
research society to encourage, support and provide
academic legitimacy for the study of the nonprofit
sector worldwide.

MICHIGAN NONPROFIT FORUM-East Lansing, Michigan
To provide support for a statewide campaign to 5,000 5,000
increase public awareness of the role and value of
volunteers.

NATIONAL CENTER FOR COMMUNITY RISK MANAGEMENT AND INSURANCE-Washington, DC
To provide support for a center founded to address 75,000 75,000
liability, insurance and risk-management issues
affecting the nonprofit sector.

NATIONAL CENTER FOR NONPROFIT BOARDS-Washington, DC
To provide support for the expansion of the centers $ 150,000 50,000 l O U X H i
hoard development program to serve a greater range
and number of nonprofit organizations.

NATIONAL CHARITIES INFORMATION BUREAU - New York, New York
To provide support for the final phase of a public 50,000 50,000
outreach project to enhance the quantity and quality of
the bureau's information on the operations of national
charities.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR RESPONSIVE PHILANTHROPY-Washington, DC
To provide support for a national technical assistance 150,000 I50.00U
program to expand workplace fuudraising campaigns
for non-United Way charities, or alternative funds.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF NONPROFIT ASSOCIATHDNS - Washington, DC
To continue support for a membership organization of 50,1 X ' H I 15,000 35,000
22 state, regional and metropolitan nonprofit
associations representing more than 15,000 nonprofit
organizations,

To continue support for a technical assistance and seed 250.<Hin 75,000 175,000
grant program to expand and strengthen statewide
associations of nonprofit organizations.

To support the Nonprofits' Risk Management and 75,000 -75,000
Insurance Institute, which addresses legal liability
insurance and risk-management issues affecting the
nonprofit sector,

NATIONAL NETWORK OF WOMEN'S FUNDS-St. Paul, Minnesota
To provide support to a membership organization of 60,000 20,000 4 U . I H H I
women's foundations and federations.

POINTS OF LIGHT FOUNDATION-Washington, DC
To continue support to a project to strengthen and 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000
increase the number of volunteer centers nationwide.

SUPPORT CENTER-Washington, DC
To continue support for the Applied Research and 25,000 25,000
Development Institute, founded to improve the
leadership and management of nonprofit organizations.
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UNION INSTITUTE - Cincinnati, Ohio
To provide support to develop, implement and $ 300,000 $ 300,000
disseminate a rcplicablc process through which the
nonprofit sector can develop and advance state-level
nonprofit policy agendas.

UNITED WAY INTERNATIONAL-Alexandria, Virginia
To provide support to promote philanthropy and 35,000 35.IHHI
volunteerism in regions throughout the world with
training, conferences, publications and networking.

VOLUNTEER CONSULTING GROUP, INC.-New York, New York
To provide support co develop a pilot, community- $ 50,000 $ 25.000 25,000
based, nonprofit board recruitment and education
program linking potential local board members with
small- and medium-sized nonprofit organizations
through an interactive computer system.

SUBTOTAL; Strengthening the Nonprofit Sector $ 1,025.000 S 1,538.750 S 928.750 S 1,635.000
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL; Philanthropy and Volunteerism $ 3,770.000 S 4,343.221 $ 2.683.830 S 5,429,391

SOUTH AFRICA

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT RESOURCE ASSOCIATION - Cape Town, South Africa
To expand the consultancy capabilities of an $ 100.000 $ 100,000
organization that provides training and consulting
services to organizations working in the field of human
and community development

DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES TRUST-Johannesburg, South Africa
To continue support for u trust founded to build I on, 000 100,000
capacity and increase effectiveness among South
African non-governmental organizations, particularly-
grassroots groups.

To provide support for a new computer-linked 100,000 $ 100,000
information and communications network.

GET AHEAD FOUNDATION - Pretoria, South Africa
To continue support for the training and marketing 60,400 60,400
services of a foundation that creates jobs in South
Africa's black townships through development of small
businesses.

INSTITUTE FOR A NEW SOUTH AFRICA-Son Francisco, California
To provide support for the institute, which through an 25,000 25,0110
innovative project creates links between South Afr ican
civic and rural associations and cooperating U.S.
communities.

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION - New York, New York
To continue support for a fellowship program that 75.0(11* 75,000
provides short-term, mid-career training in the United
States for South African leaders.

To continue support for the South African Information 20,000 20,000
Exchange, a clearinghouse on hum an-resource
development needs in South Africa.

LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE-Johannesburg, South Africa
To continue support for an intermediary service $ 85,464 100,001.) 185,464
organization for community-based groups.

MONTAGU AND ASHTON COMMUNITY SERVICE -Montagu, South Africa
To continue support for one of the most advanced rural 85 . IHH! 85,000
development organizations in South Africa and a
recognized model for other rural development
organizations.

NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO - Washington, DC
To provide support for a series of in-depth reports on 25,000 25,000
the development needs and prospects t»l South Africa
and its surrounding region.
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RURAL ADVICE CENTRE-Johannesburg, South Africa
To continue support for the centre's Financial Advice $ 120,000 S 120,000
Department, which trains rural communities in
budgeting, bookkeeping and financial control of
development projects and assists them in securing
funding.

RURAL FINANCE FACILITY-Johannesburg, South Africa
To expand a revolving credit fund to meet the financial $ 30,000 30,000
needs of rural development and farm organizations.

UNIVERSITY OF NATAL- Durban, South Africa
To continue support for an innovative program to 100,000 100,000 200,000
provide training and technical assistance to rural
communities in the field of law and legal rights.

UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE - Bellville, South Africa
To continue support for a two-year certificate course 67,227 67,227
for community workers in the Western Cape region of
South Africa.

UNIVERSITY OF WITWATERSRAND FOUNDATION ̂ -Johannesburg, South Africa
To continue support for South Africa's leading 80,000 92,000 172.000
university-based program to provide training and
consulting assistance to community organizations.

URBAN FOUNDATION-Johannesburg, South Africa
To continue support for an innovative program to 64,000 64,000
upgrade squatter housing in South Africa.

WESTERN CAPE FOUNDATION FOR COMMUNITY WORK-Cape Town, South Africa
To continue support for one of the most successful 60,000 60,000
efforts in South Afr ica co mobilize community
resources to meet the educational and developmental
needs of black preschool children.

WILGESPRUIT FELLOWSHIP CENTRE-Roodepoort, South Africa
To continue support for the Seminars, Publications and 88,086 88,086
Resource Development Unit at an educational and
community action center outside Johannesburg.

PROGRAM AREA TOTAL; South Africa $ 295,464 $ 1.281,713 S 1,477,177 S 100.000
PROGRAM TOTAL: Civil Society $ 4,552,964 $ 7,597,473 S 6,027,473 $ 6,122,964
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E N V I R O N M E N T

To support efforts aimed at achieving a healthy global
environment capable (/sustaining all forms of life.

GLOBAL SUSTAINABILITY
To support efforts toward a sustainable global environment with the natural
resource base necessary for supporting life systems over the next century and
beyond.

GREAT LAKES LAND AND WATER RESOURCES
To strengthen the preservation and management of the land and water
resources of the Great Lakes region.

Toxic SUBSTANCES
To seek ways to reduce existing and future threats from toxic substances to
humans, their communities and the natural environment.

SPECIAL INITIATIVES
To probe new environmental fields, particularly those offering unusual
opportunities for contributions to the state of the art on global and/or
national environmental problems.

NOTE: In March 1993, the Foundation's Board of Trustees approved a new
mission statement and program structure for the Environment program.
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GLOBAL SUSTAINABILITY

BANK INFORMATION CENTER-Washington, DC
To help the center expand its capacity to track $ 40,000 $ 40,000
multilateral development bank projects and to
distribute that information to non-U.S.. non-
governmental organizations,

CENTER FOR RESOURCE ECONOMICS-Washington, DC
To assist the American media in understanding the 100,000 1'XI,000
significance of the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development, also known as the
Earth Summit, as well as to increase coverage of the
issues underlying the conference.

CONSERVATION LAW FOUNDATION, INC.-Boston, Massachusetts
To continue work with New England utility interests 75,000 75,000
to implement and monitor energy efficiency
improvements and to provide technical assistance for
other domestic and international efforts toward
improved energy efficiency.

DEVELOPMENT GROUP FOR ALTERNATIVE POLICIES, INC.-Washington, DC
To expand and strengthen die international movement $ 4 0 . 1 X H I 40,000
to achieve fundamental change in international
economic policies advocated and supported by the
World Bank, the International Monetary Fund and
other multilateral lending agencies.

ENERGY PROBE RESEARCH FOUNDATION-Toronto, Ontario
To increase Canadian efforts to improve the 48,850 4N.850
development policies and practices of multilateral
development banks.

ENERSOL ASSOCIATES, INC. - Somerville, Massachusetts
To provide support for a group created in 1984 to 80,000 80,000
establish solar rural electrification enterprises in
developing countries.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENERGY STUDY INSTITUTE-Washington, DC
To strengthen U.S. congressional responses to concerns 30,000 30,000
about atmospheric and clim.m- ch.mges.

ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND, INC. - New York, New York
To build the capacity of non-governmental 225,000 102,682 $ 122,318
organizations in developing countries in Latin America.
Atrica and Asia for responding to the threat of global
warming and climate changes.

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW ALLIANCE WORLDWIDE - Eugene, Oregon
To cnalili- the U.S. offiL-f. through a three-year ! 5 < > . f l O n 50 .1HHI 1 0 0 . I H M I
challenge, to diversify its funding base, liin.- jn
executive director, and expand outreach and service
capabilities to public interest environmental lawyers,
especially those in Latin America.

FRIENDS OF THE EARTH-Washington, DC
To increase the interest of multilateral development 40.000 40,000
banks in investing in projects that will reverse tropical
deforestation and arrest global wanning,

Tn help Japanese non-governmental organizations 50,000 50,000
research and monitor the environmental impacts of
Japan's mult i lateral and bilateral assistance policies and
practices.

FUNDACION NATURA - Quito, Ecuodor
To continue supporting non-governmental organization 46.402 23,902 22.5(H)
activities related to monitoring multilateral
development bank policies and practices that adversely
affect the environment in Bolivia, Ecuador and Peru.

INSTITUTE FOR TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT POLO-Washington, DC
To continue support for an organization working 25.000 25,000
towards the advancement of environmentally sate
transportation alternatives worldwide.
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GRANTEE/PROGRAM
UNPAID

DEC. 31,1991 GRANTS PAYMENTS
UNPAID

DEC. 31,1992

$ 32.500

35.000

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION, INC.-Washington, DC
To help expedite ihe implementation of energy $ 50,000 $ 50,000
efficiency in developing countries.

To help developing countries in selecting the most 4*1,000 40,000
appropriate methods and applications ot energy-
efficient technologies.

To support training and technical assistance to help five 58,650 58,650
developing countries increase their understanding of
and access to funding for advancing energy efficiency
initiatives.

INTERNATIONAL NETWORK OF RESOURCE INFORMATION CENTERS-Hanover, New Hampshire
To support a planning workshop for Latin American 32,500
scholars and environmentalists to design and create a
Latin American chapter.

INTERNATIONAL RIVERS NETWORK-Berkeley, California
To provide technical, scientific and economic 35.UX)
information, and to facilitate networking for the many
groups .mtund the world that arc working to save river
systems from environmentally destructive
development.

LATIN AMERICAN SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM OF AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES, INC. - Cambridge, Massachusetts
To promote conservation and wise use of Amazon 97,855 66.660
resources through the development of a cadre of
environmental scientists, policymakers, managers and
conservation leaders.

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, INC.- New York, New York
To support the council and five other U.S. ISO.OiHJ
environmental organizations ill pooling thei r efforts to
ensure implementation of several international accords
and agreements reached at the Earth Summit in [urn1

1992.

PESTICIDE ACTION NETWORK NORTH AMERICA REGIONAL CENTER - San Francisco, California
To enable the center to provide pesticide-related 4M,000"
information services to organizations and individuals in
developing countries.

RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION - New York, New York
To increase private-sector participation in promoting 75,0)Ki
,md implementing energy-efficiency projects in
developing countries.

31,195

180.000

40,000

75,000

SIERRA CLUB FOUNDATION-San Francisco, California
To support a two-day workshop for North American
non-governmental organizations to develop a strategy
to continue their efforts in multilateral development
bank reform.

To increase citizen involvement in the multilateral
development bank campaign.

WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE-Washington, DC
To provide support for a two-day workshop to identify
i he most pressing organizational and technical needs ot
environmental groups from Latin America.

To support efforts to address the need for the United
States to improve its responsiveness toward the threat
of global warming.

WORLD WILDLIFE FUND, INC.-Washington, DC
To support a program of small seed grants to
grassroots, non-governmental organizations in Latin
America and the Caribbean.

2K.668

40,000

5H,(H)8

50,000

$ 65,000

28,668

40.000

58,008

SO.unO

65, WO

PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Global Sustainability S 145,000 S 1,655,933 S 1,277,420 S 523,513

GREAT LAKES LAND AND WATER RESOURCES
AMERICAN FARMLAND TRUST-Washington, DC

To support the development and use of more
sustainable farming practices by Michigan tanners.

50,01 H.i $ 50,000
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AMERICAN RIVERS, INC.-Washington, DC
To effect environmental improvements in the operation $ 120,(XX) $ 40,000 $ 80,001)
of 63 hydropmver dams in the Great Lakes basin that
are up lor federal relicensing in 1993.

CENTER FOR THE GREAT LAKES - Chicago, Illinois
To identify and investigate Great Lakes environmental 35,(.XXI 35,000
and economic issues and to promote sound public
policies and_ private initiatives for the benefit of
residents of the Great Lakes region.

CLEAN WATER FUND-Washington, DC
To strengthen permanent protection of Michigan's $ 97,300 97,300
Great Lakes coastal resources.

COAST ALLIANCE-Washington, DC
To educate the public and coordinate citizen input on 24,757 24,757
Great Lakes coastal resources issues.

COUNCIL OF GREAT LAKES GOVERNORS, INC. - Chicago, Illinois
To continue support for the implementation of the 50,000 50,000
regional environmental protection agenda established
by the governors of the Great Lakes states.

GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY-Washington, DC
To support the application of a sunset protocol to 76,278 80,246 76,278 SH,2-U>
hazardous chemicals in the Great Lakes basin.

GREAT LAKES UNITED-Buffalo, New York
To continue support for an international coalition of 40,000 40.000
environmental, sporting, union, governmental.
academic and business interests throughout the eight
Great Lakes states. Ontario and Quebec,

To provide support for the third biennial retreat of 7,850 7,850
Great Lakes environmental organizations.

HOOSIER ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL-Indianapolis, Indiana
To support the establishment of a northwest Indiana 106,766 55,721 51.045
office of the council.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GREAT LAKES RESEARCH -Ann Arbor, Michigan
To provide an opportunity for promising young U.S. 70,000 70,000
and Canadian scientists to develop and pursue
traditional, as well as independent, approaches to
understanding and solving Great Lakes toxic pollution
problems.

LAKE MICHIGAN FEDERATION-Chicago, Illinois
To establish a Michigan Field Office to initiate 25.000 10,000 15,000
programs from that office and expand the membership
base and funding support through a more visible
presence in Michigan.

MICHIGAN ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL- Lansing, Michigan
To provide support for the Michigan Environmental 105,000 40,000 65,000
Council, which serves as the coordinated voice of the
environmental community in Michigan.

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION-Washington, DC
To improve Great Lakes water quality by coordinating 60,000 W I . ( K X )
citizen education campaigns concerning the National
Wildlife Federation's Model Water Quality Standards,

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, INC. - New York, New York
To provide support for the Clean Water Network, 70,000 70,000
which includes more than 300 groups representing all
50 states and the District of Columbia.

NATURE CONSERVANCY-Arlington, Virginia
To help the Nature Conservancy in preserving Gul! l O . I H H i 10.000
Harbor, a biologically significant strip of shoreline
habitat on Beaver Island, Michigan.

To protect two, large biologically integrated areas 375,000 375.000
(bioreserves) in northern Michigan through scientific
study, community outreach, land acquisition and land
management.
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DEC. 31,1992

NORTHEAST-MIDWEST INSTITUTE-Washington, DC
To support the creation and maintenance of a coalition
dedicated to promoting federal funding, programs and
policies chat contribute to environmental protection and
sustainable development in the Great Lakes basin.

PHYSICIANS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY-Washington, DC
To support the development and distribution of a
continuing medical education course and related
materials focusing on the human health effects of
consuming Great Lakes fish.

SIERRA CLUB FOUNDATION-San Francisco, California
Io protect water quality and critical habitats in the $ 100,363
Great Lakes region by improving provincial, scare and
federal ecosystem management, and protection
policies.

TIP OF THE MITT WATERSHED COUNCIL - Conway, Michigan
To k(ive .support to a project protecting regional
wetlands from further loss and degradation by
providing citizens with the information tools needed to
mobilize.

WHITEFISH POINT BIRD OBSERVATORY-Paradise, Michigan
To provide support to one of the leading bird
observatories in the United States and the only one of
it1- k i n d in the northern Great Lakes.

WISCONSIN'S ENVIRONMENTAL DECADE INSTITUTE-Madison, Wisconsin
To strengthen the leadership and institutional i " _ n n i >
framework of ,m important statewide environmental
organization in Wisconsin.

$ 110,000 $ 55,000 $ 55,000

25,000

134,750

50,000

25,000

mo. ' ,<> ' .

44.211'

30,000

H U M I D

•Xi . 540

20,000

PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Great Lakes Land and
Water Resources

$ 403,698 $ 1,429,612 S 821,479 S 1,011,831

Toxic SUBSTANCES
ALASKA CENTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT-Anchorage, Alaska

To provide technical and scientific assistance to AJaskan
citizen groups working to protect their communing
from existing and pinemi.il environmental health
threats.

ALASKA HEALTH PROJECT- Anchorage, Alaska
To provide direct assistance to small businesses in
Alaska so they can incorporate the latest and most
appropriate technology to reduce the negative impact
of hazardous materials on human health and the
environment.

ALASKA NATIVE HEALTH BOARD-Anchorage, Alaska
To address the concerns posed by hazardous materials
cm native lands in Alaska.

ALBANY STATE COLLEGE-Albany, Georgia
To assist in providing low-income and African-
Americ.'An residents of Alabama, Florida and Georgia
with technical assistance to respond to environmental
threats within their communities.

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE FOR RURAL STUDIES - Davis, California
To iiKTf.tM.' the capacity of the institute to provide site-
specific legal and technical assistance to rural California
communities with toxic problems.

CALIFORNIA TOXICS ACTION-Son Francisco, California
To demonstrate that reducing, and eventually
eliminating, the use of chlorinated solvents is feasible,
necessary and the best means of preventing the
dangerous impacts of pollution.

CENTER FOR NEIGHBORHOOD TECHNOLOGY - Chicago, Illinois
To advance the adoption of pollution prevention in
metropolitan Chicago.

S 20. (H i l t $ 20,000

M.txm 55,000

2o.noo 20.000

20.IMKI 20.1KHI

20.1100 20,01X1

5i).( X K i 50,000

225,000 75,000 $ 150,000



GRANTEE/PROGRAM
UNPAID

DEC. 31,1991 GRANTS PAYMENTS
UNPAID

DEC. 31,1992

CENTER FOR POLICY ALTERNATIVES-Washington, DC
To strengthen state policies for promoting toxic-use
reduction, solid-waste reduction, sustainable
agriculture, and energy and transportation efficiency-

CENTER FOR RURAL AFFAIRS -Wdthill, Nebraska
To foster the development and adoption of farming
practices that use fewer pesticides and commercial
fertilizers.

CENTRAL STATES EDUCATION CENTER - Champaign, Illinois
To increase the capacity of an Illinois-based
environmental organization to provide site-specific
legal and scientific expertise to communities in the
Midwest facing toxic threats by linking citizens to
technical resources at the University ofTllinois.

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION - Fort Collins, Colorado
To continue funding for a toxics community assistance
program using scientific resources and student interns
from Colorado State University to help communities
and citizen groups at risk from toxic substances.

EAST MICHIGAN ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION COUNCIL- Birmingham, Michigan
To support a collaborative project among residents,
business interests and community-based organizations
to develop environmental goals and objectives for
southwest Detroit for the year 2000.

ENVIRONMENTAL CAREERS ORGANIZATION, INC.-Boston, Massachusetts
To recruit and train retired engineers to serve as
technical advisers to environmental organizations
working on toxics use reduction.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH COALITION-San Diego, California
To respond to the needs of communities in the San
Diego region affected by toxic pollution by providing
scientific, technical and policy-related information.

IOWA CITIZENS FOR COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT -Des Moines, Iowa
To identify and promote farming practices that require
fewer pesticides and commercial tetiUzers and to help
farmers and local communities in Iowa which .ire
presently facing contamination problems from
agricultural chemicals.

JS1 RESEARCH & TRAINING INSTITUTE, INC. - Boston, Massachusetts
To continue supporting a center to assist community-
based efforts to respond to toxics-related environmental
health concerns.

LEGAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSISTANCE FOUNDATION-Tallahassee, Florida
To continue support for the foundation's efforts to
address the immediate and long-term consequences of
hazardous waste management and disposal in the deep
South.

NATIONAL SAFE WORKPLACE INSTITUTE - Chicago, Illinois
To provide seed funds tor establishing a committee of $ 50,000
Mexican and U.S. scientific and health experts to focus
expertise on the need for effective occupational and
environmental health regulations in Mexico and to help
establish a non-governmental organization in Mexico
that can provide leadership on these issues.

NATIONAL Toxics CAMPAIGN FUND - Boston, Massachusetts
To support the operation of a laboratory that provides
low-cost, reliable testing for community groups that
suspect they are endangered by toxic contamination.

NATURAL RESOURCES COUNCIL OF MAINE-Augusta, Maine
To sustain and increase support for meaningful
implementation of pollution prevention policies in
Maine.

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, INC. - New York, New York
To establish a Clean Air Network linking national,
state and local environmental groups working on Clean
Air Act impiementation.

$ 40,000 $ 40,000

33,850

20.000

19,996

25,000

150,000

20,000

20,000

40,000

40,000

20,000

135,000

I IXUKXl

33,850

20,000

19.996

25.000

75,000 $ 75,000

20.000

20,000

40.000

40.00(1

50.000

20,000

50,000

40.000

85,000

60,000
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$ 100.000 $ 100.000

20,000

20.000

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, INC. - New York, New York
To continue to support efforts to reduce toxic
emissions and hazardous waste at source points
through the establishment and maintenance of
appropriate regulacory frameworks.

OCEAN ADVOCATES - Dickerson, Maryland
To improve the ability of citizen groups in coastal cities 20,000
to use scientific research in framing policy dialogue to
ensure that risks to the local marine environment are
fully recognized.

RESEARCH FOUNDATION OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK - New York, New York
To support Hunter College's Community 20,OtX')
Environmental Health Resource Center, which
provides training, technical assistance and consultation
to community groups and concerned residents to
protect themselves against environmental health
hazards.

SERVICIOS CIENTIFICOS Y TECNICOS - Hoto Rey, Puerto Rico
To provide scientific assistance and educational services $ 35.000 35,000
to communities in Puerto Rico which are facing
environmental health threats.

SOUTHWEST RESEARCH AND INFORMATION CENTER-Albuquerque, New Mexico
To provide support for technical assistance, training . ' " j ' l n "
and information services for citizens and community's
in New Mexico and Arizona faced with toxic
contamination concerns.

UNITED STATES PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP EDUCATION FUND-Washington, DC
To promote full use of right-to-know laws to bring 50,000
about pollution prevention and otherwise reduce risks
from toxics.

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL PUBLIC HEALTH FOUNDATION - Chapel Hill, North Carolina
To increase the capacity of faculty members and 20,000 20,000
graduate students to provide scientific, technical and
other assistance to citizen groups and local
governments working on a variety of environmental
issues in the state,

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS MEDICAL BRANCH AT GALVESTON - Galveston, Texas
To continue to provide scientific information and
related technical assisunce to community groups and
citizens at risk from toxic hazards.

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY-Nashville, Tennessee
To continue funding for the Service Training for
Environmental Progress project, which provides
technical assistance to communities in the Southeast
which fait: environmental threats.

WASHINGTON Toxics COALITION - Seattle, Washington
To support advocacy efforts in regards to source
reduction of toxics threatening Puget South, the
Columbia River and populations living near them.

WORLD WILDLIFE FUND, INC.-Washington, DC
To continue support for the interpretation and
dissemination of research results regarding the threat to
wildlife and human health posed by the widespread
distribution of toxic substances in the environment.

70.000

20,000

25.000 $ 25,000

20.000 20,0011

20,000 20.000

105.000 35,000 7(1.000

75,000 75,000

PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Toxic Substances 85,000 S 1,558,846 S 1,158,846 S 485,000

SPECIAL INITIATIVES

BORDER ECOLOGY PROJECT - Bisbee, Arizona
To support the addressing at environmental problems
along the U.S.-Mexico border through the work of
binational coalitions.

$ 150,000 $ 75.000 S 75.000
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CENTRO PARA o Nosso FUTURO COMUM S/C LTDA-1201 Geneva, Switzerland
To support a Brazil-based, non-governmental $ 5H,(X)(I S 50.000
orgamzation set up by the Centre for Our Common
Future and the United Nations to organize the Global
Forum during the 1992 U.N. Conference on
Environment And Development.

COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT- New York, New York
To prepare and disseminate a new Committee for $ 50,000 50,000
Economic Development policy statement on energy
and die environment,

CONSUMER POLICY INSTITUTE-Yonkersf New York
To support an international campaign to convince the 70,000 35,OCX) $ 35,000
U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization to turn its
sustainable agriculture rhetoric into concrete policies
and programs.

ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND, INC. - New York, New York
To provide support for the implementation of a 100,000 100,000
research and media effort aimed at creating broad
public understanding of and support for endangered
species protection.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORT CENTER, INC-Washington, DC
To provide support for an organization dedicated to 40,000 4(1,000
helping local and state environmental groups become
more effective in addressing issues and problems and in
shaping environmental policy.

FRIENDS OF THE EARTH-Washington, DC
To continue providing challenge funding to build the 200,000 300,000 450,000 50,000
institutional capacity of this environmental
organization,

GREEN LIBRARY-Berkeley, California
To continue support for a library established in 1986 to 50,000 50,000
provide ecological and environmental literature to
people in countries facing ecological crises.

IDAHO CONSERVATION LEAGUE-Boise, Idaho
To bring together leaders of state environmental 10.000 In,000
organizations at the fifth annual State Environmental
Leadership Conference.

INSTITUTE FOR ALTERNATIVE AGRICULTURE, INC. - Greenbelt, Maryland
To assist advocates of sustainable agriculture by 105,000 35.000 70.000
creating a centralized national alternative agriculture
policy program.

LAND INSTITUTE - Sofina, Kansas
To provide a challenge grant to a pioneer in 25,01.10 25.000 25,000 25.000
acroecological research, education and public policy
work aimed at promoting sustainable agriculture.

LAND STEWARDSHIP PROJECT-Marine on St. Croix, Minnesota
To provide support for the Agricultural Stewardship 120,000 40,000 80,000
Initiative, which will target the fragile watersheds in
Minnesota for educational and research projects on
sustainable practices.

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY- East Lansing, Michigan
To allow Michigan State University to offer a four-year 77.70H 24,000 53,708
doctoral program in sustainable agriculture to train a
faculty member of the University of Zimbabwe.

MICHIGAN UNITED CONSERVATION CLUBS - Lansing, Michigan
To provide support for an advocacy project designed to 60,000 60,000
promote demand-side management, renewable energy
resources and other appropriate strategies to achieve
greater energy efficiency in Michigan.

MINNESOTA PROJECT-St. Paul, Minnesota
To ensure the effectiveness or" the Clean Water Act's 66,320 33,160 33,160
polluted agricultural runoff provisions by encouraging
farmer involvement in the development, refinement and
implementation of those provisions.
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NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO-Washington, DC
To help increase and enhance NPR's coverage of $ 50,000 $ 50,000
environmental issues.

OCEAN ARKS INTERNATIONAL, INC. - Falmouth, Massachusetts
To expand the development of an applied science of 159,638 80,000 S 79,638
ecological wastewater treatment.

OREGON RIVERS COUNCIL, INC.-Eugene, Oregon
To develop national policy alternatives to conserve and 60,000 30,000 30,000
restore the nation's river systems.

POPULATION CRISIS COMMITTEE-Washington, DC
To strengthen ties between the environmental and $ 40,000 40,000
population movements by mobilizing the support of
established and respected environmental organizations
to implement policies and programs aimed at bringing
the world's population into balance with available
resources.

SOCIETY OF ENVIRONMENTAL JOURNALISTS - Havertown, Pennsylvania
To provide support for a group founded in 1990 to 150,000 60,000 90,000
improve the accuracy and quality of environmental
journalism through educational programs.

WASHINGTON CENTER FOR INTERNSHIPS AND ACADEMIC SEMINARS-Washington, DC
To provide stipend suppnrt for college students of color 15,000 15,000
participating in a new Environmental Internship
Program.

WISCONSIN RURAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER, iNC.-Mt. Horeb, Wisconsin
To help mobilize citizens to participate in setting public 90,000 45,000 45,000
policies regarding both federal agriculture
appropriations and state regulation of biotechnology
research and industry.

WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION-Woods Hole, Massachusetts
To expand the development of an applied science of 77,857 77,857
ecological wastewater treatment.

PROGRAM AREA TOTAL; Speciol Initiatives S 392,708 S 1,748.815 $ 1,325,017 $ 816,506

PROGRAM TOTAL: Environment S 1,026,406 $ 6,393,206 $ 4,582,762 S 2,836,850
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F L I N T

To help strengthen the capacity if local institutions in the
Foundation's home comnwtriiy of Flint, Michigan, TO respond
to economic and social needs.

INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING
To support efforts to build and maintain the capacity of the community's
institutions to respond to its economic and social needs at a time of economic
distress and resource scarcity.

SPECIAL PROJECTS
To support other specially designated capital projects.
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INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING

ARTS AND RECREATION

GRIM ROAD RACE, INC - Flint, Michigan
To provide support for an event established to promote
a positive image of Flint through an annual festival of

$ 10,000 $ 10,000

FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION —Flint, Michigan
To provide support for consulting services needed to
facilitate the implementation of trie long-range plan set
forth in the first phase of the strategic planning process
for the Flint Cultural Center

FLINT INSTITUTE OF Music- Flint, Michigan
To provide support for the presentation of six touring
theater productions at Whiting Auditorium during
each of the next two seasons.

FLINT, CITY OF- Flint, Michigan
To provide support for a series of summer enrichment
and recreation programs designed to enhance the
quali ty of life of Flint children and young adults.

To provide support over four summers for two major
enrichment programs, the City of Flint Fourth of July
Homecoming Festival and Music in the Parks.

GREATER FLINT ARTS COUNCIL- Flint, Michigan
To continue support for a group that develops and
coordinates services for local arts organizations and
expands community appreciation of the arts.

Morr COMMUNITY COLLEGE - Flint, Michigan
To provide support for the establishment of a labor
museum.

NATURE CONSERVANCY-Arlington, Virginia
To allow the conservancy to maintain and manage
properties in the Flint Cultural Center area.

20,000 20,000

20,000 - $ 20.01)0

37,445 37.445

12(U HH) 45.000 75.000

2H.IHK) 20.000

25,1300 25,000

102,000 102.000

SUBTOTAL: Arts and Recreation S 354,445 S 259,445 $ 95,000

ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

FLINT COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION - Flint, Michigan
To enable the corporation to continue small business $ 125,000 $ 62,500 $ 62,500
development programs targeted at minorities, women.
low-income individuals ana at-risk vouch.

To provide program-related investment funds for the $ 250,000
corporation to establish a guarantee loan pool fund,

FLINT NEIGHBORHOOD IMPROVEMENT AND PRESERVATION PROJECT, INC. - Flint, Michigan
To provide funding for a Mortgage Loan Default Pool 4(Xl,000
Program designed to provide additional home
ownership opportunities for Flint residents.

FLINT, CITY OF - Flint, Michigan
To provide funding for capita! costs and operating 115,000
expenses for four community-based, police mini-
stations.

GENESEE AREA Focus COUNCIL, INC. - Flint, Michigan
To continue support for the council, which operates as 1IX),000
a forum to coalesce the major businesses of Genesee
County and their leaders into an effective community
development action group.

GENESEE ECONOMIC AREA REVITALIZATION, INC.-Flint, Michigan
To continue support for an organization founded to 40,000
coordinate job development and business retention and
expansion efforts in Genesee County.

250,000

400,000

62,500

34,000

40.000

52.500

66.000
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SALEM HOUSING TASK FORCE CORPORATION-Flint, Michigan
To continue support tor die Salem Housing Task Force !
Corporation, .1 Flint agency founded to provide safe,
decent and affordable housing for low-income families
with children.

WUlOU $ 40,000 $ 2<U)<in

SUBTOTAL: Economic and Community Development $ 310,000 $ 780,000 $ 889,000 $ 201,000

EDUCATION

15,000

50,000 $ 100,000

96,500

CHRIST THE KING PARISH - Flint, Michigan
To provide support for replicating Fast Track in Flint, $ 301,686 $ 35,000 $ 336,686
which provides disadvamaged young people with the
basic skills needed for entry-level employment.

FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION - Flint, Michigan
To provide funding for an external evaluation of the 15,000
restructuring of the Flint Community Schools'
community education program.

To continue support for the restructuring of the Flint 150.000
Community Schools' community education program.

To demonstrate, evaluate and help replicate an 193,000
innovative apprenticeship and education program for
law-income and minority youth.

FOCUS: HOPE - Detroit, Michigan
To provide a housing stipend for Flint-area Fast Track 13,500
students receiving vocational education at the
Focus:HOPE Machinist Training Institute in Detroit.

GENESEE AREA Focus COUNCIL, INC. - Flint, Michigan
To provide support for a project that would link the 12,500
Flint area to .1 jo int venture by the Business-Richer
Education Forum and the Public Agenda Foundation.
which is conducting a nationwide campaign alerting
citizens to the issues and ramifications of American
competitiveness.

GENESEE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT- Flint, Michigan
To create a model alternative high school program, 279,532
patterned al ter the LaGuardia Community College
Middle College High School.

GMI ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE-Flint, Michigan
To provide support for a series of capital improvement 50,000
projects.

To continue support for a five-year program to boost 250.1100
student recruitment and solidify ana strengthen the
roster of corporate sponsors.

To provide support for the college. 700,000

MOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE - Flint, Michigan
To give support to the expansion of the college through 35,(XX)
the development of a Fenton Area Extension Site and
Service Center.

96,500

13,500

12,500

70,000

50.00(1

!5ti.O(Hi

7 1 X 1 . 1 H M )

35.000

209,532

SUBTOTAL: Education S 351,686 S 1,683,532 S 1,629,186 S 406,032

PHILANTHROPY

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF GREATER FLINT-Flint, Michigan
To involve parents and care-givers as well as the larger
neighborhood as pan uf the Smart Start Program,
designed to provide easy access to a fully integrated
array of health and human services in a public school
setting.

To ensure that AIDS-related prevention and continuum
care service .in' developed, modified or initiated wln-n-
required before the disease reaches crisis levels in
Genesee County.

$ 122.130 $ 61,065 $ 61,065

107.500 26.N75 80,625
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COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF GREATER FLINT-Flint, Michigan
To provide ongoing endowment challenge funding, to $ 9110,i K m $ 900,000
be matched on a one-to-one basis, to strengthen the
community foundation.

To jssisr in implementing a major program designed to 45(1 . (Mm $ 430.1 H in 450.000 $ 430,000
deal with pervasive and persistent poverty in Flint.

SUBTOTAL; Philonthropy S 1,350.000 S 659,630 S 1.437,940 $ 571,690

OTHER ACTIVITIES

GENESEE FOOD BANK- Flint, Michigan
To provide support for construction of warehouse space $ 50.00U $ 5 0 , < H H J
to accommodate the annual receipt of two million
pounds of reclaimable non-fond products.

SHELTER OF FLINT, INC.- Flint, Michigan
Tu provide support for capital improvements and for 2 1 5 . I M H * 105.000 S 1 I H . H I H I
counseling and relocation programming.

URBAN COALITION OF GREATER FUNT- Flint, Michigan
To continue support for a group founded to advocate $ i m . r x m *i.OQO inn.OQO 90.000
improving the quali ty of l i fe for all F l i n t area citizens.

WHALEY MEMORIAL FOUNDATION - Flint, Michigan
To assist the Whaley Children's Center in meeting a l o n . i H H i I D O . D I H I
oipit;il campaign goal of SI.9 million, to be used to
renovate an existing building to accommodate outreach
program*. ,md to construct a new residential facil i ty.

YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION OF FLINT- Flint, Michigan
To replicate the M.i^ic Me Intergeneratioiul Program 4K.N44 24,022 24,022
in F l i n t .

SUBTOTAL; Other Activities S 100,000 S 503,044 S 379,022 S 224.022

PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Institutional Capacity Building S 2,111,686 S 3,980,651 S 4,594.593 $ 1,497,744

SPECIAL PROJECTS

BISHOP INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AUTHORITY - Flint, Michigan
To provide capital funding to help carry out a planned S fi.uOO.nni I $ 6.00().IHIO
$54-million expansion and development of Bishop
International Airport.

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF GREATER FLINT- Flint, Michigan
To Mipport ,m endowment fund created to benefit the $ 5,546.2511 5,546,25<>
Flint Cultural Center.

FLINT DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY - Flint, Michigan
To guarantee taxable revenue bonds issued to complete !.2ft6.'XIM 1,266,909
the financing of An to World.

To set aside S2.S mil l ion m IWu for the purpose of S.oon.om 2.Snu,000 $ 7,500,000
b u y i n g AutoWorld revenue bonds issued by the
au thor i ty

To continue maintenance and preservation of 115.456 1 1 1.986 3.470
AutoWorld whi le determining the best use of the
buildings and land.

PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Special Projects 811,115,456 S 9.313,159 812.925,145 S 7.503,470

PROGRAM TOTAL: Flint"" $13,227,142 $13,293,810 $17,519,738 S 9,001,214
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POVERTY

To advance policies and actions that address systemic
conditions underlying persistent poverty in order to enhance
the economic weR-being of low-income families and
individuals and improve their quality of life.

CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES
To improve outcomes for children, youth and their families in or at risk of
persistent poverty. This program area is focused in three areas:

Families and Early Childhood
Teenage Pregnancy Prevention
Youth Service and Employment

EDUCATION
To contribute to revitalizing schools and related educational experiences to
better serve children, youth and families in at risk of persistent poverty. This
program area is focused in tour areas:

Historically and Predominantly Black Colleges and Universities
School/Community Initiatives
School-to-Work Transition
Systems Redesign and Equity

NEIGHBORHOODS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
To build the capacity and effectiveness of community-based organizations
and to increase economic opportunities and well-being for low-income
individuals and families. This program area is focused in two areas:

Community Development
Economic Development

SPECIAL INITIATIVES
To support concepts and projects that are important to advancing the
program's purpose but that do not fall within other program areas. This
program area is focused in three areas:

Integrated Services and Comprehensive Development
Programs for Older Citizens
Other Activities
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CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES

FAMILIES AND EARLY CHILDHOOD
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY- New York, New York

To bring together representatives of key national $ 40,000 $ 40,000
African-American professional organizations to
participate in a fnrum to develop an agenda for
coordinated action to deal with poverty among
African-American children, birth through age 6.

To update and publish a brief annual summary of 43,715 $ 46,797 911,512
selected characteristics about the five million children
in poverty, newborn through age 6, in the United
States.

COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS, INC.-Washington, DC
To provide ongoing support for Grantmakers for 10,000 5,000 $ 5,000
Children, Youth & Families, an affinity group of the
Council on Foundations.

FAMILY RESOURCE COALITION-Chicago, Illinois
To create a national advocacy campaign with the sole 25,000 25,000
purpose of strengthening public policy on behalf of
familii's.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY-Cambridge, Massachusetts
To continue support for the work of the Harvard 125,000 62,500 62,500
Family Research Project, which conducts and
disseminates research thar builds the capacity ot schools
and other communirv inst i tut ions to strengthen and
support families.

MANPOWER DEMONSTRATION RESEARCH CORPORATION - New York, New York
To continue support for a national demonstration 100.000 l O O . i x i n 100,000 100,000
project that provides comprehensive services to teen
mothers and their babies with an emphasis on
occupational skills training.

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY- East Lansing, Michigan
To provide support for programs focusing on 133,458 66,729 M>,72°-
preventing and alleviating poverty among infants and
young children in two African-American communities
m Michigan

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE-BASED CHILD ADVOCACY ORGANIZATIONS ̂ Victor, New York
To provide support for a national networking resource 120.000 40,000 80.000
for state and local child advocacy organizations
committed to helping children in poverty and in need
of positive family, community and educational
resources.

NATIONAL COMMISSION TO PREVENT INFANT MORTALITY-Washington, DC
To support the development and implementation of a 40,000 40,000
project that wi l l integrate a minority focus more fully
into national, b tu te and local efforts toward creating a
social agenda for children.

PARENT ACTION EDUCATION CORPORATION - Baltimore, Maryland
To improve the quality of life for families raising 25,000 25,000
children and strengthen advocacy initiatives on Behalf
of parents.

PUBLIC/PRIVATE VENTURES-Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
To continue support for the development, operation 172,176 150,000 322,176
and evaluation of an initiative to help young unwed
fathers in need of education, parenting and
employment assistance in six pilot communities.

SOUTHWEST DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT -Caldwell, Idaho
To continue support of a project designed to provide 35,(K*0 35,000
comprehensive bi:i-vices for pregnant and parenting
teens in three rural counties in Idaho.
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UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO-Chicago, Illinois
To provide support for a research project in the inner $ 134,613 $ 97.364 $ 37.249
city of Chicago to assess the relationships and
interactions of primary and secondary care-givers with
mi ants.

SUBTOTAL; Fomilies and Early Childhood S 565.504 $ 735,255 S 949.281 S 351,478

TEENAGE PREGNANCY PREVENTION

ALAN GUTTMACHER INSTITUTE - New York, New York
To provide support for the publication of a $ 150.1.100 $ 75,000 $ 75,000
comprehensive report regarding teenage pregnancy.

ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR LEAGUES INTERNATIONAL, INC. - New York, New York
To institutionalize the Teen Outreach Program at the I'KUXJO 50,000 5o,om
state and local level.

CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY - New York, New York
To support the replication of a teen pregnancy 450,000 150,000 300,000
prevention program in rour sites.

CHILD TRENDS, INC.-Washington, DC
To support the publication and distribution of a five- 97,373 30,972 '••'• I"!
page summary of current national statistics on teenage
pregnancy in the United States.

COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS - Lexington, Kentucky
To provide support for the Southern Regional Project $ 50,550 50.550
on Infant Mortality, developed by the council to
facilitate the development of state public policy for
.idolescent pregnancy prevention.

Ms. FOUNDATION FOR WOMEN - New York, New York
To provide support for the National Girls Initiative, a 75,000 75.000
collaborative effort to increase funding to community-
based organizations that work directly with
preadolescent and adolescent girls.

SOUTHWEST REGIONAL LABORATORY - Los Abmitos, California
To continuf publication of TEC Networks, a quarterly 28,69'J 28,699
newsletter devote'd to research findings and program
practices related to teenage pregnancy.

STUDENTS ORGANIZING STUDENTS - New York, New York
To support a national project to provide teenage youth 35,000 17,500 17,500
with leadership training to become peer educators in
reproductive health education.

SUBTOTAL: Teenage Pregnancy Prevention S 125,550 S 861,072 S 352.171 S 634,451

YOUTH SERVICE AND EMPLOYMENT

AMERICAN YOUTH WORK CENTER-Washington, DC
To provide funds for the publication of a periodical $ 50,000 $ 25,000 $ 25.000
aimed at practitioners who work with at-risk youth.

CAMPUS OUTREACH OPPORTUNITY LEAGUE-St. Paul, Minnesota
To encourage youth service in colleges throughout the I(10.000 50,000 50,000
nation.

CHEROKEE COMMUNITY INITIATIVES, lNC.-Tahlequah, Oklahoma
To improve the self-esteem, academic prospects and 75,000 25,(XX) 50,000
opportunities for the youth of Cher.ry Tree, a low-
income, Cherokee community, where 61 percent of
those age 17 and older have less than a high school
education.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA SERVICE CORPS, INC.-Washington, DC
To continue support for a new, year-round youth corps 75,000 18.75n 56.250
in Washington, D.C

HARVARD UNIVERSITY-Cambridge, Massachusetts
To provide support for the Harvard Scho"ol of Public $ 12.500 12,500
Health to adapt a successful pilot violence prevention
curriculum for adolescents in five neighborhood health
centers in predominantly minority areas of Boston.
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HIGHLANDER RESEARCH AND EDUCATION CENTER- New Market, Tennessee
To continue support for the Youth Empowerment $
Program designed to encourage leadership among rural
young people ages 16-25 living in Appalachia and the
Deep South.

INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP, INC.-Washington, DC
To publish an updated resource guide that identifies 81,436
and describes the array of federal policies, programs,
and research and evaluation data for youth.

Los ANGELES CONSERVATION CORPS - Los Angeles, California
To help expand and strengthen programming to meet 125,000
emergency and long-term needs in South Central Los
Angeles in response to the spring 1992 riots.

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY-Cambridge, Massachusetts
To document and assess the replication of YouthBuild $ 166,666
U.S.A. in five demonstration sites in the United States.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SERVICE AND CONSERVATION CORPS - Washington, DC
To help document the benefits that youth corps provide 135.000
to participants and communities.

NATIONAL CRIME PREVENTION COUNCIL, INC - Washington, DC
To support a demonstration project of youth-initiated 80,000
progr.iinming for improving the quality of life in
economically distressed urban communities.

PUBLIC/PRIVATE VENTURES-Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
To continue support tor ,1 national demonstration of \- 100,000
new urban youth corps with an emphasis on
evaluation, dissemination and policy impart.

RELIGIOUS TASK FORCE EDUCATION FUND, INC - Brooklyn, New York
To support Children of "War, which utilizes young 5Q.OOII
people from areas of war or violence as peer resources
for educating and unifying other youth and involving
them in leadership endeavors to improve their lives,
their schools and their communities.

RESEARCH FOUNDATION OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK- New York, New York

40,000 $ 40,0()0

To continue support tor the youth environmental action
program .it Hunter College.

SAVE OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS - Detroit, Michigan
To provide support for .1 berc.ivtMTicnt group for
families of young homicide victims, which also
includes youth development and empowerment
programs.

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY-Syracuse, New York
Tu provide support for a youth and community service
project in Syracuse which brings University of
Syracuse undergraduates and teenagers from low-
income communities together to work on service
projects.

TEXAS BASICS-Austin, Texas
To assist in increasing the access to and resources for
basic skills education in Texas as well as providing a
model for other states.

TIDES FOUNDATION - San Francisco, California
To oiminue supporting YouthAction, developed to
involve young people train low- and moderate-income
backgrounds and communities of color in community
development.

URBAN INSTITUTE-Washington, DC
To support a study of the pros and cons of publicly
supported job creation programs, including an
assessment of the experiences of Western Europe and
Canada.

WNYC FOUNDATION - New York, New York
To provide support for "In the Mix," a television program
targeted towards urban adolescents, ages 13 to 18.

35,000

20, (XX)

IMO.OOO

35.000 20,000

27,436 $ 54,000

62,500

83,333

30,000

25.000

SO, I H 10

62.500

83,333

|Mn,UHM

KO.IHH)

75,000

35.0110

50,000

20,000

50,(.MH.l

20.000 35,000

."."nn 50,000

167,791 83,896 M,K«J5

100,000 30,OW 70.000
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YOUTH INITIATIVE PROJECT, INC. - Brunswick, Georgia
To provide support for a project founded in 1986 to S 15.01 HI $ I S , m i l )
work with low-income. African-American youth in
roast.il Georgia.

YOUTHBUILD U.S.A., iNC.-Belmont, Massachusetts
To expand and strengthen the management capability $ 250.000 250.UX)
of Youth Build as it replicates the Youth Action
Program in other sites around the nation.

To support the national YouthBuild program 300,(KK) 300,000
replication for enabling dropout youth to gain
education and construction-related skills while
restoring abandoned housing.

To support the establishment of a YouthBuild program 35.000 35JH)()
in South Central Los Angeles.

SUBTOTAL Youth Service and Employment S 299.166 $1,919,227 $1,305,915 $ 912.478

PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Children, Youth and Families S 990,220 S 3.515.554 $2,607,367 S 1,898,407

EDUCATION

HISTORICALLY AND PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
COUNCIL OF INDEPENDENT COLLEGES- Washington, DC

To continue support for a black college leadership $ 100,000 S 100,000 $ 200,000
development program.

FISK. UNIVERSITY - Nashville, Tennessee
To provide endowment challenge funds to Fisk 500,000 S SOn.tXlc)
University for the purpose of strengthening the long-
term tin,inci.il s r . ib i l icy of the institution.

HISTORICALLY BLACK RESEARCH UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION-Washington, DC
To enhance the teaching and research capacities of six 40,000 40,000
historically black research universities by providing
technical assistance in the fields of engineering and
science.

MORRIS BROWN COLLEGE-Atlanta, Georgia
To provide endowment challenge funding for the 500,0m 5011.iHin
purpose of Strengthening the long-term financial
stability of the institution.

NORTH CAROLINA AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL STATE UNIVERSITY-Greensboro, North Carolina
To convene 14 historically black colleges and 56,6Hn 56.6HO
universities to develop joint strategies and capabil i ty
statements in an effort to capitalize on the 5 percent
set-aside of the U.S. Department of Defense for
contracts and subcontracts to historically black colleges
and universities,

RUST COLLEGE- Holly Springs, Mississippi
To provide endowment challenge funding for the 500,000 500,000
purpose of strengthening the long-term financial
stability of the institution.

SOUTHERN EDUCATION FOUNDATION-Atlanta, Georgia
To support evaluation of Mott's 10-year black collcgf 82,758 82,758
endowment program, focusing on the performance of
his tor ical ly and predominantly black colleges that
participated in three rounds of endowment challenge
pants,

STILLMAN COLLEGE - Tuscoloosa, Alabama
To provide endowment challenge funds for the purpnsc 500,000 ^nii.OOO
of strengthening the long-term financial stability ot the
institution,

ToUGALOO COLLEGE — Tougaloo, Mississippi
To provide endowment challenge funding fur ilu.- 500.0UU SOO.IH.HI
purpose of Strengthening the long-term financial
stability of the institution.
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GRANTEE/PROGRAM

UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND, INC. - New York, New York
To provide support tor a pilot planned giving program
to assist 10 private black colleges.

SUBTOTAL: Historically and Predominantly
Black Colleges and Universities

UNPAID
DEC. 31, 1991 GRANTS

$ 50,000

S 2,706,680 S 222,758

PAYMENTS

$ 50,000

$ 1,429,438

UNPAID
DEC. 31, 1992

-

S 1,500,000

SCHOOL/COMMUNITY INITIATIVES

ACADEMY FOR EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, INC. - Washington, DC
To continue evaluating the Linking Lifetimes network $ 137,822 S 37,822 $ 100,000
of eight programs and to disseminate findings.

ASSOCIATION FOR THE SUPPORT OF COMMUNITY EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT CENTRES- Berlin, Germany
To provide support to the association as it provides lOO.OOn i n n . i K H i
services to community education centers throughout
Germany.

BIG BROTHERS/BIG SISTERS OF AMERICA- Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
To support a demonstration project testing the value of $ 96,000 96,000
.in agency developing a partnership with an
organization/corporation in their community for the
purpose of involving older adults with clusters of
elementary-school-age children to provide recognition
and reinforcement of their academic achievements.

FAMILY SERVICE AMERICA, INC.-Milwaukee, Wisconsin
To provide support for the training of teams to initiate 75,000 75,I'HH>
the Families fij Schools Together program at six new
sites.

INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP, INC. - Washington, DC
To provide support to the institute to develop and 240,795 240,795
implement the first two years of a project focusing on
the recruitment and training of minorities for
leadership roles within the field of community
education,

INSTITUTE FOR RESPONSIVE EDUCATION - Boston, Massachusetts
To enable the institute to enhance its Schools Reaching 92.4HO 92,480
Out project.

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION - Coventry, England
To continue support for the administration and services 150.000 130,029 280,029
provided through the association.

To evaluate the long-term sustainability of the 70,000 34,450 35,550
association and its capacity to operate as a financially
independent organizarion.

To enable the association to continue seven regional 1^0,000 140.Of in 290,000
offices worldwide.

To enable the association to continue a small grants 100.000 100,000 200,000
program to support community education projects
throughout the world.

LAS PALOMAS DE TAOS-TOOS, New Mexico
To provide support for the establishment of a center on 40,000 30,000 70,000
global issues tor community educators.

LATINO INSTITUTE - Chicago, Illinois
To provide funding for a project to continue training, 50,000 50,000
technical assistance and issue analysis for local school
councils in the 122 Chicago schools with 50 percent or
more Hispanic students.

NATIONAL CENTER FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION - Flint, Michigan
To plan, coordinate and conduct .1 comprehensive 550.IHM) 275,000 275,(XX)
community education leadership training program,
including group renewal and short-term training
opportunities, for both national and intern a rioiul
participants.

NATIONAL CENTER ON INSTITUTIONS AND ALTERNATIVES/NORTHEAST, INC. - Syracuse, New York
Tn continue the development of a mentoring component 35,000 35,000
of the vouth advocacy project linking young ofteridfers
with older volunteers operated by the center.
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NATIONAL COALITION OF ADVOCATES FOR STUDENTS-Boston, Massachusetts
To provide support for a project that will concentrate in $ 100,000 S 50,000 $ 50,000
the next two years on fundamentally restructuring
public elementary schools to make them more
responsive to the needs of the most vulnerable
students.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR CITIZENS IN EDUCATION-Washington, DC
To continue support for a group that helps increase 75,000 75,000
citizens' access to schools.

To provide support for the updating and production of 10,000 10,000
5,000 copies of "The Evidence Continues to Grow," a
publication containing research about the effects of
parental involvement on student achievement.

NATIONAL COMMUNITY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION-Alexandria, Virginia
To strengthen the financial stability of the association 500,000 500,000
by helping establish a $I.5-million endowment fund.

To continue support for n national membership and 85,000 85,000
advocacy organization.

NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN ASSOCIATION OF DETROIT, INC. - Detroit, Michigan
To develop and implement an intergencrntional 35,000 35.(XX*
mentoring program that wilt give low-income Native
American senior citizens the opportunity to work with
7th- and 8th-gr;ide students who are at risk of
dropping out of school.

PORTER-LEATH CHILDREN'S CENTER-Memphis, Tennessee
To join low-income senior citizens and pregnant teens $ 35,000 35,000
together to help seniors remain physically active and
mentally alert while helping the teens prepare for
parenthood.

PORTLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS-Portland, Oregon
To develop, implement, evaluate and promote a model 35,000 35,000
intergeneration.il manuring program.

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY-Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Tu provide technical assistance and training to a 150,000 75,000 75.000
network of intergenerational programs known as
Linking Lifetimes, which involve at-risk youth and
elders.

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA-Gainesville, Florida
To support a continuous assessment of the impact of a 25,000 25,000
ij,imt tor state community education planning arid
development.

UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON - Houston, Texas
To support up to five teams of people from local school 35,000 35,000
restructuring projects to attend a national conference on
utilizing the school as a hub for multiple service
delivery.

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA - Charlottesville, Virginia
To continue building and maintaining a community l o o . i H M i 100,000
education presence at the state level throughout the
United States.

WASHINGTON URBAN LEAGUE, INC.-Washington, DC
To match older persons with middle school students 35,000 35,000
who arc particularly vulnerable to school failure, drug
abuse, early pregnancy, delinquency and other
problems prevalent in the economically deprived areas
m the District of Columbia.

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY- Detroit, Michigan
To support the full implementation of a computerized 100,000 lOO.OOO
communication system among national and state
community education network agencies.

SUBTOTAL: School/Community Initiatives" ~S 939,275 S 2,667,851 S 2,230,576 $ 1,376,550
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SCHOOL-TO-WORK TRANSITION

ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS NETWORK-Chicago, Illinois
To continue support for a program providing basic S 35,(XX) $ 35,01 H)
skills education and school-to-work transition services
for at-risk. inner-city young people.

CENTER FOR LAW AND EDUCATION - Cambridge, Massachusetts
To help low-income students and communities in 1 SD.OOO 75.000 $ 75,000
redirecting vocational education programs to better
meet their own long-term needs for education,
em ploy men t and community development.

To help establish a national training and dissemination l ^ l . l . H N l 50.000 100,000
center at the Rindge school for providing leadership to
the vocational education reform movement,

CHICAGO COMMONS ASSOCIATION-Chicago, Illinois
To continue support for the expansion of a school-to- 40,000 4 0 . I H H )
work transition program for training and placing
Chicago high school students into employment in the
nu-t. i l working trades.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY-Ithaca, New York
T<- establish a demonstration of European-style UK 1,000 50.1 H K i 50,000
apprenticeships in the secondary schools in the
Binghampton, N.Y. area.

JOBS FOR THE FUTURE, INC. - Somerville, Massachusetts
To continue support for j national demonstration effort 100,000 50,000 50.000
to ,idv.mce the practice of youth apprenticeship in the
United States.

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN - Austin, Texas
To improve school-to-work transition throughout $ 35,000 35,000
Texas by initiating a statewide campaign on the topic
and developing a demonstration project in Austin.

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON - Seattle, Washington
To assess and develop education and work force l u n . f X m 5(1.000 50,000
development strategies that respond to the economic
and human resource needs of the Pacific Northwest.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON - Madison, Wisconsin
To provide support tor a two-year planning and 35,000 35,000
development effort to establish a training consortium in
the Wisconsin metal working industry with initial
attention to the Milwaukee area.

SUBTOTAL: School-to-Work Transition S 70,000 S 675.000 $ 420,000 S 325,000

SYSTEMS REDESIGN AND EQUITY

CALIFORNIA TOMORROW-San Francisco, Califoi nia
To provide funding to California Tomorrow to pursue S 85,000 S 70,00<> $ 15,000
their School Restructuring/Education for a Diverse
Society Project.

CENTER FOR WORKFORCE PREPARATION AND QUALITY EDUCATION - Washington, DC
To continue support as the center attempts to mobilize $ 5(1,0011 5u.niHi
a national grassroots movement thruugh local
Chambers ot Commerce to reform and restructure
education in an effort to improve the quality of
America's work force.

COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT - New York, New York
To provide support for the development, publication inn.Odll HXi.OOO 200,000
and dissemination of a national policy statement on
education governance, management and organization
that takes into consideration the essential connections
between child development, education and long-term
human resource development.
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COMMUNITY TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER, INC. * Boston, Massachusetts
To continue support for the center to work with three $ 50.000 $ 100.000 $ 100,000 $ 50.000
superintendents of urban school districts to link
directly research on how schools work and reformation
of the educational system.

COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS, INC. - Washington, DC
To provide continuing support for the Precollegiate 7,500 2,500 5,000
Education Group, an affinity group of the Council on
Foundations.

DOOR - A CENTER OF ALTERNATIVES, INC. - New York, New York
To continue support for .in alternative, diploma- 100,000 35.000 65,1100
granting high school established through a public-
private collaboration and designed as a model of
comprehensive quality education for at-risk urban
youth.

EDUCATION COMMISSION OF THE STATES - Denver, Cotjjrodo
To support a project providing background rescard§foii 74.994 74,994
equity issues and hosting a meeting ot cutting-edge
thinkers and practitioners on Equity in the '90s: New
Perspectives.

EXECUTIVE SERVICE CORPS OF CHICAGO-Chicago, Illinois
To utilize more than 100 Executive Service Corps 35,000 35,000
members as advisers and consultants to help implement
school reform and improve education as part of a total
community improvement process in the Near West
Side of Chicago.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR CITIZENS IN EDUCATION-Washington, DC
To convene a school-based improvement oversight 35,000 35,000
groups to provide leadership in developing training and
informational materials, research and evaluation, and
networking opportunities to those involved with the
school-based management movement.

TEACH FOR AMERICA, INC. - New York, New York
To continue support for an organization that recruits 35,000 35,000
college seniors from fields other than teaching and
places them in classrooms serving difficult-to-tcarh
students.

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA FOUNDATION - Tucson, Arizona
To test the possibility of redesigning an educational 100,000 50,000 SO.iHK)
ecology that succeeds in reversing the academic failure
that afflicts many culturally diverse children living in
poverty.

WAVE, INC.-Washington, DC
To enable 15 to 20 schools serving low-income students 300.1100 150,(XX> 150,000
to participate in WAVE-in-Schools and to support an
independent longitudinal evaluation of the program.

SUBTOTAL: Systems Redesign ond Equity S " "l77.500 S 1,094,994 S 627,500 $ 644,994

PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Education $ 3,893,455 S 4.660,603 S 4,707,514 $ 3,846,544

NEIGHBORHOODS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

APPLIED RESEARCH CENTER - Oakland, California
To help the center replicate its Community Strategic $ 40,000 $ 40,000
Tr.lining Initiative, which provides training in
organizational management, community organizing
and economic development to leaders in several areas of
the country.

CENTER FOR COMMUNITY CHANGE-Washington, DC
Tn continue funding the center as one of six 243,000 243,000
intermediary support organizations providing assistance
to emerging, community-based groups working to
improve neighborhoods.
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UNPAID UNPAID
GRANTEE/PROGRAM DEC. 31,1991 GRANTS PAYMENTS DEC. 31,1992

CHICANOS POR LA CAUSA, INC. - Phoenix, Arizona
To provide administrative support thar would enable 5 42,500 $ 42,500
the group to help 350 low-income families obtain
financial assistance for housing.

COALITION FOR A BETTER ACRE-Lowell, Massachusetts
To continue support for a group organized in 1982 to 15,000 15,000
maintain the community's j tfordabili tv and integrity as
a low- and moderate-income neighborhood and to
revitalize the Acre by implementing a resident-
sponsored development agenda.

COMMUNITY INFORMATION EXCHANGE-Washington, DC
To provide support for the expenses incurred by 8,259 8,259
participants of a forum for directors of community
development corporations, community organizers,
technical assistance providers, flinders and others
concerned with the future activities and viability of
neighborhoods and neighborhood-based organizations.

COMMUNITY TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER, INC. - Boston, Massachusetts
To continue funding the center as one of six S 160,000 160.IKHI
intermediary support organizations providing assistance
to emerging, community-based groups working to
improve neighborhoods.

COMUNIDAD EN ACCION, INC.-New Britain, Connecticut
To provide support to an organization aimed at 15,000 15,000
improving the quality of l ife for low-income Hispami:
familics in the New Britain community.

CONCERNED CITIZENS OF SOUTH CENTRAL Los ANGELES - Los Angeles, California
To continue support for the group's efforts to 43,r>Ui 43,500
implement an intensive block club organizing and
leadership development training process for
neighborhoods in South Central Los Angeles.

DEVELOPMENT TRAINING INSTITUTE, INC. - Baltimore, Maryland
To evaluate and redesign the institute's internship 75.000 75,000
program for community development practitioners.

DONALD JACKSON CLINTON HILL NEIGHBORHOOD CORPORATION - Newark, New Jersey
To provide support for a corporation established in 1987 15,000 15,000
to deal with the social and economic problems that -
beset the Clinton Hill neighborhood.

JUST ORGANIZED NEIGHBORHOODS AREA HEADQUARTERS-Jackson, Tennessee
To provide support to a multicounry, multi-issue 15,000 15,000
community action organization in western Tennessee.

LOCAL INITIATIVES SUPPORT CORPORATION - New York, New York
To provide support for an initiative that will spur the 87,500 $ 87,500
establishment of at least 15 new community-based
development organizations in low-income
neighborhoods in three locales: Little Rock, Arkansas;
New Orleans, Louisiana; and Palm Beach County in
Florida.

To continue support for a multicity initiative in 15( . i , I .MX") 150,000
Michigan.

Low INCOME HOUSING INFORMATION SERVICE-Washington, DC
To provide support for the coordination of a national 200,000 100,000 100 , (MH)
policy initiative based on the implementation of the
1990 National Affordable Housing Act.

MISSISSIPPI ACTION FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION-Greenville, Mississippi
To continue funding the group as one of six 150,0(H) 150.000
intermediary support organizations providing assistance
to emerging, community-based groups working to
improve neighborhoods.

NATIONAL COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT COALITION -Washington, DC
To provide support for a broad alliance of organizations 88,000 88,000
that promote measures to increase access to credit and
other financial services for low- and moderate-income
individuals and families and small businesses.
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NATIONAL CONGRESS FOR COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, INC. - Washington, DC
To assist the congress ui increasing its focus on public $ 12.0I.M I $ 12,000
policy and to assist affiliated state associations in
developing their capacity to address public policy issues
at the state level.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF LA RAZA- Washington, DC
To continue funding the council as one of six 205,000 205,000
intermediary support organizations providing assistance
to emerging, community-based organizations working
to improve neighborhoods.

NATIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD COALITION - Washington, DC
To continue support for a forum for action and sharing 15.IHKI 15,000
by national and regional nonprofit organizations
serving neighborhood-based groups.

NATIONAL TRAINING AND INFORMATION CENTER - Chicago, Illinois
To continue funding the center as one of six 180.000 180,000
intermediary support organizations providing assistance
to emerging, community-based organizations working
to improve neighborhoods,

NEIGHBORHOOD CAPITAL BUDGET GROUP-Chicago, Illinois
To provide support for a group founded to increase 70,000 35.000 $ 35,000
citizen participation in the public budgeting process in
Chicago.

NEIGHBORHOOD OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING- Boston, Massachusetts
To provide support for a group founded to address the 15,000 15,000
problems of racial tension and lack of affordable
housing in East Boston.

PARTNERSHIP FOR DEMOCRACY-Washington, DC
To continue funding die partnership as one of six 180,000 180,000
intermediary support organizations providing assistance
to emerging, community-based groups working to
improve neighborhoods.

PORTLAND ORGANIZING PROJECT-Portland, Oregon
To provide technical assistance lunding tor a $ 15.00U 3,500 18,500
neighborhood-based organization working to improve
the quality of life for four area communities
experiencing various degrees of distress.

QUITMAN COUNTY DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION, INC.-Marks, Mississippi
To continue support for an organization founded to 15,000 15,000
break the cycle of poverty in northwest Mississippi
through economic development and institutional
change.

RURAL ORGANIZING AND CULTURAL CENTER, INC. - Lexington, Mississippi
To continue support for a community organization 15 .LKM) 15.Ot.Hi
founded to change systems and institutions that are
barriers to social, economic and political progress.

SOUTHSIDE LOW-INCOME HOUSING DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION - El Paso, Texas
To provide support for a corporation established to 15,000 15.000
promote social and economic development in the
Segundo Barrio of El Paso.

STRUCTURED EMPLOYMENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION - New York, New York
To provide financial and technical assistance to 150.nlMi 150,000
community development partnerships formed by
historically black universities and their surrounding
neighborhoods.

UNITED PASSAIC ORGANIZATION - Passaic, New Jersey
To continue support for an organization founded in 15,000 15.000
1V81 to combat the problems of urban decline and
deterioration.

WOODSTOCK INSTITUTE - Chicago, Illinois
To produce a documented performance analysis of 20,000 20,000
affordable housing loan portfolios owned by lending
consortia.
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UNPAID
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DEC. 31,1992

WOODSTOCK INSTITUTE-Chicago, Illinois
To develop a manual for state and local government on
the design, implementation and evaluation of
development-oriented public deposit programs.

$ 29,000 $ 29,000

SUBTOTAL: Community Development $ 228,259 S 2,074,000 $ 1,779,759 $ 522,500

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

50.000

50,000

175,000 $ 195,000

100,000

50,000

ACCION INTERNATIONAL-Cambridge, Massachusetts
To support the first urban micro-credit and training $ 75,000 $ 75.000
program operated in the United States by ACCION
international.

APPALACHIAN CENTER FOR ECONOMIC NETWORKS-Athens, Ohio
To increase the employment of low-income, non- 50.000
traditional workers in a 50-membet manufacturing
network in Appalachian Ohio which builds housing
components for the disabled and elderly.

ARKANSAS ENTERPRISE GROUP - Pine Bluff, Arkansas
To raise the income levels and develop the 50,000
aurepreneurul skills of low-income residents of rural
Arkansas through entrepreneurial development
assistance.

ASPEN INSTITUTE, iNC.-Queenstown, Maryland
To collect, ana lyze and disseminate data about self- S 175,000 195,000
employment initiatives and establish informational
links among agencies and policymakers in the field.

To identify workable models for self-employment 100.00(1
amonn disadvantage^ communities and define the role
erf self-employment in the longer-term process of
forming a domestic policy agenda to address poverty.

ASSOCIATION FOR ENTERPRISE OPPORTUNITY-Chicago, Illinois
To provide support for a national organization aimed at 511.000
increasing the capacity of self-employment
organizations to serve people and communities with
limited economic resources.

CENTER FOR LAW AND SOCIAL POLICY-Washington, DC
To increase the effectiveness of welfare reform at the I 5 0 . I H H )
state level, with particular attention on poor families
with children.

CENTER FOR RURAL AFFAIRS-Wafthill, Nebraska
To provide technical assistance and loan capital to 50,000
residents of ailing farm communities in eastern
Nebraska.

CENTER ON BUDGET AND POLICY PRIORITIES-Washington, DC
To support a two-year program aimed at increasing 3 5 0 , ( H H >
incentives for work ana improving income and benefit
levels for those in poverty who are uble to work.

CHEROKEE COMMUNITY INITIATIVES, iNC.-Tahlequah, Oklahoma
To continue support for the Cherokee Community '70,000
Lo.ni Fund, designed to utilize the peer lending model
to foster cotuge industry and micro-enterprise in
isolated rural communities throughout the 14-coumy
region of the Cherokee Nation ot Oklahoma.

COALITION FOR WOMEN'S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT - Los Angeles, California
To establish an emergency reliei fund to provide 35,0on
emergency funding tor low-income female
entrepreneurs who suffered losses in the violence in
South Central Los Angeles in April/May 1992.

COMMUNITY WORKSHOP ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT - Chicago, Illinois
To support a partnership between the community 50,000
workshop ana the Chicago Housing Authority to build
the capacity of public housing communities to create
and support locally determined enterprise
opportunities.

75,000

50.000

175,000

35.000

75,000

175 . IKH)

35,<X)0

35.000

50,000
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COOPERATIVE ASSISTANCE FUND-Washington, DC
To continue support for the fund, which uses program- $ S.CV.M) $ 5,00(1
related investments to support economic development
initiatives char generate jobs and housing ;ind improve
the delivery of services to low-income and minority
communities.

CORPORATION FOR ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT-Washington, DC
To bring together policymakers, policy advocates and $ 18r>,74ti H5.756 $ 99,984
practitioners to refine federal policies regarding micro-
enterprise and self-employment.

To continue support for monitoring the projects 24,984 24,984
contained in Mott's seed-capital portfolio.

To provide seed funding for the establishment of the 5H.OOO 50,000
Association for Enterprise Opportunity, a membership
organization that helps self-employment organizations
increase their capacity to serve people and communities
with limited economic resources.

FIRST NATIONS FINANCIAL PROJECT-Falmouth, Virginia
To join the first collaborative effort for Native 20(1. n < H i 2IHI.OOO
American, community-based economic development.

FOCUS: HOPE - Detroit, Michigan
To assist in completing the renovation of a 50-year-old 997,702 997,702
plant/office structure in the group's Industry Mall.

GODDARD COLLEGE CORPORATION - Plainfield, Vermont
To support an evaluation of the replication of 38.115 38,115
Cooperative Home Care Associates at four sites.

GREENSBORO HOUSING AUTHORITY-Greensboro, North Carolina
To demonstrate whether publ ic housing residents can 50,000 50,000
increase self-reliance through entrepivni'urship.

HOME CARE ASSOCIATES TRAINING INSTITUTE, INC. - Bronx, New York
To support replication efforts, including the 17(1 . IHXI 170,000
development of a curriculum, establishment of a
tr.lining institute and the seeding of.it least four
business starts in diverse, low-income communities.

Hop) FOUNDATION-Tuscon, Arizona
To .issist in continuing a self-sufficient economic 20,000 20,000
enterprise in solar electric energy to provide power to
the H'tpi .uul Navajo communities in Arizona.

ICA GROUP INCORPORATED - Boston, Massachusetts
To assist a coalition of church, labor and community 75,DOO 65,000 10,000
groups in addressing the flight of capital and jobs from
the Waterhnry, Connecticut, area, and to initiate Valley
Care rX'vi-l. ' .piiu-nr. a ln;.iith sector economic

' development intervention.

INSTITUTE FOR COOPERATIVE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT-Manchester, New Hampshire
To establish a cost-effective credit delivery system for 'Ml.000 60,000
economically disadvamaged. self-employed business
owners.

INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT- Iowa City, Iowa
To evaluate the effectiveness of Iowa's la tmly 40,000 40,000
development and self-sufficiency program, which is an
economic and social intervention designed to assist
families with multiple problems on public assistance.

INSTITUTE FOR WOMEN'S POLICY RESEARCH -Washington, DC
To assess the role of self-employment for increasing 50,000 50,000
income for welfare recipients.

MICHIGAN STRATEGIC FUND - Lansing, Michigan
To produce and publish a detailed analysis of the 23,500 23.500
community development banking model and the
challenges involvecf in forming such institutions.

MICHIGAN WOMEN'S FOUNDATION - Lansing, Michigan
To link women's self-employment organizations and 150,000 50,000 100,000
prioritize the needs and visions for the future of
women's entrepreneurship in Michigan.
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MULTI RESOURCE CENTERS, INC-Minneapolis, Minnesota
To su|'poii ihc dissemination of Women Achieving $ 35,l**tii $ 3 5 . I H K I
New Dirccrions, a program that assists working poor
women in Minneapolis increase their earning potential
through a combination of services including gnmp
workshops, individual vocational counseling and
mentoring.

NATIONAL CENTER FOR NEIGHBORHOOD ENTERPRISE -Woshington, DC
To provide scholarship assistance for 51) residents of $ 62.094 (>2, i> ' .<4
public housing from at least 12 major metropolitan
areas to attend a conference on promoting sclf-
emplovti ieiu.

NEIGHBORHOOD REINVESTMENT CORPORATION-Washington, DC
Toincrcaseentrepreneuri.il opportunities and generate 3 I U M H I 3 l l , ( X X )
income tor low-income women and minorities in four
disadvantagcd communities by establishing
Neighborhood Enterprise Centers.

NORTHEAST ENTREPRENEUR FUND, INC.-Virginia, Minnesota
To continue support for the fund, created in WHS to S d . l H X ) nO.OiHl
provide small business development opportunities to
the structurally unemployed in northeast Minnesota.

PORTABLE PRACTICAL EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION HOUSING DEVELOPMENT CORP.-Tucson, Arizona
To continue support for MICRO, which provides 6 0 , < K H i 6 ( ) , r n x j
f i n a n c i a l and technical assistance to low-income
entrepreneurs.

PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL OF SNOHOMISH COUNTY - Everett, Washington
To continue to provide entrepreneurial t r a i n i n g to at 39.429 39,429
least 60 prospective African-American entrepreneurs in
Seattle, with the object of creating 46 businesses.

SAN FRANCISCO DEVELOPMENT FUND-San Francisco, California
To increase private-lender participation in economic 2 ( X ) , I H ) ( ) S 2 < K ) , I I ( H )
development, u l t imate ly creating and expanding job
opportunities throughout California.

SHOREBANK CORPORATION - Chicago, Illinois
To remove obsi.ules to small business growth in 45n,lH)0 45<) , IH)0
Michigan's Upper Peninsula communities by
Coordinating the delivery of credit, t ra in ing and
development services.

SINGLE PARENT FAMILY INSTITUTE - Lansing, Michigan
To continue support for the institute, an organization . V i J H ) i > 3 5 , I K K )
that works with low-income, single parents in Greater
Lansing.

STEEL VALLEY AUTHORITY -Homestead, Pennsylvania
io , i l lo \ \ ihc authority to partially guarantee loans to H X M X M ) M X i J H m
reopen .1 commercial bakery.

STRUCTURED EMPLOYMENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION - New York, New York
To provide support for the Partnerships tor Self- t ( X M " M i H H l J U H )
Sufficiency Program, a multisite employment and
economic development initiative involving community-
based organizations in the planning and start-up of
training businesses ^t the neighborhood level.

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS ENTERPRISE FUND, INC. - Greenfield, Massachusetts
To continue assisting in the development of the fund. 25,nn<i 25.1MH)

WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION FOR WOMEN'S ALTERNATIVES, INC.-WOWQ, Pennsylvania
To provide support for the Women's Enterprise 4 5 , ' H M i 45,000
Resource Center, which o i f e r s a continuum ol
comprehensive services for low-income women seeking
to become self-sufficient through self-employment or
employment.

WOMEN'S INITIATIVE FOR SELF-EMPLOYMENT-San Francisco, California
To provide support to .1 group founded in 198S to assist 70,01)0 35,1AM) 35.1KX)
low-income women with sclf-cmployriicm.
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UNPAID

DEC, 31,1992

WOMEN'S SELF-EMPLOYMENT PROJECT-Chicago, Illinois
To increase the incomes and self-sufficiency of law- and
moderate-income women in Chicago through sclf-
cniploymem.

WOMENVENTURE-St. Paul, Minnesota
To provide emergency bridge assistance to keep the
Self-Employment Training Opportunities Program
intact until stare funding commences.

$ 100,000 $ 25,000 $ 75,000

12.500 12,500

SUBTOTAL: Economic Development

PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Neighborhoods
Development

and Economic

S 1,130,000

S 1,358,259

S

S

3,824,064

5,898,064

S

S

2,606,378

4,386,137

S

S

2,347,686

2,870,186

SPECIAL INITIATIVES

INTEGRATED SERVICES AND COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION FOR PALM BEACH AND MARTIN COUNTIES, INC. -West Palm Beach, Florida
To provide support for a community-based initiative $ 150,000
addressing problems in the West Palm Beach County
towns of Belle Glade, Pahokee and South Bay.

150,000 $ 50,000

S 150.000

100,000

W H i . I

ENTERPRISE FOUNDATION - Columbia, Maryland
To bolster neighborhood involvement in the
foundation's neighborhood transformation program, a
holistic approach to the alleviation of poverty in three
demonstration cities.

INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP, INC.-Washington, DC
To further develop strategies to strengthen the training 300.000
process and outcomes of community collaboration,
which empowers citizens and changes behaviors of
local government and voluntary service agency staff so
they can work together to better meet the needs of
children, youth and families.

NATIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND LAW CENTER - Oakland, California
To provide support for a comprehensive, citizen-based 33,300
development initiative to improve conditions in Belk'
Glade, Floridj.

ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT-Paris, France
To provide support for an international conference $ 60,000
focusing on the need for human development policies
that encourage collaboration and integrarion ot
program delivery systems.

To develop and disseminate an international data base 120,120
that identifies successful models for delivering
educational, health care and social services to children,
youth and families in crisis.

WARREN/CONNER DEVELOPMENT COALITION - Detroit, Michigan
To provide support for the Partnership for Economic 300.000
Independence, an integrated approach to meeting the
multiple needs of chronically jobless families in
Detroit.

33,300

60,000

120,120

3UO.OOO

SUBTOTAL: Integrated Services and
Comprehensive Development

60,000 S 1,053,420 S 263,420 S 850,000

PROGRAMS FOR OLDER CITIZENS

CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC.-Washington, DC
To continue support tor Gem.-rations United, a coalition
of more than 100 national organizations devoted to
promoting programs that increase intergenerational
cooperation ana exchange.

FUND FOR AGING SERVICES - New York, New York
To assist communities that are interested in replicating
the Intergenerational Work-Study Program.

50,000

$ 25.000 $ 25.1X1(1

50,01 HI
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UPTOWN CENTER HULL HOUSE ASSOCIATION-Chicago, Illinois
To improve and expand the- Grandma Please Affiliate $
Program, allowing latch-key children and older adults
to benchi from this imergenerational program on a
national scale.

26,156 S 26.156

SUBTOTAL: Programs for Older Citizens S 76,156 S 25,000 $ 101,156

OTHER ACTIVITIES

S 100,000 S 100,1X10 $ 150,000 $ 50.000

25<I . IHKt

BRIGHAM AND WOMEN'S HOSPITAL- Boston, Massachusetts
To provide support for a demonstration program that
wilt ensure that poor, hospitalized patients have access
to the range of services they need.

CML RIGHTS PROJECT, INC.-Boston, Massachusetts
To provide support for the development and production 5U<U)m 250,000
of a six-part documentary series on the successes,
fai lures and legacies of America's War on Poverty in the
1960s.

COUNCIL FOR COMMUNITY-BASED DEVELOPMENT, INC.-Washington, DC
To continue support for a council established in NUN as 30.00(1 25,000 55,000
a private-sector membership organization charged with
increasing private-sector support for community-based
development.

MICHIGAN LEAGUE FOR HUMAN SERVICES-Lansing, Michigan
To determine the impact on Michigan communities and 75.000 75,000
their residents of the 15.6 percent reduction in the State
of Michigan's social services in the IW2 fiscal budget.

SOUTHPORT INSTITUTE FOR POLICY ANALYSIS - Southport, Connecticut
To support the investigation of work-force literacy in 30.000 3u,i)00
small- and medium-sized businesses and publishing the
results of this studv.

SUBTOTAL: Other Activities S 130,000 $ 730,000 $ 560,000 S 300,000
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Special Initiatives S 266,156 $ 1,808,420 S 924,576 S 1,150,000

PROGRAM TOTAL: Poverty S 6,508,090 $15,882,641 512,625,594 S 9,765,137
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EXPLORATORY AND
SPECIAL PROJECTS

To support exploratory initiatives and unexpected
opportunities that offer opportunities for resolution of
significant international and/or national problems or thai
may or may not lead to a formal program area over time.
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AMERICAN COUNCIL FOR DRUG EDUCATION-Rockville, Maryland
To support a svmposium of 20 to 25 scientists,
researchers and specialists in the field of drugs and
drug abuse in American society to discuss their latest
researdi findings and recommendations, which will
then be shared oroadly.

AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION-Washington, DC
To provide support for a forum-sponsored roundtable
focusing on an analysis of management training and
economic and business education in Central and
Eastern Europe.

ASPEN INSTITUTE, INC. - Queenstown, Maryland
To support the planning and initial implementation of a
program designed to broaden the national debate about
domestic social and economic challenges confronting
this country and to provide recommendations and
consensus for dealing with these challenges.

COUNCIL OF MICHIGAN FOUNDATIONS-Grand Haven, Michigan
To contribute to the Michigan AIDS Fund, established
to provide a coordinated response to the range of
problems posed by the AIDS epidemic.

MICHIGAN FUTURE, iNC.-Bingham Farms, Michigan
To provide support for a newly created nonprofit
designed to mount a citizen-based effort to foster
economic competitiveness within the state.

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF LOCAL ARTS AGENCIES-Washington, DC
To continue support for a three-year study of the $ 55,000
impact of the arts on local and state economies.

OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL-Washington, DC
To support continued analysis of the United States'
international budget (including foreign aid) and the
development of an alternative budget.

POWELL GARDENS, iNC.-Kingsville, Missouri
To provide support to complete 3 3.5-acre rock and
waterfall garden that is part of an 835-acre botanical
garden complex named Powell Gardens.

UNION INSTITUTE-Cincinnati, Ohio
To provide support for an exploratory meeting at the
Johnson Foundation's Wingspread Conference Center
to examine and reframe the ways in which social
problems are defined and addressed in the United
States.

$ 30,00(1 $ 30,000

35,1 H 10

50,000

200.000

35,000

35.000

50,000

150,000 $ 50.000

35,000

55.IXKJ

50,000 50,000

25,00*.)

15,000 15.000

25,000

PROGRAM TOTAL: Exploratory and Special Projects 55,000 S 440,000 $ 420,000 S 75,000

EMPLOYEE/TRUSTEE MATCHING GRANTS AND TRUSTEE INITIATED
MATCHING GRANTS

The- Mntt Foundation matches its trustees' and
employees' contributions to charity on a two-to-one
basis.

TRUSTEE INITIATED GRANTS

$ 247,019 $ 247,019

192.000 192,000

TOTAL: Employee/Trustee Matching Grants
and Trustee Initiated

S 439,019 $ 439,019

TOTAL: All Grants $25,369,602 544,046,149 541,614,586 $27,801,165
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P R O F I L E O F G R A N T M A K I N G A C T I V I T I E S

Grant Dt>//rtr.v hy Progniin iiuMiin^t

Civil Society 7.597 -

Employee/Trustee 0.439

Environment 6.393

Poverty 15.883

Exploratory 0.440

Flint 13.294

Number ef Grants by Pwgnwi

Poverty 149 -

Flint 34

Exploratory 8

Environment 91

Civil Society 103
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T E N - Y E A R S T A T I S T I C A L P R O F I L E

Total Assets — Market Value (miiiimh)

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 199(1 1992

Total Income - Actual Dollars <»nu,,^>

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

1983-92 Selected financial Information t<xKi ^wtai)

Total Assets -
Market Value
Total Assets -
1983 Dollars
Total Assets -
Cost
Total Income:
Total Income
-1983 Dollars
Foundation
Fund

Total Grants
Awarded

1983

$555,393

55x393

434,661
30,430

30,430

541,944

22,334

1984

$572,342

550,573

448,146
34,380

33,072

557,518

28,418

1985

$664,866

616,331

460.268
36,011

33,382

650,624

26,021

1986

$736,873

675,448

487,766
35,840

32,852

720,196

21,663

1987

$749.512

658,018

522,457
38,076

33,428

734,887

31,933

1988

$838,816

705,405

577,353
41,549

34,941

813,559

33,788

1989

$961,806

773,062

593,805
44,883

36,075

939,545

38,580

1990

$929.506

703,679

639,230
47,682

36,097

902,863

39,086

1991

$1,093,708

803,730

671,657
45,110

33,150

1,059,340

43,90)

1992

$1,162,056

829.454

714,052
44,863

32,022

1,124,184

44,046
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R E P O R T O F I N D E P E N D E N T A C C O U N T A N T S

To the Board of Trustees of
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation:

We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of Charles Stewart
Mott Foundation as of December 31, 1992 and 1991, and the related
statements of income, expenditures and changes in Foundation fund,
and cash flows for the years then ended. These financial statements
are the responsibility of the Foundation's management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements
based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a
reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present
fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Charles
Stewart Mott Foundation at December 31, 1992 and 1991, and its
income, expenditures and changes in Foundation fund and its cash
flows for the years then ended in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.

Coopers & Lybrand
Certified Public Accountants

Detroit, Michigan
March 11. 1993
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B A L A N C E S H E E T S

December 31, 1992 and 1991

Assets

Marketable securities, at market value:
Common stock
U.S. Government obligations
Other bonds, not convertible
Short-term corporate notes
Certificates of deposit

Cash

Land
Building and improvements,

net of accumulated depreciation of
$1348.961 in 1992 and $1,426,032
in 1991

Other assets

Charles Stewart Man foundation

1992 1991

841,453,624
249,160,625
30,814,111
23,567,551

1,900,000

1,146,895,911

560,038

397,852

1,270,427

12.931.560

$ 1,162,055,788

775,870,156
247,413.688
35,816,753
16,202,232
2.21.10.1300

1,077.502,829

2,957,406

122,852

1,010,443

12.114,586

$ 1,093,708,116

Liabilities And Foundation Fund

Grants payable
Accounts payable and other liabilities
Deferred excise tax

Foundation Fund

$ 27,801,165
1.380,948
8.690,000

37,872,113

1.124.183.675

$ 1,162,055,788

25.369,601
888,119

8.110.000
34,367.720

1.059.340.3%

1,093.708.116

The ,i,-wiiif!.ntying notes arc an integral pan <tf lire financial statementf.
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S T A T E M E N T S O F I N C O M E , E X P E N D I T U R E S A N D
C H A N G E S I N F O U N D A T I O N F U N D

for the year; ended Dntmfifr 31, 1992 and 1991

Income;
Dividends
Interest
Other income, net

Less:
Investment expenses
Other investment expenses
Provision for excise tax

Net investment income

Grants and expenses:
Grants

Less:
Refunds on unexpended grants

Administration expenses
Direct charitable expenses

Charles Stwart Matt Foundation

1992 1991

$ 20,766,047 $ 20,616,077
24,096,910 24,455,802

201 37,763
44,863,158

1,976,694
735,961

(272,751)
2,439,904

42,423,254

44,046,149

512,808
43,533,341

6,139,277
120,184

49,792,802

45,109,642

1,108,773
615,468
763,216

2,487,457
42,622,185

43,899,751

2,257,172
41,642,579

4,500,997
134,879

46,278,455

Grants and expenses in excess
of income

Realized gain on sale of assets, net of
excise tax of $418,642 in 1992 and
$633.020 in 1991

Change in market value of securities, net
of change in deterred excise tax of
$580,000 in 1992 and $2,660,000 in 1991

Foundation Fund:
Beginning of year

End of year

7 Vic aCfpmpOHYing notes ar? an integral part rftlir tinam i>il statei'Kiiti.

(7,369,548)

46,838,979

25,373,848

1.059,340,396

1,124,183,675

(3,656,270)

31,017,968

129,115,542

902.863,156

$ 1,059,340,396
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S T A T E M E N T S O F C A S H F L O W S

for the years ended December 31. W92 Mid 1991

Cash flows from operating activities:

Grants and expenses in excess of income

Adjustments to reconcile grants and expenses
in excess of income to net cash
provided by operating activities:

Depreciation expense
(Increase) Decrease in other assets
Increase in grants payable
Increase in accounts payable and other

liabilities
Total adjustments
Net cash (used) provided by operating activities

Cash flows from investing activities:

Proceeds from sales or redemptions
of investments:

Common stock
U.S. Government obligations
Short-term corporate notes
Other bonds, not convertible
Other bonds, convertible
Certificates of deposit

Purchases of investments:
Common stock
U.S. Government obligations
Short-term corporate notes
Other bonds, convertible
Certificates of deposit
Acquisition of land and building improvements

Excise tax on realized gain on
sale of assets

Net cash provided (used) by investing activities

'Net (decrease) increase in cash

Cash, beginning of year

Cash, end of year

Chiirla Stctttirt Mod FotimLiriiW

1992 1991

$ (7,369,548)

148,699
(816,974)

2,431,564

492.829
2,256,118

(5,113,430)

109,169.745
15,940,000

112,102,114
4,555,555

997, S75
2,200,000

(99,486,657)
(19,542,812)

(119,467,433)
(750,000)

(1.900.1)1)0)
(683,683)

(418,642)

2,716.062

(2,397.368)

2,957,406

$ 560,038

$ (3,656,270)

219,365
2,123,855
4,974,498

90,728
7.408,446
3,752,176

78,796,768
12.000,000

311,338,604
16,448,899

1,600,000

(65,897,081)
(61,938,283)

(291,188,579)

(2,200,000)
(252,410)

(633.020)

(1,925.102)

1,827,074

1,130.332

$ 2,957,406
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S T A T E M E N T S OF C A S H F L O W S

fo, the years ended December 31, 1992 and 1991

Supplemental schedule of
investing activities;

Realized gain (loss) on sale of assets:
Common stock
U.S. Government obligations
Other bonds, not convertible
Other bonds, convertible

Excess of contributed value over book value
on donated securities

Supplemental schedule of noncash
investing activities:

Increase (decrease) in market value
of securities:

Common stock
U.S. Government obligations
Other bonds, not convertible

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the foiandal statements.

Charles Steicart Matt Foundation

1992 1991

$ 41,218,670
(245,575)
643,271
247,875

5,393,380
$ 47,257,621

$ 28,654,505
(1,610,300)
(1,090,35*)

$ 25,953,847

$ 31,098,235
(430,840)
983,593

$ 31,650,988

$ 115,998,069
14,967,358

810.115

S 131,775,542
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N O T E S T o F I N A N C I A L S T A T E M E N T S

Charles Stewart Mott Foundation

A. Accounting Policies:
The following is a summary of significant accounting policies followed in the preparation of these

financial statements.

Method of Accounting
The financial statements have been prepared on the accrual basis of accounting which

includes recognition of dividends, interest, investment real estate income, and expenses as
earned or incurred. Trustee and Executive Committee grant actions are recognized on the date
of the action. Grants by the President or Executive Committee by specific authority conferred
by the Trustees, are recognized on the date the authority is exercised.

Marketable Securities
Marketable securities are recorded on the trade date and are stated at market value based on

December 31 published quotations. Gains and losses from sales of securities are determined on
an average cost basis.

Other Assets
Included in other assets is land which was donated to the Foundation and is recorded at the

market value at the date of receipt. Investments in partnerships are recorded at cost, adjusted
for the Foundation's proportionate share of undistributed earnings or losses. The remaining
assets included in other assets are recorded at cost.

Land, Building and Improvements
Land, building and improvements are recorded at cost. Upon sale or retirement of land,

building and improvements, the cost and related accumulated depreciation are eliminated from
the respective accounts, and the resulting gain or loss is included in current income.
Depreciation of building and improvements is provided over the estimated useful lives of the
respective assets on a straight line basis.

Costs of office furnishings and equipment are consistently charged to expense, because the
Foundation does not deem such amounts to be sufficiently material to warrant capitalization
and depreciation.

Pension Costs
The Foundation maintains a defined benefit pension plan covering substantially all of its

employees. Pension expense includes amortization of prior service costs over a period of 40
years. The Foundation's policy is to fund pension costs accrued.

B. Marketable Securities:
Marketable securities held at December 31, 1992 and 1991, were as follows:

1992

Common stock
U.S. Government obligations
Other bonds, not convertible
Short-term corporate notes
Certificates of deposit

$ 841,454
249, 161
30,814
23,567

1,900

$421,067
226,665
25.693
23,567

1,900

Cost Market
Basis Value

(in thousands)
$ 775.870

247,414
35,817
16,202
2,200

1991
Market Cost Market Cost
Value Basis Value Basis

$384,138
223,307
29,605
16,202
2,200

$ 1,146,896 $ 698.892 $1,077,503 $ 655,452
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NOTES T o F I N A N C I A L S T A T E M E N T S

Charles Steivart Mott Foundation

C. Pension Plan:
The Foundation has a defined benefit pension plan covering substantially all of its employees. The

benefits are based on years of service and the employee's compensation during the last five years of
employment.

At December 31, 1992. pension plan assets were $3.2 million, while the projected benefit
obligation was approximately $4.5 million. The assumed rate of return was 8.5 percent in 1992 and
8 percent in 1991.

Pension expense was $271,337 and $154,127 in 1992 and 1991, respectively.
The Foundation also has a defined contribution retirement plan for all eligible employees which

was approved under Section 401(k) of the Internal Revenue Code. The Foundation contributes an
amount based upon eligible compensation as defined in the plan and participants are allowed to make
voluntary contributions to the plan. For the years ended December 31, 1992 and 1991, the Foundation
contributed $81,768 and $67,267 to the plan, respectively.

D. Excise Tax:
The Foundation is exempt from federal income taxes under Section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal

Revenue Code. In accordance with the provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, the Foundation is
subject to an excise tax on net investment income, including realized gains as defined in the Act,

The l i a b i l i t y for excise tax is composed of the following:

1992 1991
Currently (refundable) ($ 522,188) ($ -
Deferred 8,690,000 8,110,000

$8,167,812 $8,110,000

The deferred excise tax represents the tax on unrealized marketable security gains. Tax payments
of $1,362,185 in 1992 and $1,500,000 in 1991 were made.

E. Grants:
Pursuant to distribution regulations ot the Internal Revenue Code for private foundations, the

Foundation will be required to make qualifying distributions of approximately $28,300,000 during
1993.

F. Commitments:
At December 31, 1992, the Foundation was guarantor of $10,050,000 of City of Flint Downtown

Development Authority limited revenue bonds. Marketable securities with market values aggregating
approximately $12.963,750 have been pledged as collateral in connection with this commitment.

In January of 1993, the Foundation exercised its option under the guarantee agreement to purchase
the revenue bonds at face value.
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A D M I N I S T R A T I O N , I N V E S T M E N T A N D
D I R E C T C H A R I T A B L E E X P E N S E S

Jot tin' year ended December 31, 1992

Salaries
Other personnel costs
Operations
Professional fees
Travel and business expense
Annual report and other

publishing expenses

Charles Stewart Mori Foundation

Administration
Total

$2,441,667
789,890

1,405,693
530,160
620,637

Investment
Office

$ 835,472
173,303
130,757
808,313
28,849

Direct
Charitable

$ 4,077
80,483
35,624

351.230
$6,139,277 $1,976,694 $120,184
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M A R K E T A B L E S E C U R I T I E S

Dftcmlwr 31, 1992

Common Stock

A & W Brands, Inc.
Affiliated Publications, Inc. - Class A
Air Products & Chemical, Inc.
Albertson's, Inc.
Alco Standard Corporation
Alias Research, Inc.
Aluminum Company of America
Amtrada Hess Corporation
American International Group, Inc.
American Telephone & Telegraph Company
Ameritech Corporation
Amoco Corporation
AMR Inc.
AMR Corporation
Anthem Electronics, Inc.
Apple Computer, Inc.
Applied Materials, Inc.
Archer-Daniels-Midland Company
Artisoft, Inc.
Atlantic Richfield Company
Automatic Data Processing, Inc.
Avon Products, Inc.
Baker Hughes, Inc.
Ball Corporation
Bandag, Inc.
Bandag, Inc. - Class A
Bankers Trust of New York Corporation
Bell Atlantic Corporation
BellSouth Corporation
A. H. Belo Corporation - Class A
Bemis, Inc.
Best Buy, Inc.
H. & R. Block, Inc.
Blockbuster Entertainment Corporation
Boeing Company
Bombay Company, Inc.
Bowne & Company, Inc.
Brinker International, Inc.
British Airways ADR
Browning Ferris Industries, Inc.
Brush Wellman, Inc.
Buffets, Inc.
Burlington Northern, Inc.
Burlington Resources, Inc.
Cabletron Systems, Inc.
Capital Cities/ ABC, Inc.
Caterpillar, Inc.
CBS, Inc.
Centel Corporation
Chubb Corporation
CIGNA Corporation
Cintas Corporation
Cisco Systcmx I IK.
Coastal Corporation
Coca Cola Company

Charles Steivart Mott Foundation

Shares

10,000
44,000
20,000
70,000
22,000
82,500
20,000
11,000
90*000

400,000
90,000

240,000
30,000
30,000
66,000
14,000
45,000

126,000
42,500
25,000
90,000
27,500
95,000
20,000
10,000
5,000

20,000
135,000
80,000
11,000
60,000
33,000
38,500
20,000

135,000
49,500
15,000
66,000
25,000
15,000
10,000
10,000
30,000
80,000
12,500
7,000

90,000
7,000

50,000
45,000
40,000
33, (XX)
85,000
40,000

180,000

Cost
Basis

$ 362,500
489,890
450,987
441,926
665,370

1,048,082
580,888
511,910

6,600,800
7,367,532
2,775,934
1,942,919

745,637
1,994,383
1.100,498

613,750
642,455

1,941,005
1.094,375
2,474,025

907,466
1,304,900
2,307,984

718,700
558,370
240,843
612,850

2,801,934
1,505,209

355,410
1,172,825

755,992
1,275,497

351,200
3,846,197

528,355
188,256

1,803,435
1,215,825

453,762
267,475
333,750
317,880

1,041,784
915,625

2,937,730
4,830,555
1.280,159

926,019
2,310,587
2,008,562

818,625
483,437

1,233,800
1,864,226

Market
Value

$ 318,750
528,000
935,000

3,535,000
800,250
515,625

1,432,500
506,000

10,440,000
20,400,000
6,412,500

11,700,000
1,740,000
2,025,000
2,549,250

836,500
1,518,750
3,339,000

690,625
2,868,750
4,781,250
1,522,813
1,864,375

707,500
581,250
281,250

1.370,000
6,918,750
4,110,000

462,000
1.507,500
1,287,000
1,530,375

375,000
5,416,875
1,806,750

245,625
2,714,250
1,162,500

391,875
153,750
328,750

1,305,000
3,200,000
1,050,000
3,554.250
4,826,250
1,316,000
1,687,500
3,999,375
2,345,000

891,000
6,683,125

955,000
7,537,500
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M A R K E T A B L E S E C U R I T I E S

December 31, 1992

Conttnwi Srock

Cognex Corporation
Colgate-Palmolive Company
Comerica, Inc.
Compaq Computer Corporation
Compression Labs, Inc.
Computer Sciences Corporation
Consolidated Natural Gas Company
Cooper Industries, Inc.
Cooper Tire & Rubber Company
Costco Wholesale Corporation
CPC International, Inc.
Cracker Barrel-Old Country Stores, Inc.
Crompton & Knowles Corporation
Crown Cork & Seal Company, Inc.
CSX Corporation
Dean Foods Company
Deere & Company
Dell Computer Corporation
Delta Air Lines, Inc.
Deluxe Corporation
Digital Equipment Corporation
Dillard Department Stores - Class A
Walt Disney Company
R. R. Donnelley & Sons, Inc.
Dover Corporation
Dow Chemical Company
DPL, Inc.
Dresser Industries, Inc.
Dreyfus Corporation
Dun & Bradstreet Corporation
E. I. DuPont de Nemours, Inc.
E-Systems, Inc.
Eastman Kodak Company
A. G. Edwards, Inc.
El Paso Natural Gas Company
Emerson Electric Company
Energen Corporation
Equitable Resources, Inc.
Ethyl Corporation
Exxon Corporation
Fastenal Company
Federal Express Corporation
Federal National Mortgage Association
First of America Bank Corporation
First Security Corporation
Fisher-Price, Inc.
Food Lion, Inc. - Class B
H. B. Fuller Company
Gannett Company, Inc.
Gap, Inc.
General Electric Company
General Mills Company
General Motors Corporation
General Motors Corporation - Class E
General Motors Corporation - Class H
General Re Corporation

Charles Stewart Matt Foundation

Shares

105,000
60,000
45,000
22,000
40,000
27,000
25,000

125, 000
100,000
22,000
40,000
68,000
22,000
70,000
20,000
40,000
75,000
30,000
25,000
22,000
10,000

105,000
80,000
80,000
70,000
65,000
37,500
60,000
30,000
55.000

290,000
16,500
50,000
66,000
19,151

170,000
150,000
20,000
33,000

4DU.OOO
16,500
30,000

too, otto
30,000
33,750
55.000
57,500
82,500
60,000
40,000

420,000
80,000

1,275,000
180,000
65,000
50,000

Cost
Basis

$ 908,437
2,272,350
1.163,750
1,189,903

832,500
1,863,170
1,016,625
2,398,536

770,625
641,625

1,773,225
714,021
401,470

1,531,397
1,200,487

989,950
2,224,453
1,125,000
1,791,195

972,207
580,104

1,349,871
2,399,025
1,658,400
1,196,206
1,436,840

576,500
965,554

1,091,050
2,499,075
7,517,931

597.215
1,474,116
1,429,097

169,030
3,100,258

435,680
739,725
950,647

6,199,851
268,000

1,252,412
4,122,687

151,251
410.156

1,166,425
754,375

2,813,750
2,158,625
1,443,625
5,342,096

493,563
33,256,435

892,446
1,240,723
3,904,212

Market
Value

$ 2,073,750
3,345,000
2,880,000
1,072,500

500,000
2,112,750
1,137,500
5,921,875
3,400,0(10

539,000
2,025,000
2,915,500

489,500
2,791,250
1,375,000
1,125,000
3,281,250
1,440,000
1,271,875
1,028,500

337,500
5,223,750
3,440,000
2,620,000
3,211,250
3,721,250

740,625
1,080,000
1,215,000
3,176,250

13,666,250
678,563

2,025,000
1,559,250

593,681
9.350,000
2,756,250
1,010,000

944,625
24,450,000

342,375
1,635,000
7,637,500
1,136,250

928,125
1,381,875

467,188
3,341,250
3,045,001)
1,320,000

35,910,000
5,480,000

41,118,750
5,917,500
1,673,750
5,787,500
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M A R K E T A B L E S E C U R I T I E S

December 31, 1992

Common Stock

Genuine Parts Corporation
Georgia Pacific Corporation
Gerber Products Company
Gillette Company
Gottschalk's, Inc.
W. W. Grainger Company
Great Lakes Chemical Corporation
GTE Corporation
Halliburton Company
Hechinger Company - Class A
H. J. Heinz Company
Hershey Foods Corporation
Hewlett-Packard Company
Home Depot, Inc.
George A. Hormel & Company
Hubbell. Inc. - Class B
Illinois Tool Works, Inc.
Indresco, Inc.
Information Resources, Inc.
Intel Corporation
International Business Machines Corporation
International Flavors & Fragrances, Inc.
International Paper Company
Interpublic Group of Companies, Inc.
IPALCO Enterprises, Inc.
Jacobsons Stores, Inc.
Johnson Controls, Inc.
Juno Lighting, Inc.
Kaufman & Broad Home Corporation
Kellogg Company
Kelly Services, Inc. - Class A
Kerr-McGee Corporation
Kimberly Clark Corporation
K-Mart Corporation
Knight Ridder, Inc.
Kroger Company
KU Energy Corporation
Lam Research Corporation
Land's End, Inc.
Lawson Products, Inc.
La-Z Boy Chair Company
The Limited, Inc.
Linear Technology Corporation
Liz Claiborne, Inc.
Loctite Corporation
Loral Corporation
Marsh & McLennan Companies
Masco Corporation
Masco Industries, Inc.
May Department Stores Company
The Maytag Corporation
McClatchy Newspapers, Inc. - Class A
McDonald's Corpor.irinn

MCI Communications
Mead Corporation

Charles Stewart Mott Foundation

Shares

33,000
130,000
10,000

100,000
44,000
90,000

100,000
300,000
65,000
38,500
30,000
30,000

100,000
40,000
20,000
34,575
50,000
12,000
22,000
66,000

135,000
5,000

10,000
88,000
15,000
33,000
30,000
33,000
33,000
50,000
16,500
15,000
45,000

190,000
25.000
55,000
15,000
38,500
16,500
38,500
38,500

100,000
44,000
27,500
66,000
16,500
55,000

100,000
167,000
80,000
35,000
39,000
70,000

110,000
10,000

Cost
Basis

$ 850,405
3,481,355

354,975
2,759,362

698,952
1,107,339
2,809,725
9,124,300
2,246,014

494,812
941,062
859,537

3,188,631
2,237,450

367,763
1,214,938
2,442,200

82,321
509,250

2,403,536
9,256,286

412,800
567,050

1,457,490
521,225
626,250
391,357
388,875
484,605

1,730,521
626,375
590,375

1,518,138
2,322,592
1,303,775

622,550
421,050
594,000
398,565
430,500
804,023

1,446,410
843,875
765,202

2,715,335
639,953

3,983,950
1,335,312
1,361,548
2,954,261

921,288
716,465

2,213,159
4,116,563

447,050

Market
Value

$ 1,122,000
8,108,750

310,000
5,687,500

401,500
5,400,000
6, 925, (300

10,387,500
1,868.750

380,188
1,323,750
1,410,000
6,987,500
2,700,000

470,000
1,923,234
3,262,500

121,500
693,000

5,742,000
6,800,625

543,750
666,250

3,069,000
540,000
478,500

1,346,250
589,875
536,250

3,350,000
721,875
675,000

2,655,000
4,655,000
1,450,000

804,375
421,875
803,688
470,250
972,125
996,187

2,700,000
1,122,000
1,144.687
2,994,750

759,000
5,025,625
2,962,500
1,920,500
5,650,000

520,625
741,000

3,412,500
4,358,750

382,500
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M A R K E T A B L E S E C U R I T I E S

December 31, 1992

Common Stock

Melville Corporation
Microsoft Corporation
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Company
Mobil Corporation
Molcx, Inc. - Class A
J. P Morgan & Company, Inc.
Morton International, Inc. Ind.
Motorola, Inc.
National City Corporation
NBD Bancorp, Inc.
Netframe Systems
Nike, Inc. - Class B
NIPSCO Industries, Inc.
Nordstrom, Inc.
Norfolk Southern Corporation
Novell, Inc.
Nucor Corporation
NYNEX Corporation
Office Depot, Inc.
Oil-Dri of America Corporation
Omnicom Group, Inc.
Pacific Telesis Group
PacifiCorp
Parametric Technology Corporation
Paramount Communications, Inc.
Parker-Hannifin Corporation
Paychex, Inc.
PepsiCo, Inc.
Phelps Dodge Corporation
Phillips Petroleum Company
Picturetel Corporation
Pier One Imports, Inc.
Pioneer Hi-Bred International
Pitney Bowes, Inc.
Platinum Technology, Inc.
Policy Management Systems
PRG. Industries, Inc.
Premier Industrial Corporation
Price Company
Proctor & Gamble Company
Raytheon Company
Reader's Digest Association, Inc. - Class B
Reuters Holdings PLC ADR
Reynolds Metals Company
Roadway Services, Inc.
Rochester Telephone Corporation
Rohm & Haas Company
Royal Dutch Petroleum Company
Ryland Group, Inc.
Safety KJeen Corporation
Sara Lee Corporation
Schlumberger, Ltd.
A. Schulman, Inc.
Scott Paper Company

Charles Stewart Matt Foundation

Shares

50,000
33,000

150,000
130,000
106,250
60,000
11,000
45,000
30,000

343,208
65,000
40.000
25,000
60,000
90,000
65,000
90.000
20,000
25,500
22,000
33,000

135,000
10,000

120,000
50,000
25,000
8,500

290,000
30,000
80,000
27,500
49,500

235,000
30,000
72,500
22,000
50,000

110,000
10,000

200, iino
50,000
25,000
16,500
20,000
40,000
10,000
40,000

240,000
11,000
52,500

200,000
135,000
27,500
40,000

Cost
Basis

$ 722,277
1,594,120
4,337,389
5,989,675
2,113,750
1,134,840

590,335
3,059,238

871,875
726,094
923,750

2,604,363
653,950

1,713,125
1,875,706
1,961,750
1.249,405

786,230
119,565
368,250

1,038,855
2,783,685

186,359
928,750

2,128,288
864,188
217,250

2,222,793
815,275

2,110,825
1,043,750

395,541
1,926,509

990,475
893,125

1,355,883
2,450,525
1,478,304

347,500
2,579,528
1,276,691
1,211,588
1,004,688
1,119,025
1,256,000

317,875
1,386,625
7,815,120

256,885
1,402,888
2,440,363
6,133,890

761,500
1,767,675

Market
Value

$ 2,656,250
2,817,375

15,093,750
8,206,250
2,709,375
3,945,000

669,625
4,702,500
1,488,750

11,240,062
1,153,750
3,320,000

662,500
2,325,000
5,512,500
1,852,500
7,053,750
1,677,500

863,813
462,000

1,361,250
5,990,625

197,500
6,360,000
2,250,000

740,625
299,625

12,035,000
1,455,000
2,010,000

694,375
618,750

6,286,250
1,196,250
1,468,125
1,837,00(1
3,293,750
4,290,000

362,500
10,725,000
2,562,500
1,296,875
1,051,875
1,062,500
2,720,000

356,250
2,140,000

19,440,000
228,250

1,246,875
6,000,000
7,728,750

790,625
1,430,000
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M A R K E T A B L E S E C U R I T I E S

Dfcemkei .*/. \W2

Common Stock

Shaw Industries, Inc.
Shoney's, Inc.
Sigma-AIdrich Company
Southern Indiana Gas & Electric Company
Southwest Airlines Company-
Southwestern Bell Corporation
Standard Products Company
Staples. Inc.
Stratus Computer, Inc.
Sundstrand Corporation
Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Symantec Corporation
Synopsys, Inc.
Sysco Corporation
Teco Energy, Inc.
Time Warner, Inc.
Toys R Us
Tribune Company
Trinzic Corporation
Turner Broadcasting-Class B
Unilever NV
Union Pacific Corporation
UNOCAL Corporation
UNUM Corporation
U. S. Bancorp
U. S. Sugar Corporation (2)
U. S. West. Inc.
The Valspar Corporation
Veritbne, Inc.
VMX, Inc.
Wachovia Corporation
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
Walker Interactive Systems, Inc.
Waste Management, Inc.
Waxman Industries, Inc.
Wellrleet Communications, Inc.
Wcstvaco Corporation
Weyerhaeuser Company
Wheelabrator Technologies, Inc.
Whirlpool Corporation
Willamette Industries, Inc.
Worthington Industries, Inc.
Xerox Corporation
Xilinx, Inc.
Total Common Stock

Shares

55.000
55,001)
22,000
50,0nn

154.000
H.iii.OOO
11.000
11,000
38,500
30,000
15,000

110.000
38,643
30,000
20,000

140,000
125,000
15,000
80,000
33,000
30,0111)

100,000
35,000
35,000
98,0011

408,642
70,000
55, (.HIM
39,000
21,075
30,000
30,000
65,412
30,000
55,nii(]
15,000
20,000
65,000
32,960
65,000
40,000
99,000
10,000
50, 01 ,)0

Charli-s Stewart

Cost
Basis

$ 1,060,950 5
587,800
608,250
402,931

1,375,573
2,660,206

235,848
229,750

1,559,160
688. Si m
506.688
903,750
49,402

648,288
576,200

3,328,620
1,513,715

681.525
905,000
709,705

2,521,025
2,465,104

817,100
1,355,038

530,037
1,388,206
1.197,881
1,170,863

150.488
12,645

915,125
1,814,400
1,114,564
1,136,726

404,088
1,038,750

553,263
678,662
741,248

1,875,733
892,375
834,250
719,350
962,938

$421,066,600 S

Mott Foundation

Market
Value

i 1,815,000
1,278,750
1,265,000
1,700*000
4, 543. 01 in
7,400,000

354,750
453,750

1,304,187
1,207.500

504,375
1,498.750
1,338.014

791,250
832,500

4,095,000
5,015,625

720,000
470,000
697,125

3,127,500
5,850.000

892.500
1,855,000
2,584,750

50.365,126
2,686,250
1,815,001)

789,750
65,859

2,047,500
1,920.000
1.439,064
l,20o, i ) i io

226,875
1,128,750

690,000
2,396,875
1,219,520
2,900,624
l,650,ooo
2,252.250

792,500
1,262,500

S 841,453,624
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M A R K E T A B L E S E C U R I T I E S

D^fHthrr.U, 1992

U. S. Government Obligations:

United States Treasury Notes:
10.875%, due 02/1 5/93
7.375%, due 04/15/93
10.125%, due 05/15/93
7.25%, due 07/15/93
11.75%, due 11/15/93
7.00%, due 04/1 5/94 (3)
8.25%, due 11/15/94
8.375%, due 04/15/95
11.25%, due 05/15/95
10.50%, due 08/15/95
9.50%, due 11/15/95
9.375%, due 04/15/96
7.25%, due 08/31/96
8.00%, due 10/15/96
7.25%. due 11/15/96
8.50%, due 07/15/97
8.625%, due 08/15/97
8.75%, due 10/15/97
8.875%, due 11/15/97
8.125%, due 02/1 5/98
9.00%. due 05/1 5/98
9.25%. due 08/15/98 (3)
8.875%. due 11/15/98
8,875%. due 02/1 5/99
9.125%. due 05/15/99
7.875%. due 11/15/99
8. 50%, due 02/1 5/00
8.875%, due 05/15/00
8.75%, due08/15/m
7.75%, due 02/15/01
H.nn%, due 05/15/01
7.50%, due 11/15/01

United State Treasury Bonds:
6.75%, due 02/15/93
7.875%. due 02/15/93
11.75%. due 02/1 5/01
11. 625%, due 11/15/02
10.75%, due 02/1 5/03
11.125%, due OS/ 15/03
11. 625%, due 11/15/04
12.110%. due 05/1 5/05
111.75%, due 08/15/05
9.375%, due 02/15/06
8.75%. due 11/15/08
Total U. S. Government Obligations

Shares

$ 2,000.00(3
2,000.00(1
4,000,000
4,000,000
1,0(10,000
7,000,000
5,000,000
2,000,000
4.000,000
5,000,000
8,000,000
9,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
3,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000

10,000,000
10,000,000
5.000,000
5.oiio.oO(J
5,000,000
5,000,000

12,000,000
5,001 1 . 1 ii H I
5,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
3,000,1100
5,000.000
5,000,000

$ 2,000,(H)ii
1.000,000
3.000,000
9,000,000
8.000.000
3,000,000
3,000,000
5,000,000
3,000,000

10,000,000
6,000,000

$219,000,01 )f)

Charles Stewart

Cost
Basis

$ 1,913,750 3
1,910,625
4,186,250
3,892,500
1,024,687
6,525,625
4,957,031
1,915,313
3,987,610
5,426,562
8,581,562
9,197,199
5,069,531
5,000,000
2,663,437
5,135,938
4,975,200

10,543,750
10,054.688
4.712,500
4,968.750
5,054,687
5,204,687

12,092,530
5,148.438
5,017,188
5,046,875
5,243,750
5.127,344
3,017,813
5,068,750
5,059,375

$ 1,683.750 <
675,000

2,981.250
10,253,398
8,468,125
3,757,500
3.928,125
6,212,500
3,720,000

11,403.906
5,857,031

$226,664,530 :

MotJ FiK(m/,m<>u

Market
Value

i 2,016,875
2,021,250
4,095,000
4,077,500
1,067,500
7,255,938
5,332,813
2,156,875
4,567,500
5.668,751)
8,932,500

10.057,500
5,270,313
5,392.188
3,160.312
5,501,562
5,518,750

11,115,625
11,187,500
5,437,500
5,639,062
5.707,812
5,614,062

13,492,500
5,696,875
5,379,688
5,551,562
5,660.938
5,632,812

.3,201,563
5,412,500
5,257.813

S 2.008,750
1,005,000
3,975,938

12.116,250
10,270.000
3,956,250
4.109.062
7,037,500
3,914.062

11,950.000
6,736,875

S 249, 160,625

Short-Term Corporate Notes:
Short Term Investment Fund $ 23,567,551 $ 23,567,551
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M A R K E T A B L E S E C U R I T I E S

for the years ended December }1. 1992 and 1991

Other Bonds,
Not Convertible:

American Telephone & Telegraph Company,
4.375%, due 10/01/1996

American Telephone & Telegraph Company
Credit Corporation,
8.57%, due 09/20/1994

BellSouth Capital Funding,
9.25%, due 01/15/1998

First of America Bank Corporation,
10.625%, due 01/30/1998

Ford Motor Credit Corporation,
8.00%, due 08/15/1993

General Motors Acceptance Corporation,
8.375%, due 05/01/1997

IBM Credit Corporation,
8.95%, due 06/15/1994

Mobil Oil of Canada, Ltd.,
8.375%, due 02/15/1993

Norfolk & Western Railway Company -
Equipment Trust,
10.25%, due 09/01/1998

Northwestern Bell Telephone Company
Debentures,
4.875%, due 06/01/1998

Total Other Bonds, Not Convertible

Certifitates O/" Deposit

diaries Steutirt Matt Foundation

Principal

$ 3,000,000

4,000,000

1,500,000

9,333,335

900,000

2,000,000

5,000,000

2,000,000

1,275,000

200,000

$ 29,208,335

Cost
Basis

$ 1,836,480

3,994,560

1,495,380

7,088,185

843,354

1,959,060

5,000,000

2,013,780

1,334,097

128,000

$ 25,692,896

$ 1,900,000

Market
Value

$ 2,822,700

4,278,400

1,672,950

10,056,978

926,460

2,037,000

5,351,000

2,008,200

1,476,323

184,100

$ 30,814,111

$ 1,900,000

Notes:
(1) The large blocks of certain stocks owned, if offered for sale, would probably depress the quoted

market amounts.

(2) The indicated stock represents an investment of 2 percent or more of the outstanding common
shares of the corporation: U. S. Sugar Corporation - 17.8 percent.

(3) Principal amount is pledged as collateral at December 31, 1992. See Note F to the financial
statements.
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How To A P P L Y FOR A G R A N T

GRANTMAKING CRITERIA
Given its traditions, the Mott Foundation concentrates its grantmaking

activities in the United States. However, because it recognizes the international
implications of its program interests and values, the Foundation makes some
grants outside the United States to further these interests.

In all its grantmaking, the Foundation is particularly interested in:
• fresh approaches to solving community problems in its defined program

areas.
• approaches that, if proven successful, can generate long-term support from

other sources and/or that can be replicated in other communities when
appropriate.

• public policy development and research and development activities to
further existing programs as well as to explore new fields of interest.

• approaches and activities that lead to systemic change.
The Foundation also may consider activities of a non-grant nature that help

to achieve program objectives. Thus, funds may be made available for direct
technical, fundraising or consulting assistance, or for assisting with the
dissemination of findings. In addition, the Foundation makes program-related
investments when they further our program goals and objectives.

While the Foundation endeavors to maintain a high degree of flexibility in its
programming, it observes the following limitations:

• The Foundation does not make grants or loans to individuals.
• Outside the Flint area, the Foundation makes limited grants for capital

development and endowment when such support is considered necessary to
carry out or advance other Foundation objectives.

• While the Foundation doesn't consider itself a research foundation, support
for research is provided when it is instrumental for planning,
implementing or evaluating grantmaking activities in a particular program
area or for strengthening relevant public policy.

• The Foundation does not support religious activities or programs that
serve, or appear to serve, specific religious groups or denominations.
However, if a proposal submitted by a church-based or similar
organization falls clearly within program guidelines and is intended to
serve as broad a segment of the population as the program of a comparable
non-religious organization, the Foundation will consider the proposal on
the same basis as proposals from other agencies.

INFORMATION NEEDED
The Foundation has no formal application form. Proposals may be submitted

at any time; however, videotapes arc discouraged. The Foundation accepts both
multi- and single-year proposals as well as those for shorter periods.

If you prefer, letters of inquiry, including a brief description of the project
and the range of needed funding, also are acceptable.

In reviewing proposals, program staff takes into account the following:
1. Does the project description include an explanation why the project is

needed, who will be served and what will be accomplished during a specific
period of rime?

2. How does the proposed grant fit within the philosophy, policies and
program structure of the Foundation? More specifically:
a. To what program area does it properly belong?
b. Would the proposed grant contribute significantly to the advancement of

the objectives of that program area? If so, in what way?
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c. How would the proposed grant relate to other grants in the program
area? Would it supplement or duplicate them? Is it truly innovative in
terms of new principles or findings or new application of established
techniques?

d. Does the proposed grant relate to grants in another program area? If so,
how does the program staff member in the related program area assess
the proposal?

3. Is the proposed grant activity feasible? Are the goals realistic and the
expected costs reasonable? Docs the applicant have the leadership and staff
competence to carry out the project, or the ability to secure those essential
resources?

4. If the activity is intended as a continuing one, does the applicant have the
ability to Bnance it, or secure financing for it, following the termination of
the grant?

5. If the activity is not intended as a continuing one, will there be some lasting
benefits to the grantee, program participants, the community or other
organizations working in the field?

6. Docs the proposal contain an appropriate plan for evaluation, reporting and
dissemination?

7. Does the proposal contain appropriate financial information?
a. Is there a documented line-item budget for the proposed grant period?
b. Is there a summary of the institutional budget based upon the

applicant's fiscal year, it the applicant is not a major educational
institution or unit of government?

c. Is there information about the organization seeking funds, including its
tax-exempt status and classification and its accomplishments to date?

We observe strict conflict of interest rules for both staff and Trustees.
Therefore, all applications must follow regular Foundation processing
procedures.

Proposals should be clearly marked GRANT PROPOSAL and addressed:
Office of Proposal Entry
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
1200 Mott Foundation Building
Flint, MI 48502-1851
U.S.A. (international only)
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P U B L I C A T I O N S A N D M A T E R I A L S A V A I L A B L E

mm
MOTT FOUNDATION

Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 1992 Annual Report.

Facts on Grants 1992 A companion piece to the Annual Report printed by
program and containing summaries of each of the 385 grants made last year.

In Memoriam. A booklet about the life of Charles Stewart Mott.

Mott Exchange. A quarterly newsletter of the Mott Foundation focusing on
specific program areas as well as general interest items.

Philosophy, Programs & Procedures. A guide to the Mott Foundation's
philosophy and grantmaking.

OTHER MATERIALS

Small Steps Toward Big Dreams: 1992 Update. The latest in a series of
annual assessments of the Mott Foundation's investment in low- income
cntrepreneurship, designed to provide potential investors, policymakers and
others with a more detailed understanding of the trends in the field.

Opening Enterprise Opportunity: Expanding the Microenterprise
Development Field. A 1993 report, prepared by the Association for Enterprise
Opportunity, that supports President Clinton's call for the creation of 1,000
microcnterprise programs.

Vulnerable Children and Families: Philanthropic Perspectives on New
Collaborations. A 1993 report, endorsed by a national group of 41
foundations, urging the Clinton administration to foster collaborations between
government and the philanthropic sector on behalf of vulnerable children and
their families.

Environmental Reform of the Multilateral Development Banks. A 1992
report evaluating the Mott Foundation s grantmaking and its progress to date in
improving the MDBs' awareness of the environmental impacts of their projects.

Community Education: A Vision, A Task, A Hope. The text of a speech
delivered by Mott Foundation Chairman William S. White at the 1990 annual
meeting of the National Community Education Association and reflecting the
Foundation's concerns about poverty, education and integration of services.

A State-by-State Look at Teenage Childbearing in the U.S. A 1991 special
report, prepared by Child Trends Inc., designed to help the reader understand
the complexities of too-early childbearing and to serve as a springboard for
further research.

The Foundation also reprints the special sections of selected past Annual
Reports. Currently available are:

Replication: Sowing Seeds of Hope. (1990)
The Fraying Fabric: A Portrait of America's Poverty. (1989)
The Great Lakes: A Stewardship Left Untended. (1988)
Our Good Earth: Are We Living on Borrowed Time? (1987)

Copies of these publications are available without charge by calling the
Mott Foundation's Publications Hot Line at (3l3)-766-1766,
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B O A R D A N D C O M M I T T E E S

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
William S. White

Chairman
William H. Piper

Vice Chairman
Alonzo A. Crim
(Catherine W Fanning
Rushworth M. Kidder
Webb P. Martin
C.S. Harding Mott, II
Maryanne Mott
Willa B. Player
John W Porter

*Charlcs B. Ctimings
*Ruth R. Mott
*Harold R Rodes
*George L. Whyel

*Tru5tcc Emeritus

EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE
WUliam S. White

Chairman

C.S. Harding Mott, II
William H. Piper
John W. Porter

O F F I C E R S AND STAFF

AUDIT COMMITTEE
John W. Porter

Chairman

Alonzo A. Crim
C.S. Harding Mott, II

INVESTMENT
COMMITTEE
William S. White

Chairman

Henry Holt, Jr.
Webb E Martin
Maryanne Mott
William H. Piper
John Sagan

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
William S. White

President and
Chief Executive Officer

Jean Simi
Executive Assistant and
Corporate Assistant Secretary

INVESTMENTS
Robert E. Swaneyjr.

Vice President and
Chiet Investment Officer

Michael J. Smith
Investment Manager;
Special Projects

Paul H. McVey
Daniel T. Goodnow

Investment Managers

Stephen A. McGratty
Associate Investment Manager

Stephen W Vessells
Security Analyst and
Investment Administrator

Laura R. Bechard
Assistant Investment
Administrator

Marge Hubble
Executive Secretary

StjflTlist through June 30, 1993

ADMINISTRATION
Richard K. Rappleye

Vice President and
S e ere tar y /Trcas u rer
Jack C. Becker

Assistant Controller
Lesle Berent

Accountant
John Brown

Accountant/Analyst
Marcie Adams

Bookkeeper
Debbie Bullen

Accounting Assistant

, ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
Gerald R. Habelmann

Director ol" Administration
and Human Resources
Pam Larkin
Barbara Mince
Judy Wright

Administrative Secretaries
Teri Chambry
Sandy Downer
Teresa Littlejohn
Roscanne Thomas
Mary Utsey

Secretaries
Alice Ottaway

Word Processing Supervisor
Diane McConib
Delia Vela

Word Processors

Shirley Wallace
Receptionist

' GRANTS ADMINISTRATION
J immy L. Krause

Director of Grants
Administration
and Assistant Treasurer
KathyJ. Becker

Assistant Grants Administrator
Fran Bell

Proposal Review Committee
Administrative Assistant

Eve C. Brown
Records Management
Supervisor
Jean Barn berg

Chris Keskes
Library Clerks

Deeana Mills
Grants Accountant

PROGRAMS
Maureen H. Smyth

Vice President - Programs

Jon R. Blyth
Lois R. DeBacker
Suzanne L. Feurt
Ruth L. Coins
Christa L. Kuljian
Jack A. Litzenberg
Jeanette R. Mansour
G. Bridget Ryan
Carlos J. Saavcdra

Program Officers
Pat K, Edwards

Program Officer/
Leadership Coordinator

Edmund J. Miller
Denisc D, Mitchell

Associate Program Officers

COMMUNICATIONS
Judy Y Samelson

Vice President - Communications
Carol D. Rugg

Principal Writer
Ann Richards
Lori Villarosa

Writers

Donald F Dahlstrom
Editor
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Academy for Educational Development. Inc 9u
ACCION International 96
Alan Guttmacher Institute 87
Alaska Center for the Environment 76
Alaska Health Project 76
Alaska Native Health Board 76
Albany State College 76
Alliance for Choice in Giving 68
Alternative Schools Network 92
American Committee on U.S.-Soviet Relations . . . . 62
American Council for Drug Education 102
American Council on Education H > 2
American Farmland Trust 74
American Rivers, Inc 75
American Youth Work Center 87
Annual Message .. 2
Appalachian Center fur Economic Networks . . 96
Applied Research Center 93
Arias Foundation for Peace and Human Progress ... 68
Arkansas Enterprise Group %
Aspen Institute, Inc 68. 96, 1U2
Association for Enterprise Opportunity 96
Association for the Support of Community

Education Development Centres , . . . . 63, 90
Association of Community Trusts and Foundations 64
Association of Junior Leagues International. Inc. . . . 87
B,
Baltimore Community Foundation 64
Bank Information Center 73
Belgian American Educational Foundation, Inc f»M
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America 9fi
Bishop International Airport Authority 84
Border Ecology Project 78
Brigham and Women's Hospital 1(K)
Broward Community Foundation 64
c
California Institute for Rural Studies 76
California Tomorrow '*2
California Toxics Action 76
Campus Outreach Opportunity League 87
Capital Region Community Foundation M
Catholic Health Association of the United States ... 63
Catholic University of America 62
Cause Effective, Inc 68
Center for Community Change 93
Center for Law and Education 92
Center for Law and Social Policy 96
Center for Neighborhood Technology 76
Center fur Policy Alternatives 77
Center for Resource Economics 73
Center for Rural Affairs 77, %
Center fnr the Great Lakes 75
Center for US-USSR Initiatives 61, 62, 64
Center for Workforce Preparation and Quality

Education 92
Center on Budget and Policy Priorities 96
Central Carolina Community Foundation, Inc 64
Central Europe and the Independent (Soviet) States . 61
Central Europe and the Independent (Soviet) States:

Environment , . . . 61
Central Europe and the Independent (Soviet) States:

Nonprofit Sector 62
Central Europe and the Independent (Soviet) Stales:

Political/Economic Infrastructures 62
Central Europe and the Independent (Soviet) States:

Other Activities 63
Central Minnesota Community Foundation 64
Central States Education Center .

Centre for International Environmental Law-U.S- Inc.
61

Centra Para o Nosso Futtiro Comum S/C LTDA .. 79
Charities Aid Foundation 62
Charter Seventy Seven Foundation, Inc 62. 63
Cherokee Community Initiatives, Inc H7. ' < ( ,
Chicago Commons Association 92
ChJcanos Por La Causa, Inc 94
Children's Aid Society 87
Children, Youth and Families 86
Children, Youth and Families: Families and Early

Childhood '. . . . 86
Children, Youth and Families: Teenage Pregnancy

Prevention 87
Children, Youth and Families: Youth Service and

Employment 87
C :hild Trends, Inc 87
Child Welfare League of America, Inc 99
Christ the King Parish 83
City University of New York Bernard M. Baruch

College . . . " 68
Civil Rights Project, Inc ]m
Civil Society -60
Clean Water Fund 75
Coalition for a Better Acre 94
Coalition for Women's Economic Development . . . . 96
Coast Alliance 75
Colorado State University Foundation 77
Columbia University , H6
Committee for Economic Development 79, 92
Community Development Resource Association . . . 70
Community Foundation for Palm Beach and Martin

Counties. Inc 99
Community Foundation for Southeastern Michigan

...64
Community Foundation, Inc M
Community Foundation of Greater Flint .. . 64, H3. H4
Community Foundation of Greater Memphis 65
Community Foundation of Greater Tampa, Inc 65
Community Foundation of Otfawa-Carleton 65
Community Foundation of Santa Clara County . . . . 65
Community Foundation of Sarasota County, Inc. .. 65
Community Foundation of the Eastern Shore, Inc. . 65
Community Foundations of Canada 65
Community Information Exchange 94
Community Training and Assistance Center, Inc.

93. 9-1
Community Workshop on Economic Development . 96
Coinp.ir.uiw .md International Education Society . . 64
Comunidad en Accion, Inc 94
Concerned Citizens of South Central Los Angeles . . 94
Conservation Law Foundation. Inc 73
Consumer Policy Institute 79
Cooperative Assistance Fund 97
Cornell University 92
Corporation for Enterprise Development 97
Council for Community-Based Development, Inc. UK)
Council of Great Lakes Governors, Inc 75
Council of Independent Colleges 89
Council of Michigan Foundations 65, 67. 102
Council of State Governments 87
Cuun. i l nn Foundations, Inc. 65, 67, 86, 93
Crini Road Race. Inc 82
Cumberland Community Foundation, Inc 65
Czechoslovak Center for Energy Efficiency 61

D,
Dade Community Foundation 65
Development Group for Alternative Policies. Inc. . , 73
Development Resources Trust 70
Development Training Institute. Inc 94
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District of Columbia Service Corps, Inc 87
DmuId Jackson Clinton Hil l Neighborhood

Corporation 94
Door - A Cent IT of Alternative's, Inc 93
E,
F.ist Michigan Environmental Action Council 77
East Tennessee Foundation 65
Ecologies Linked for Organizing Grassroots Initiatives

and Action 61
Education 89
Education: Historically and Predominantly Black

Colleges and Universities 89
Education: School/Community Initiatives 90
Education: School-to-Work Transition 92
Education: Systems Redesign and Equity 92
Education Commission ot the States 93
El 1*3.40 Community Foundation 68
Employee and Trustee Matching Grants 102
Energy Probe Research Foundation 73
Enersol Associates, Inc 73
Enterprise Foundation 99
Environment 72
Environment: Special Initiatives 78
Environmental and Energy Study Institute 73
Environmental Careers Organization, Inc 77
Environmental Defense Fund, Inc 73, 79
Environment.il Health Coalition .77
Environmental Law Alli-mce Worldwide 73
Environmental Law Institute 61
Environmental Support Center, Inc 79
European Cooperation Fund 62, 63, 67, 68
Executive Service Corps oi" Chicago 93
Exploratory and Special Projects U H
F.
Family Resource Coalition 86
F a m i l y Service America, Inc 90
Fargo-Moorhead Area Foundation 65
hn.ui iv 103
First Nations Financial Project (>7
Rsk University 89
Fl in t 81
Flint Board of Education 82, 83
Flint, City of 82
Flint Community Development Corporation 82
Flint Downtown Development Authority 84
Flint Institute of Music 82
Flint: Institutional Capacity Building 82
Flint: Insti tutional Capacity Building — Arts and

Recreation 82
Flint: Institutional Capacity Building — Economic

and Community Development 82
Flint: Institutional Capacity Building — Education . 83
Flint: Insti tutional Capacity Building — Philanthropy

83
Flint: Institutional Capacity Building — Other

Activities 84
Flint Neighborhood Improvement and Preservation

Project, Inc 82
Flint: Special Projects 84
Focus: HOPE 83, 97
Foundation Center 67, 69
Foundation rnr Roanoke Valley 65
Friend* of the Earth 73, 79
Fund for Aging Services 99
Fundacion Natura 73
O
Genesee Area Focus Council, Inc 82, 83
Genesee Economic Area Revitalization, Inc 82
Gcnescc Food Bank . . . 84

Genesee Intermediate School District 83
George Washington University 75
German Marshall Fund of the U.S 61
Get Ahead Foundation 70
Global Sustainability , 73
GMI Engineering &: Management Institute 63, 83
Goddard College Corporation 97
Grants ". 59
Great Lakes Land and Water Resources 74
Great Lakes United 75
Greater Flint Arts Council 82
Greater Harrisburg Foundation 65
Green Library 61, 79
Greensboro Housing Authority 97

hL
Harvard University 86, H7
Hawaii Community Foundation 65
Highlander Research and Education Center .88
Historically Black Research University Foundation . 89
Home Care Associates Training Institute, Inc 97
Hoosier Environmental Council 75
Hopi Foundation , 97
Hungarian Foundation for Self-Reliance (Autonomia

Alapitvany) 62
L
ICA Group Incorporated 97
Idaho Community Foundation, Inc 66
Idaho Conservation League 79
Independent Ecological Center , . 61
Independent Sector 68, 69
Indiana University at Indianapolis 62
Institute for Alternative Agriculture, Inc. 79
Inst i tute for a New South Africa 70
Institute for Cooperative Community Development

' 97
Institute for East-West Security Studies, Inc 63
Institute for Educational Leadership, Inc. . . . 88, l.>0, <W
Institute tor Practical Idealism 61
Institute lor Responsive Education 90
Institute tor Social and Economic Development . . . . 97
Institute for Soviet-American Relations 61. 63
Institute for Sustam.ibie Communities 61
Institute for Transportation and Development Policy

73
Institute for Women's Policy Research 97
Institute of International Education 69, 70
International Association for Great Lakes Research . 75
International Community Education Association . . . 90
International Institute lor Energy Conservation, Inc.

74
International Network of Resource Information

Centers 74
International Rivers Network 74
Iowa Citizens for Community Improvement .77
X
Jackson Community Foundation 66
Jacksonville Community Foundation 66
Jobs for the Future, Inc 92
Johns Hopkins University 62, 69
JSI Research & Training Institute, Inc 77
|ust Organized Neighborhoods Area Headquarters . 94
L
Lake Michigan Federation 75
Land Institute 79
L and Stewardship Project 79
Las Palomas de Taos 90
Latin American Scholarship Program of American

Universities, Inc 74
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Latino Institute 90
Leadership Institute 70
Legal Environmental Assistance Foundation 77
Local Initiatives Support Corporation 94
Los Angeles Conservation Corps 88
Low Income Housing Information Service 94
M;
Madison Community Foundation 66
M.unc Community Foundation. Inc ,. 66
Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation . . . 86
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 88
Metropolitan Atlanta Community Foundation, Inc. 66
Michigan Environmental Council 75
Michigan Future, Inc In j
Mul l igan League for Human Services 100
Michigan Nonprofit Forum 69
Michigan State University 79, 86
Michigan Strategic Fund 97
Michigan United Conservation Clubs 79
Michigan Women's Foundation 1'7
Minnesota Project 79
Mississippi Action for Community Education 44
Montagu and Ashton Community Service 70
Morris Brown College , H9
Mott Community College 82, 83
Ms. Foundation for Women 87
Mulri Resource Centers, tnc 98
isL
National Assembly of Local Arts Agencies 102
National Association of Service and Conservation

Corps 88
National Association of State-Based Child Advocacy

I > realizations 86
National Center for Community Education 90
National Center for Community Risk Management

and Insurance 69
National Center for Neighborhood Enterprise 98
National Center for Nonprofit Boards 69
National Center on Institutions and Alternatives/

Northeast, Inc 90
National Charities Information Bureau 69
Huioml Coalition of Advocates for Students 91
National Commission to Prevent Infant Mortality .. 86
N . t t i i i i u l Committee for Citizens in Education . . 91. 93
National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy

68, 69
National Community Education Association 91
National Community Reinvestment Coalition 94
National Congress for Community Economic

Development, liic 95
National Council of La Raza 95
National Council of Nonprofit Associations 69
National Crime Prevention Council, Inc 88
National Economic Development and Law Center . , 99
National Neighborhood Coalition 95
National Network of Women's Funds 69
National Peace Foundation 63
National Public Radio 70, 80
National Safe Workplace Institute 77
National Toxics Campaign Fund 77
National Training and Information Center 95
National Wildlife Federation 75
Natural Resources Council of Maine 77
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.

' 74, 75, 77. 78
Nature Conservancy 75, 82
Neighborhood Capital Budget Group 95
Neighborhood of Affordable Housing 95
Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation 98

Neighborhoods and Economic Development 93
Neighborhoods and Economic Development:

Community Development 93
Neighborhoods and Economic Development:

Economic Development 96
New Hampshire Charitable Fund 66
North American Indian Association of Detroit, Inc. 91
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical Stale

University 89
Northeast Entrepreneur Fund, Inc 98
Northeast-Midwest Institute '. 76
0
Ocean Advocates 78
Ocean Arks International, Inc 80
Omaha Community Foundation 66
Orange County Community Foundation 66
Oregon Rivers Council, Inc 80
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

Development 99
Other Information 121
Overseas Development Council 102
R
Parent Action Education Corporation 86
Partners fur Democratic Change 63
Partnership for Democracy 95
Peoria Area Community Foundation 66
Permian Basin Area Foundation 66
Pesticide Action Network North America Regional

Center 74
Philanthropy and Votunteerism 64
Philanthropy and Volunteerism: Community

Foundations 64
Philanthropy and Volunteerism; Philanthropic

Membership Organizations 67
Philanthropy and Volunteerism: Strengthening the

Nonprofit Sector 68
Physicians for Social Responsibility 76
Points of Light Foundation 69
Polish Foundation for Energy Efficiency 61
Population Crisis Committee 80
Portable Practical Educational Preparation Housing

Development Corp. 98
Porter-Leath Children's Center 91
Portland Organizing Project 95
Portland Public Schools 91
Poverty 85
Poverty: Special Initiatives 99
Poverty: Special Initiatives — Integrated Services and

Comprehensive Development 99
Poverty: Special Initiatives — Programs for Older

Citizens 99
Poverty: Special Initiatives — Other Activities . . . . 100
Powell Gardens, Inc 102
Princess Margarita of Romania Foundation 62
Private Industry Council of Snohomish County .... 98
Public/Private Ventures 86, 88
Q,
Quitman County Development Organization, Inc. . 95

IL
Rainbow Research, Lnc 66
Religious Task Force Education Fund, Inc 88
Research Foundation of the City University of

New York 78, 88
Resources Development Foundation 74
Rockford Community Trust 66
R u r a l Advice Centre 71
Rural Finance Facility 71
Rural Organizing and Cultural Center, Inc. 95
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Rust College
s.

89

Saginaw Community Foundation 66
Salem Housing Task Force Corporation 83
San Francisco Development Fund 98
Santa Fe Community Foundation 66
Save Our Sons and Daughters 88
Seattle Foundation 67
Servicios Cientificos y Tccnicos 78
Shelter of Flint, [nc 84
Shorebank Corporation , 98
Sierra Club Foundation 74, 76
Single Parent Family Institute 98
Society of Environmental Journalists 80
Sonoma County Foundation 67
Soros Foundation-Hungary 63, 64
South Africa '. 70
Southern Education Foundation 89
Southport Institute for Policy Analysis 100
Southside Low-Income Housing Development

Corporation 95
Southwest District Health Department 86
Southwest Regional Laboratory 87
Southwest Research and Information Center 78
Special Section 15
Steel Valley Authority 98
Stillman College 89
Structured Employment Economic Development

Corporation 95, 98
Students Organizing Students 87
Support Center 69
Syracuse University 88
I
Teach for America. Inc 93
Temple University 91
TEXAS BASICS' 88
Tides Foundation 88
Tip of the Mitt Watershed Council 76
Toxic Substances 76
Tougaloo College 89
Trident Community Foundation 67
Tucson Community Foundation 67
0
Union Institute 70, 102
United Negro College Fund, Inc 90
United Passaic Organization 95
United States Public Interest Research Group

Education Fund 78
United Way International 70
University of Arizona Foundation 93
University of Chicago 87
University of Florida 91

University of Houston 91
University of Natal 71
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Public

Health Foundation 78
University of Texas at Austin 92
University of Texas Medical Branch at Galvcston .. 78
University of the Western Cape 71
University of Virginia 91
University of Washington 92
University of Wisconsin-Madison 92
University of Witwatersrand Foundation 71
Uptown Center Hull House Association 100
Urb.m Coalition of Greater Flint 84
Urban Foundation 71
Urb.ni Institute 88
V.
Vanderbilt University 78
Ventura County Community Foundation 67
Vermont Community Foundation 67
Virginia Beach Foundation 67
Volunteer Consulting Group, Inc. 70
w.
Warren/Conner Development Coalition 99
Washington Center for Internships and Academic

Seminars 80
Washington Toxics Coalition 78
Washington Urban League, Inc 91
WAVE, Inc 93
Wayne State University i 91
Western Cape Foundation for Community Work . . . 71
Western Massachusetts Enterprise Fund, Inc 98
Whaley Memorial Foundation 84
Whitefish Point Bird Observatory 76
Wilgespruit Fellowship Centre 71
Wisconsin Rural Development Center, Inc 80
Wisconsin's Environmental Decade Institute 76
WNYC Foundation 88
Women and Foundations/Corporate Philanthropy .. 68
Women's Association for Women's Alternatives, Inc.

9H
Women's Initiative for Self-Employment 98
Women's Self-Employment Project 99
Women Venture 99
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 80
Woodstock Institute* 95, %
World Resources Institute 74
World Wildlife Fund, Inc 62, 74, 78
Wyoming Centennial Community Foundation 67
Y.
Young Women's Christian Association of Flint 84
YouthBuild U.S.A., Inc 89
Youth Initiative Project, Inc 89
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